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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This report is divided into two volumes.  Volume I summarizes a structural health monitoring 
(SHM) system that was developed for the Iowa DOT to remotely and continuously monitor 
fatigue critical bridges (FCB) to aid in the detection of crack formation.  The developed FCB 
SHM system enables bridge owners to remotely monitor FCB for gradual or sudden damage 
formation.  The SHM system utilizes fiber bragg grating (FBG) fiber optic sensors (FOSs) to 
measure strains at critical locations.  The strain-based SHM system is trained with measured 
performance data to identify typical bridge response when subjected to ambient traffic loads, and 
that knowledge is used to evaluate newly collected data.  At specified intervals, the SHM system 
autonomously generates evaluation reports that summarize the current behavior of the bridge.  
The evaluation reports are collected and distributed to the bridge owner for interpretation and 
decision making. 
This volume (Volume II) summarizes the development and demonstration of an autonomous, 
continuous SHM system that can be used to monitor typical girder bridges.  The developed SHM 
system can be grouped into two main categories: an office component and a field component.  
The office component is a structural analysis software program that can be used to generate 
thresholds which are used for identifying isolated events.  The field component includes 
hardware and field monitoring software which performs data processing and evaluation.  The 
hardware system consists of sensors, data acquisition equipment, and a communication system 
backbone.  The field monitoring software has been developed such that, once started, it will 
operate autonomously with minimal user interaction.  In general, the SHM system features two 
key uses.  First, the system can be integrated into an active bridge management system that 
tracks usage and structural changes.  Second, the system helps owners to identify overload 
occurrence, damage and deterioration. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Background 
The ability to monitor the condition of a bridge to ensure its safe usage and to be able to 
effectively manage its operation is of significant interest to bridge owners.  Over the decades, 
the most widely used condition monitoring methods rely on subjective, incremental visual 
assessments or localized testing techniques.  However, these techniques often require traffic 
control to be implemented and may not be sensitive enough to identify damage and/or 
deterioration over time.  In order to address this issue, the Iowa State University (ISU) 
Bridge Engineering Center developed an autonomous, continuous structural health 
monitoring (SHM) system that can be used to monitor typical girder bridges.  The developed 
system features two key uses.  First, the system can be integrated into an active bridge 
management system to track usage and structural changes.  Second, the system helps owners 
to identify overload occurrence, vehicle collision to the structure, damage and deterioration.     
In the recent past, there have been rapid advances in the development of the technologies 
needed for effective SHM.  SHM is a relatively new but fast growing field within the bridge 
engineering community.  In short, SHM is the process of evaluating the condition or change 
in behavior of a bridge over time using quantitatively measured response data complemented 
with advanced data analysis.  When properly designed, a SHM system has a distinct 
advantage over conventional monitoring techniques in that, at any point during monitoring 
period, the overall condition of the bridge can be evaluated without subjectivity and without 
the need to physically be at the bridge.     
Numerous tools and technologies (currently available as well as emerging) associated with 
SHM applications have been well publicized [1, 2].  The main issue now facing the bridge 
engineering community is not the lack of technologies that are available for SHM 
application, but rather how to accurately analyze a target bridge or its members and how to 
process continuously collected data such that the useful information can be extracted and 
used.  It is also important that a SHM system be capable of monitoring long-term phenomena 
as well as capturing short-term events.  In addition, the output of a SHM system must 
provide clear, usable benefits to bridge owners rather than inundating them with massive 
amounts of disjointed data.  Such a need requires the development of a comprehensive 
approach to data management that also includes the development of high performance 
localized data processing and evaluation algorithms.  Significant effort has been given in the 
work summarized here to include data processing and evaluation algorithms that are based 
upon strong engineering principles while also taking full advantage of advanced data 
processing techniques. 
1.2. Objective and Product 
The primary objective of this research was to develop a continuous SHM system that can be 
used to monitor typical girder bridges for detecting and identifying overload occurrence, 
vehicle collision to the structure, changes in structural behavior, identification of damage and 
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deterioration, and for tracking usage.  These specific needs were established to give owners 
tools to better manage bridge assets and were accomplished by completing three distinct 
work tasks as follows: 
• Development of live load structural analysis software 
• Development of field data collection and analysis software that integrates with 
select data acquisition hardware 
• Demonstration of the developed SHM system 
 
The product of this work is a turnkey SHM system that consists of hardware and software 
components.  The hardware consists of off-the-shelf components that have been integrated to 
work together.  Two software packages were also developed that allow for effective system 
use.  First, a structural analysis package was developed that allows for bridge specific system 
configuration.  Second, data collection/analysis/reporting package was developed that 
operates without user intervention to monitor for the above mentioned reasons.  
1.3. Report Content 
This report is divided into four chapters.  A detailed description of the system development 
and its components are given in Chapter 2.  Chapter 3 presents the demonstration of the SHM 
system and the associated performance evaluation.  General summary and conclusive 
discussions are provided in Chapter 4.  In addition, significant “user manual’ materials are 
provided in the report appendices. 
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2.  STRUCTURAL HEALTH MONITORING SYSTEM 
The system developed in this work and presented herein was developed to be an open and 
flexible SHM system that can be used to monitor, under normal operating conditions, typical 
girder bridges for overloading and changes in behavior (e.g., from deterioration, sudden 
events, etc.).  A reliable system of this type requires accurate analysis, structural modeling 
and consideration of typical scenarios.     
An overall schematic for the SHM system is illustrated in Figure 2-1.  The SHM system can 
be principally grouped into two main components: an “office” component and a “field” 
component.  The office component is basically a structural analysis software package that 
can be used to generate bridge specific thresholds.  The field component includes hardware 
and monitoring software which performs the data collection, processing, and evaluation.  The 
hardware system consists of sensors, data acquisition equipment, and an optional 
communication system backbone.  The field monitoring software was developed such that, 
once started, it will operate autonomously with minimal user interaction.  
Detailed descriptions of each of the components and their implementation are presented in 
the following sections.  Section 2.1 describes various features included in the structural 
analysis software and highlights some of the theoretical methodologies used to develop it.  In 
Section 2.2, various elements of the field monitoring software are discussed along with a 
general background and summary of the methodologies employed in the development.  
Finally, Section 2.3 discusses the hardware components that include sensors, data 
acquisition, and communication.  
2.1. Structural Analysis Software 
A Windows-based, two-dimensional, live-load structural analysis program, BEC Analysis, 
was created to simplify determination of some of the bridge specific SHM system 
parameters.  BEC Analysis is capable of analyzing a bridge beam or girder with various 
boundary conditions and member geometries under various moving load conditions.  One 
unique feature of BEC Analysis is that it allows users to easily determine maximum results 
(maximum moment and strain) at any location along the length of a model bridge.  In 
addition, it contains many convenient features which allow relatively quick analysis of a 
bridge.  In general, one may use BEC Analysis for (1) analyzing beams or girders under 
moving loads, (2) computing absolute maximums in each span or at a desired location, and 
(3) generating envelopes of maximum moments and strains.  The following summarizes 
some of the features that are included in BEC Analysis: 
• Text fields and click-to-select options used to define bridge parameters  
• Input defaults that will help novice users 
• Library of various member cross section properties 
• Calculator that computes section properties of virtually any member cross section 
• Capable of modeling non-prismatic members 
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• Run multiple analyses without exiting the program 
• Supports the AASHTO Standard Specification for Highway Bridges, Sixteenth 
Edition [3] 
• Supports various loading conditions 
• Graphic diagrams 
• Print/Save results 
 
 
Figure 2-1. Overall schematic of SHM system 
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BEC Analysis was designed to be used specifically for analyzing two dimensional girder 
bridges subjected to moving loads.  The structure to be analyzed is idealized to a 
mathematical model that consists of a member or a series of members.  In this software, 
member ends are referred to as nodes or joints.  Properties are assigned to each joint and 
member to simulate the real structure.  Member simulations are accomplished by inputting 
material properties, section properties, and member definitions within each span.  Boundary 
conditions are simulated by assigning restraint conditions to nodes.  Loads are simulated by 
combinations of concentrated loads that represent vehicle axles and by uniformly distributed 
loads plus concentrated load(s) that represents truck train loadings.  The commonly used 
two-dimensional stiffness matrix method was used as the computational backbone in BEC 
Analysis.  As a result, the program can determine the absolute maximum positive and 
negative moments and strains either in each span or at a designated location.  In addition, 
envelopes can be generated.  The envelopes contain the extreme values, both positive and 
negative, of moments and strains along the length of a model bridge. 
2.1.1. General Methodology 
As the accessibility of powerful computers has become more common, the use of matrix 
algebra has become more commonplace.  Thus, the analysis algorithm used in BEC Analysis 
is based on classic beam theory and the direct stiffness method of matrix structural analysis.  
The stiffness method is one of the most popular methods used in computer structural analysis 
programs and its formation is well published.  Thus, it will be only briefly outlined here.  
Inherent assumptions used in developing the analytical methods are as follows: 
• All materials are assumed to behave elastically. 
• Plane cross sections remain plane. 
• All elastic deformations are relatively small. 
• A fixed support is defined as an end condition capable of resisting end moment 
without rotation, while a pinned/roller support is one in which there is no 
resistance to angular rotation and, thereby, no end moment.   
• For a composite sections, the moment of inertia of the entire transposed section is 
used.  
• Non-prismatic spans may be approximated with stepped prismatic members. 
•  
The analytical methods used in BEC Analysis are the same as the routine stiffness method 
except that the member stiffness matrix and the fixed-end moments have been modified to 
account for the potential variation in member cross sections.  The general matrix formulation 
for the member end forces can, therefore, be expressed as below: 
}]{[}{}{ DKSMFMA +=   (2.1) 
where, 
 {MA} = Member end force vector 
 {MF} = Fixed end moment vector 
 [KS] = Unit displacement stiffness matrix 
{D} = Nodal displacement vector ( }{][}{ 1 ZSD −−= )  
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{Z} = Nodal force vector 
 [S] = Stiffness matrix 
 
The general theories and methodologies briefly outlined in this section have been 
incorporated into a computer program, BEC Analysis, which makes time-consuming analyses 
relatively simple.  All that is required to complete an analysis is to define the important 
bridge parameters.  The following section presents a summary of BEC Analysis. 
2.1.2. Features and Components of BEC Analysis 
BEC Analysis runs on a Windows platform personal computer (PC) and consists of three 
modules: pre-processor, analysis and post-processor.  Each module was, respectively, 
developed to perform a certain task such as model generation, analysis and result viewing.  
These three modules can be further categorized into six sub-groups: (1) Bridge Information 
windows (2) Span Description windows (3) Load window (4) Run Analysis window (5) 
Print/View/Plot windows.  The pre-processor groups (1, 2 and 3) are used for data input, 
modeling and on-screen graphic display.  The analysis module (4) performs the analysis.  
The last module, postprocessor (5) was designed for reviewing the analysis results.  Figure 2-
2 schematically depicts the organization and hierarchy of each window within BEC Analysis.  
Screen shots of each window are presented in Figures 2-3 through 2-11 with the various 
windows, text box controls, frames, command buttons and other indicators numerically 
labeled in each figure.  The features included in each window and the general procedures for 
running BEC Analysis are discussed in the subsequent sections.  In addition, descriptions of 
each of the controls, indicators and command buttons, and the principle procedures required 
to run BEC Analysis are provided in Appendix A.  
2.1.2.1. Bridge Information Window 
BEC Analysis can be started by double clicking the program icon.  Once the program has 
loaded, the BEC Analysis title screen shown in Figure 2-3 will appear.  By clicking the ‘Click 
to START’ command button on the title screen, the program will be initialized and move to 
the next window that contains the ‘General Information’ frame shown in Figure 2-4.  In this 
frame, the number of spans (#2) and boundary conditions (#3) can be specified.  The number 
entered in the ‘Number of Spans’ text box control (#2) will dictate how many ‘Span 
Description’ windows (#5) in which information for each span will be entered will be 
needed.  The ‘Boundary Condition’ (#3) frame contains controls which allow the user to 
specify the boundary conditions for the exterior supports.  Three options are available: fixed, 
pin/roller and rotational spring. 
• A fixed support is a support that has all degrees of freedom restrained.  
• A pinned/roller support restrains only one or two degrees of freedom.  If a model 
bridge is built with more than two spans, interior supports will be modeled as 
pin/roller with full continuity between the adjacent spans. 
• A rotational spring support can be defined by inserting the appropriate 
corresponding rotational spring constants.  The spring constant must be between 
zero and infinity. 
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2.1.2.2. Span Description Window 
The next step involves entering information about each span in the ‘Span Description’ 
window (#5) shown in Figure 2-5; in this window, geometry, member type, material and 
section properties for each span are specified.  Up to ten ‘Span Description’ windows will 
appear, one by one, depending upon the number of spans specified in #2.  The input required 
for each ‘Span Description’ window involves specifying the length of the span (#6) followed 
by selection of member types and materials.  Two options are available in the ‘Member 
Selection’ frame (#7): 
• Prismatic member: member size and section properties are constant along the 
span.  If selected, controls #8 and #12 through #16 will be disabled. 
• Non-prismatic member: member size and section properties are not constant 
along the span.  Up to five different sections with different properties can be 
defined using controls #8 through #16. 
•  
The ‘Member Cross Section’ frame (#9) allows the user to define or select sections for a 
member with the material properties defined in the ‘Beam Material’ frame (#10).  One of the 
convenient features in BEC Analysis is a section property ‘Calculator’ (#12) with which 
users can either directly input section properties of a member or have the program 
automatically compute the section properties of virtually any cross section. Allowable shapes 
include user-definable geometries, common standard steel shapes, Iowa P/C shapes and 
AASHTO P/C shapes.  Detailed description on these options will be discussed in Section 
2.1.2.3.   
The text boxes in #13, 14 and 15 display the moment of inertia (#13), the section modulus 
(#14) at the lower sensor location and the section modulus (#15) at the upper sensor location 
for each segment in a member.  These values can be either manually entered by the user or 
computed with the ‘Calculator’ (#12).  Note that the default sensor locations are set to be at 
the bottom of the beam (lower sensor) and the top of the beam (upper sensor).  Note that 
these sensor locations can be changed in the ‘Sensor Location’ frame (#25) which can be 
found in the ‘Section Properties’ window (#19).   
The length of each segment in a member is defined in the ‘Section Distance’ frame (#16).  
Note that this frame will only be enabled if the ‘Non-Prismatic Member’ option is selected in 
#7.  Also note that the graphic display in #17 will display how a member is segmented in 
each span.  A different graphic will be displayed according to the options selected in #7 and 
#8. 
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Figure 2-2. General flowchart illustrating the overall operation of BEC Analysis 
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Figure 2-3. BEC Analysis title screen 
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Figure 2-4. General information options 
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(a) Section properties for ‘Define’ option 
Figure 2-6. Section Properties window 
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(b) Section properties for ‘Standard Steel’ option 
Figure 2-6. (continued) 
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(c) Section properties for ‘Iowa P/C’ option 
Figure 2-6. (continued) 
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(d) Section properties for ‘AASHTO P/C’ option 
Figure 2-6. (continued) 
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Figure 2-7. Load window 
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(a) ‘At a designated location’ option 
Figure 2-8. Analysis window 
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(b) ‘In each span’ option 
Figure 2-8. (continued) 
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(a) When ‘In each span’ option is selected 
Figure 2-9. Print Maximums Window 
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(b) When ‘At a designated location’ option is selected 
Figure 2-9. (continued) 
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(a) When ‘In each span’ option is selected 
Figure 2-10. View Data Window 
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(b) When ‘At a designated location’ option is selected 
Figure 2-10. (continued) 
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(a) When ‘In each span’ option is selected 
Figure 2-11. Plot window 
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(b) When ‘At a designated location’ option is selected 
Figure 2-11. (continued) 
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2.1.2.3. Section Properties Window 
The ‘Section Properties’ window (#19) illustrated in Figure 2-6 will only be called when the 
‘Calculator’ command (#12) is pressed.  In this window, geometric section properties for 
general section types (user-defined), standard steel, Iowa P/C and AASHTO P/C can be 
computed.  Frames #20 and #21 allow the user to generate section properties for either 
composite or non-composite sections.  Composite action calculations are engaged when the 
‘Composite’ option is selected in #20.  The material properties and dimensions of the 
tributary deck are defined in the ‘Deck’ frame (#21).  Note that frame #21 will only be 
enabled if the ‘Composite’ option is selected.   
The program will compute section properties when the ‘Click to Compute Properties’ 
command button (#26) is pressed.  The results are automatically copied, when the ‘OK’ 
command button (#27) is pressed, into #13, #14 and #15.  The section modulus for each 
segment will be computed at the locations specified in the ‘Sensor Location’ frame (#25).   
Section Properties window for user definable cross sections 
The window shown in Figure 2-6a will be called when the ‘Define’ option in the ‘Member 
Cross Section’ frame (#9) is selected.  It allows users to compute section properties for 
general section types.  Options for nine general section types are provided as follows: 
• I –  Beam 
• I – Beam (Tapered flanges) 
• I – Beam + Angles 
• T – Beam 
• T – Beam (Tapered flanges) 
• Channel 
• Channel (Tapered flanges) 
• P/C shape 
• Rectangular shape 
 
Depending upon the option selected in the ‘Define’ frame (#22), a corresponding graphic 
representation will be displayed in the graphic display indicator #23.  Dimensions for each 
shape can be defined with the text box controls provided in the ‘H and W’ frame (#24) where 
the letter ‘H’ represents vertical dimensions and ‘W’ represents horizontal dimensions.   
Section Properties window for standard steel cross sections 
Section properties for standard steel can be computed in the window illustrated in Figure 2-
6b.  This window is called when the ‘Standard Steel’ option is selected in the ‘Member Cross 
Section’ frame (#9).  In this window, information on six classes of standard steel sections can 
be found.  A member can be selected with a mouse click.  Upon selected, the member label 
will be highlighted in blue and the corresponding section properties will be displayed in the 
‘Beam Information’ frame (#34). 
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Section Properties window for Iowa P/C cross sections 
The Section Properties window presented in Figure 2-6c appears if the ‘Iowa P/C’ option is 
selected in the ‘Member Cross Section’ frame (#9).  Information on two types of Iowa P/C 
sections can be found.  Upon selection, the list box indicator #36 will display the members 
that are available and their basic properties will be displayed in the ‘Beam Information’ 
frame (#34). 
Section Properties window for AASHTO P/C cross sections 
Section properties for AASHTO P/C section can be computed in the window illustrated in 
Figure 2-6d.  This window is called if the ‘AASHTO P/C’ option is selected in the ‘Member 
Cross Section’ frame (#9).  Information on four types of AASHTO P/C sections can be 
found. 
Upon selection of an option in the ‘AASHTO P/C’ frame (#37), the list box indicator #38 
will display the corresponding members that are available.  A member can be selected with a 
mouse click.  If selected, its label will be highlighted in blue and the corresponding section 
properties for the selected member will be displayed in #34. 
2.1.2.4. Load Window 
Once a model bridge has been constructed using the above described windows, loads can be 
defined in the form of either a series of point loads that simulate trucks or uniformly 
distributed loads with one or two point loads that simulate lane loads.  The ‘Load’ window 
(#39) shown in Figure 2-7 allows the user to configure live loads that will be applied to the 
bridge.  The software provides options for Iowa legal loads, H-20 and HS-20 trucks, truck 
train as well as user-definable live loads.  In addition, a distribution factor (DF) and impact 
allowance (IM) can be defined. 
When the user chooses the ‘Iowa Legal Loads/HS-20’ option (#40), the ‘Iowa Legal 
Loads/HS-20’ frame (#46) will be enabled which allows the user to select one of the listed 
trucks.  When an option is selected in #46, the information of the selected truck – axle weight 
(wheel line load), distance between each axle and its graphic representation – will be 
displayed in #49, #50 and #51, respectively.   
A truck train loading will be applied if the ‘Truck Train’ option (#41) is selected.  Selecting 
this option will enable a text box control, where a default magnitude for a uniformly 
distributed load will be displayed (#43), and the ‘Apply W on’ frame (#45), which allows the 
user to choose the span(s) upon which the uniformly distributed load will be applied. 
 If users wish to apply a live load that is not available in the above, a manual load generation 
can be performed.  This can be accomplished by selecting the ‘Define’ option (#42), which 
allows users to configure a truck with up to eight axles.  After defining the desired number of 
axles in the ‘Number of Axles’ text box (#48), a corresponding number of text boxes will 
appear in #49 and #50 where the specific configuration is entered.  
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2.1.2.5. Analysis Window 
The analysis is performed in the ‘Analysis’ window shown in Figure 2-8.  This portion of the 
software allows the user to run the analysis and to view absolute maximum results.  The 
analysis is performed when the ‘Run Analysis’ command button (#57) is pressed.  Upon 
completion, a prompt dialog box will appear indicating that the analysis was successfully 
completed. 
The specific results generated by the software depend upon the options selected and the 
inputs entered.  For example, the program will generate absolute maximum moments and 
strains at a location, X, which would have been specified in text box #55 as illustrated in 
Figure 2-8a if the ‘At a designated location’ option (#53) is selected.  By selecting the ‘In 
each span’ option (#53), the program will generate the magnitudes (#66) and locations (#67) 
of the absolute maximum moments and strains in each span as illustrated in Figure 2-8b.  
Note that the location, X, at which the maximum is generated, and the first axle position, b1, 
are symbolically displayed in the graphic indicator #51 in the ‘Load’ window (#39).  
In addition to the absolute maximum results discussed above, BEC Analysis can also 
generate moments and strains with respect to truck position (‘moment and strain vs. truck 
position’) or envelopes of maximums.  The results of ‘moment and strain vs. truck position’ 
analysis or envelopes can be accessed in the ‘View Data’ window (#74) and also in the ‘Plot’ 
window (#78), which will be discussed subsequently. 
2.1.2.6. Print Maximums Window 
The Print Maximums window shown in Figure 2-9 allows the users to print a hard copy of 
the absolute maximum results displayed in the ‘Analysis’ window.  The specific results 
displayed will be based upon the options selected in the ‘Find the Maximum Results’ frame 
in the ‘Analysis’ window (#53).  
2.1.2.7. View Data Window 
As mentioned in Section 2.1.2.5, ‘moment and strain vs. truck position’ analysis results can 
also be generated during the analysis.  The ‘View Data’ window (#74) allows the user to 
access the specific numerical results.  As illustrated in Figure 2-10, the data display box 
shows the maximum moments and strains in each span.  Note that the left. column, X (ft.), 
represents the distance along the bridge for “envelopes of maximums” as shown in Figure 2-
10a; while it represents the first axle positions in the ‘moment and strain vs. truck position’ 
analysis results as shown in Figure 2-10b.  Also note that in Figure 2-10a, the maximum 
results are displayed separately for each span.  These numerical data can also be saved to a 
text file.  This can be accomplished by pressing the ‘Save to a File’ command button (#76).  
When pressed, the user will be prompted to designate a file path to which the displayed data 
will be written and saved.   
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2.1.2.8. Plot Window 
Options are available which allow the user to obtain plots of the ‘moment and strain vs. truck 
position’ diagrams.  After reviewing and/or saving the data, a plot can then be generated.  
When the ‘Plot Data’ command button (#77) is pressed, the program will move to the ‘Plot’ 
window (#78) where the ‘moment and strain vs. truck position’ diagrams will be graphically 
displayed in the plot display box (#80) as illustrated in Figure 2-11. 
2.2. Field Monitoring Software  
The field monitoring software was developed to function with IOtech instrumentation 
hardware, which will be discussed subsequently.  The software was designed to collect, 
process, and evaluate the measured bridge response.  Its use will allow bridge owners to 
quantitatively monitor a bridge for potential cause of damage as well as gradual changes in 
behavior.  The following gives general background information and briefly describes the 
methodology followed during portions of the development of the field monitoring software.  
Specific components of the field monitoring software and the required initial setup 
procedures are then described.  In addition, the general procedures involved in running each 
component of the field monitoring software are also described.  
2.2.1. General Background and Methodology 
2.2.1.1. Identifying “Alarm Events” 
An ‘alarm event’ is determined by examining the peaks in a strain record.  ‘Alarm events’ 
can be generally thought of as either those caused by overloaded traffic, referred to as 
‘overload’, and an abnormal rapid change in strain, referred to as ‘impact’.  Some of the 
important terms that will be used as the building blocks in the field monitoring software are 
defined as follows: 
• Event: any peak in a strain record that exceeds a defined event detection 
threshold. 
• Alarm event: ‘overload’ event and/or ‘impact’ event. 
• Overload event: event that exceeds the overload event threshold. 
• Impact event: event that that exceeds the impact event threshold. 
 
In general, two steps are involved in the processing of the collected data: identification of 
events and examination of each event to see if it exceeds the predefined thresholds.  First, 
any peak in a measured strain record that exceeds the event detection threshold will be 
identified as an event.  Once the event is detected, the software examines its magnitude in 
strain and the slope of the strain record that contains the event.  If the event exceeds the 
overload event threshold, which can be determined using BEC Analysis or any other means, 
it will be recorded as an ‘overload’ event.   The ‘impact’ event is identified by examining the 
slope associated with the event.  If the slope exceeds the impact event threshold, it will be 
recorded as an ‘impact’ event.  Identification of the impact event involves examining three 
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parameters: the start index, the peak index, and the event.  As illustrated in Figure 2-12, each 
parameter is expressed with bi and yi components, where bi represents the time that the index 
or the event is recorded while yi represents their magnitude in strain.  These three parameters 
are used to find the slope within the strain record that contains the event.  Once the slope is 
determined, the software checks to see if the slope exceeds the predefined impact threshold.  
If exceeded, the software will recognize the event as an ‘impact’ event.  Note that the impact 
event threshold must be defined prior to running the field monitoring software.  This may 
require collecting sample strain data from ambient traffic to establish an appropriate strain 
rate.  
 
 
Figure 2-12. Parameters used to determine a slope in a strain record 
2.2.1.2. Compensation of Temperature Effects and Noise Minimization 
Collecting reliable strain data requires attention to the unique characteristics of bridges and 
the surrounding environment.  Typically, measured strain data from bridges contains 
components that can be categorized into two general parts: traffic induced strains and other 
unwanted elements such as changes in strain induced by temperature variations and noise.  
The useful information for the methodology used here are those collected data resulting 
ambient traffic only.  Therefore, eliminating or minimizing the unwanted elements is 
imperative. 
It is widely known that temperature related effects are one of the most common “issues” with 
measured strain data.  Various attempts have been made by manufacturers to minimize the 
sensitivity to temperature through selection of strain gauge materials.  Although adjusted 
strain gauges are known to reduce ‘some’ level of thermal issues, they do not totally 
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eliminate the effect.  The approach for compensating the temperature variations used here is 
based upon the idea that thermal expansion and contraction are very slow in comparison to 
changes associated with live loads.  Therefore, one may assume that the change in strain due 
to temperature variations within a short period of time is insignificant.  With this 
consideration in mind, it was decided that the strains be processed in small segments so that 
the temperature effects on each set of measured strains are minimal.  To this end, the field 
monitoring software was developed to process measured strain segments every 10 minutes.  
Minimizing noise in measurement systems is important as it can present a serious problem.  
The typical environment surrounding a bridge may contain abundant sources of noise.  In 
general, high frequency noise is normally induced by radio signals while electronic 
equipment generates noise in almost all frequency ranges.  Although completely preventing 
the occurrence of noise would be the ideal situation, it is seldom practical.  Fortunately, the 
use of simple techniques such as appropriate grounding techniques, shielded and twisted 
wires, etc. can control some level of noise.  However, they do not eliminate noise 
completely.  One solution to further minimize noise is to identify and block the source of 
noise by use of filtering.  The use of filtering allows users to remove specific components 
that are not of interest.  Measured live load strains may have content across the entire 
frequency spectrum.  However, the most important elements are contained in a relatively 
well defined frequency range.  In order to define where the desired strain data falls and /or 
where the noise falls, a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT.) analysis can be utilized.  A FFT. 
analysis allows users to view the frequency content of measured strain data.  Then, one can 
choose an appropriate filter technique to extract the data of interest. 
Traffic induced strains, in general, have frequency contents that are lower than those of most 
other sources.  Applying a low-pass digital filer, therefore, can modify frequency contents of 
strain records by only allowing frequencies that are lower than a specified cutoff frequency.  
Previous work by the research team has shown that the Chebyshev filter effectively 
minimizes peak detection error with a relatively fast processing speed.  Thus, the Chebyshev 
low-pass filter was utilized for minimizing noise in the field monitoring software. 
2.2.1.3. Data Acquisition and Storage 
While a slow speed monitoring strategy may be suitable for monitoring displacements and 
deformations, a high speed data acquisition is needed for capturing events that occur in a 
short time window, such as maximum traffic induced strains, large amplitude vibrations, and 
behavior caused by a vehicle collision.  Therefore, it was decided that the data sampling rate 
should be user selectable to provide more flexibility in the use of the software.  With this 
option available, it is thought that the software can be used to monitor bridges built for high 
speed (e.g., highway bridges) as well as low speed traffic (e.g., local bridges). 
For a long term SHM system, data sets that are collected over extended periods of time can 
cause problems as the size of the generated files can be quite large.  Managing a large data 
volume can be problematic since significant effort can be required to identify and extract the 
desired characteristics.  Storage of a large volume of collected data can also cause problems 
since it may require significant disc space.  To address these issues, significant attention was 
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given to incorporate data reduction and processing algorithms so that only the useful 
information is used and retained.   
2.2.1.4. Results Presentation 
In addition to efforts related to data processing and storage, significant attention was given to 
ensuring that the system presents useful evaluation results to the user.  As will be illustrated 
subsequently, the field monitoring software was developed to provide users with following 
information: 
• Identifying and notifying alarming events 
• Traffic event history 
• Statistical trends 
 
One of the main purposes of the field monitoring software is to deliver users information that 
can be used to identify potential damage and gradual changes in bridge performance.  In 
order to meet this goal, two options were added.  First, an option was included that allows 
users to receive a notification of any “alarm event.”  When this option is selected, the 
program will send a message, upon occurrence of an alarm event via email that includes the 
date and time of each occurred event, sensor identification, cause of event (either overload or 
impact) and the magnitude of the event.  Furthermore, in order to allow users to access and 
review the archived and/or received data files, the software was developed such that it can 
present summarized information to users.  To this end, algorithms were added so that reports 
can be automatically generated in three formats: Microsoft. Excel Worksheet, PDF, and hard 
copy.  These reports are flexible and their contents can be modified to provide only the 
information desired.  Regardless of the format, each report can contain information as 
follows: 
• Monitoring period during which presented outputs are given 
• Event history that presents each recorded event 
• Event histogram 
• Statistical trends of events including absolute maximum and average 
• Summary of messages regarding “alarm events”  
 
2.2.2. Components of the Field Monitoring Software and Required Initial Setup 
2.2.2.1. Components of the Field Monitoring Software 
There are three groups of programs included in the field monitoring software: (1) a 
preliminary data acquisition and analysis component that is intended for identifying basic 
characteristics, (2) a main data acquisition and processing component intended for data 
collection, reduction and evaluation processes, and (3) a report generation component 
intended for presenting results to the user.  Each group of programs is designed to be 
accessed at any time.  The preliminary data acquisition and analysis tools assist in reducing 
noise and detecting events.   This process involves establishing the parameters that will be 
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used during the data processing and evaluation processes that occur in other programs.  The 
second group of tools controls the main data acquisition and the organization of the collected 
data.  During this process, collected data are temporarily stored into designed segments and 
then internally passed through a series of data reduction programs in such a way as to allow 
the acquisition program to operate in real time while the processing programs operate in the 
background.  These collected data are evaluated, reduced, written to a data file, and archived 
all within the local host PC.  The results from the second group are a series of data files, each 
of which contains summarized information about the bridge performance.  The third group of 
the field monitoring software is used for generating and viewing summarized reports.    
During software development, significant effort was taken to ease and minimize user 
interaction.  This was accomplished by utilizing a series of GUI for each of operation.  Each 
program was designed to provide users with immediate feedback.  A total of eight programs 
were created as are listed below:  
• 1 Preliminary DAQ.VI 
• 2 FFT.-PSD Analysis.VI 
• 3 Input.VI 
• 4 MainDAQ815.VI 
•  
• 5 View Strain History.VI 
• 6 View Hourly File.VI 
• 7 Create Report (from single file).VI 
• 8 Create Report (from multiple files).VI 
 
The first two programs (1 Preliminary DAQ.VI and 2 FFT.-PSD Analysis.VI) are designed 
for preliminary data acquisition and analysis while 3 Input.VI and 4 MainDAQ815.VI are 
intended for use during main data acquisition and processing.  The remaining programs are 
used for viewing and/or generating reports.  Included in the title of the first four programs (1, 
2, 3 and 4) is a number that indicates the order in which they should be executed.  The other 
four programs (5, 6, 7 and 8) can be executed only when needed and in any order.   Each 
program features a user interface and visualization command controls that are facilitated by 
tools contained in the program’s graphical environment.   
Presented in Figure 2-13 is a general flowchart that illustrates the overall procedures 
undertaken by the field monitoring software.  Screen shots of each program are shown in 
Figures 2-14 through 2-21.  Note that the front panels of each program contain two different 
types of displays: controls and indicators.  Controls are devices that provide input and supply 
data to the programs.  Indicators are devices that display output and/or data generated by the 
programs.  Brief descriptions on select controls and indicators of each program are presented 
in Appendix B. 
(1) Preliminary Data Acquisition  
       and Analysis 
(2) Main Data Acquisition and Processing 
(3) Report Generation 
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2.2.2.2. Required Initial Setup 
The field monitoring software can be used only after (a) completing the IOtech software 
installation, hardware system setup and sensor calibration, and (b) creating a main directory, 
‘SHM Folder’, that will contain input files and four sub directories for data transfer and 
storage.  System requirements and necessary procedures on IOtech software installation and 
hardware system setup, as well as the sensor calibration process are provided in Appendix C.  
The user must create a directory entitled “SHM Folder” that contains the following four 
folders: “1 Raw Data”, “2 Data Process”, “3 Data File Folder”, and “Preliminary Data 
Folder”.  In the following sections, overall procedures involved in running each program are 
described.  In addition, step-by-step instructions on how to run each component are provided 
in Appendix B. 
2.2.3. Preliminary Data Acquisition and Analysis 
The first applications of the field monitoring software suite, preliminary data acquisition and 
analysis, are used to collect and establish information needed by other programs. 
Specifically, this process is intended to establish parameters that will be used in data 
processing, for reducing noise, and detecting events. 
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Figure 2-13. Illustration of overall procedures involved in the field monitoring software 
 
Initial Setup 
• IOtech software installation 
• Hardware system setup 
• Sensor calibration 
• SHM main directory creation 
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2.2.3.1. Preliminary Data Collection and Storage 
1 Preliminary DAQ.VI allows users to acquire a small amount data for immediate viewing, 
storage to the hard disk, and for use within 2 FFT.-PSD Analysis.VI to configure filter 
parameters.  Illustrated in Figure 2-14 is a typical setup for 1 Preliminary DAQ.VI.  Three 
steps— (a) basic setup on input parameters (b) program execution, and (c) results 
verification—are involved in using this program.  The first step requires users to input 
parameters in controls #1 though #9 that are shown in Figure 2-14 as follows: 
• Enter a device name in control #1.  The device name used here must match what 
was used during the hardware system setup.  
• Enter a sample rate (#2) at which the data acquisition is to be performed (number 
of samples per second).  
• Select the channels of a connected StrainBook/616 and, if applicable, a WBK16 
expansion module to be activated (#3 & #4).  More than one channel can be 
selected by ‘Ctrl + Mouse click’.  
• Configure each channel (#5) based upon the specific type of strain sensor being 
used.   
• Apply and select a calibration file, which was created during the sensor 
calibration process, by setting the LED (#6) to true (bright green) and by 
assigning a calibration file path in control #7.  
• Designate a folder directory (#8) in which the data will be saved.  The 
recommended directory name is ‘C:\SHM Folder\Preliminary Data Folder’ as is 
shown in control #8 in Figure 2-14.  Users can use the ‘Browse’ button to display 
a tree of all directories available on the host PC. 
• Enter the time duration in control #9 for which each data file will be saved. 
 
Once the above setup is completed, data collection can be initiated. This step involves two 
controls and five indicators—#10 through #16 shown in Figure 2-14—as follows: 
• Start data collection by clicking on the ‘START’ control (#10).   
• Check the acquisition status in indicator #11.  When the ‘START’ control is 
pressed, it searches the data acquisition instrument specified in control #1.  One 
of the following situations will occur: 
o The check mark on the status check box stays green and indicators #12, #13, 
#14 and #15 will display real time data, elapsed time, beginning time at which 
data acquisition is initialized and current time of data acquisition, 
respectively.  This indicates that the data acquisition instrument was found 
and that all input parameters are correctly defined.  
o The check mark on the status check box turns red and a message appears on 
the message box along with an error code. This indicates that either the data 
acquisition instrument was not found, or one or more input parameters are 
missing.  In order to resolve this error, users must check either (or both) the 
hardware and IOtech software installation setup or (and) the input parameters 
before running the program again. 
• Once the data acquisition is completed, click the ‘STOP’ button (#16). This will 
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terminate the program. 
 
Each saved data file is named with letters and numeric numbers.  The notation starts with 
“SHM” followed by numeric numbers representing the time at which each data file was 
saved.  The naming conventions adopted are described as follows: 
SHM (YYYY MM-DD hhmmss) 
where, 
• SHM: Structural Health Monitoring 
• YYYY: year 
• MM: month 
• DD: day  
• hh: hour of the day 
• mm: minute of the hour 
• ss: seconds within the minute 
 
When the elapsed time (#13) exceeds the time specified in control #9, the data file will be 
closed and saved to the directory designated in control #8.  Meanwhile, new data will be 
written to a new file.  This process will be repeated until the program is terminated.  
Contained in each file are columns of tab delimited data with each column representing the 
strain record for one sensor.  For example, if eight sensors are used, the data file will contain 
eight columns of tab delimited data.    
The main goal of acquiring these sample data sets is to collect data to be used for noise 
reduction by separating traffic induced frequencies from noise induced frequencies.  To do 
this properly, two steps are required.  The first step requires the collection of strain data sets 
(a) when ambient traffic crosses the bridge and (b) when no traffic is present on the bridge.  
The second step is described in the following section.  
2.2.3.2. Investigation of Frequency Contents and Determination of Filter Parameters 
Identification of strain due to noise involves comparing noise induced frequency contents 
with those induced by traffic.  The data sets obtained from running 1 Preliminary DAQ.VI 
are used to perform a FFT. analysis that results in a power spectral density (PSD) plot for 
each strain record.  The FFT.-PSD analysis allows users to view different frequencies that 
make up the measured strain.  By investigating the PSD plots, dominant frequencies from 
ambient traffic and noise can be identified.  As previously mentioned, traffic induced strains 
in a typical bridge normally have frequency contents that are lower than those of noise.  With 
this frequency characteristic, therefore, one may minimize noise by applying a low-pass 
digital filer with an appropriate cutoff frequency.  At the end of the process, a text file 
containing filter parameters and event detection thresholds for each channel is created.  The 
followings describe each step involved in running 2 FFT.-PSD Analysis.VI.   
Three primary tasks are performed within 2 FFT.-PSD Analysis.VI: (a) identification of 
dominant frequencies through a FFT.-PSD analysis (b) idealization of filter parameters and 
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plotting the resultant strain history and (c) creating a filter parameter file.  As illustrated in 
Figure 2-15, each task is performed in three different program “tabs”.  The first task involves 
opening a data file acquired with 1 Preliminary DAQ.VI and then running the FFT.-PSD 
analysis.  The following steps are required to perform this task:   
1. Select a data file from those that were saved in the ‘Preliminary Data 
Folder’ by using the browsing tool in control #1. 
2. Under the ‘FFT.-PSD Analysis’ tab control (#2), enter a sample rate 
in Hertz (#3).  Note that the sample rate used here must be the same 
as the one used while acquiring the data. 
3. Choose a time-domain window (#4) to be used in the FFT. analysis 
and PSD development.  The recommended option is ‘Hanning’ and is 
set as the default. 
4. Run the program by clicking the run button (#5).  As soon as the run 
button is pressed, the status indicator (#6) will turn red indicating that 
the FFT.-PSD analysis is running.  Indicator #7 will display the data 
file read progress.  When the data file reading is completed, the total 
number of sensors used during the preliminary data acquisition will 
be displayed. 
5. Upon completion of the FFT.-PSD analysis, the status indicator (#6) 
will turn bright green indicating that PSD plots for each sensor are 
ready to be viewed. 
6. Select a sensor with a mouse click within control #8.  Then, the 
indicator #9 will display the selected sensor and a PSD plot for the 
selected sensor will be displayed in indicator #10. 
7. Identify the dominant frequencies from ambient traffic plus noise or 
noise alone (depending upon a sample file selected) and determine 
the desired cutoff frequency for the filter (note: more detail on how to 
determine the desired cutoff frequency will be discussed in Chapter 
3). 
8. Move to the Strain History’ tab control (#11) and enter the cutoff 
frequency determined in step vii.  
9. Click the “Plot Strain History” control (#14) to see the effect of 
filtering for the selected sensor.  Indicator #17 will display the strain 
history. 
10. Go back to the ‘FFT.-PSD Analysis’ tab control (#2) and repeat “step 
vi” through “step ix” to see the effect of filtering for all sensors. 
11. Repeat the “step i” through “step x” until an appropriate cutoff 
frequency is determined.  This may require examining several data 
files, one at a time.  By comparing the dominant frequencies of traffic 
plus noise induced and noise alone induced, an appropriate cutoff 
frequency can be determined. 
12.  
Once the FFT.-PSD analysis is completed and the desired cutoff frequency has been 
determined, the second task can be performed to establish the appropriate filter parameters 
and to see if events (peaks) are properly identified.  The following steps are required to 
perform this task: 
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13. Perform the “step i” through “step v”, but this time, select a data file 
that contains traffic plus noise induced strain.  
14. Select a sensor with a mouse click within control #8 and move to the 
‘Strain History’ tab (#11). 
15. Enter three filter parameters (#12) that will be applied to the selected 
strain data: cutoff frequency (Hz), ripple (dB), and filter order. 
16.  
a. The cutoff frequency is determined by investigating dominant frequencies 
of traffic plus and noise induced and noise alone induced.  
b. A ripple of 0.0435 dB, which is equivalent to 0.5% passband allowable 
error, is set as a default as it is often a good choice for digital filters [4].  
The 0.5% passband allowable error was converted to 0.0435 ripple in dB as 
follows: 
  0.0435 dB = ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −
%100
%5.0%100log20  
c. The order of a Chebyshev filter is equal to the number of poles in the 
transfer function of the filter.  In general, a filter is considered to work 
better with more poles.  However, this may not be always true.  Therefore, 
several attempts (trial and error) may be necessary to determine the 
appropriate filter order.  The default is set as 2nd order and the order must 
be an even number. 
 
17. Enter event detection thresholds (#13) that will be applied to the 
selected strain data.  The event detection thresholds should be 
determined such that peaks are not identified from the free vibration 
response of the bridge (more detail will be discussed in Chapter 3).  
Once set, only those events that exceed the event detection thresholds 
will be recognized by the program and displayed in indicator #17.  
18. Press the ‘Plot Strain History’ control (#14) to plot strain history and 
view the effects of filtering the selected strain data.  When pressed, 
indicator #15 will display the selected sensor and the status indicator 
(#16) will turn red indicating that plotting strain history is in 
progress. 
19. Upon completion, the status indicator will turn bright green and a 
strain history plot for the selected sensor is displayed on the graph 
indicator #17. 
20. At this point, the user needs to decide if the filter parameters used are 
adequate to minimize noise while identifying proper peaks or events.  
If the user desires to alter the filter parameter settings, new 
parameters need to be defined in #12 and the ‘Plot Strain History’ 
control (#14) needs to be pressed again.  Otherwise, save the filter 
parameter settings for the selected sensor by pressing the ‘Save 
Parameters for Selected Sensor’ control (#18). 
 
The next task requires the user to check if the parameter settings are stored for each selected 
sensor, one-by-one, and create a text file that will contain the filter parameters and event 
detection thresholds for all sensors.  The following tasks must be performed:   
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21. Move to the ‘Create File for Filter Parameter’ tab control (#19) and 
check if the filter parameters and event detection thresholds for the 
selected sensor are stored in the table indicator (#20) where each row 
represents the settings for the sensor specified in the first column 
named ‘Sensor’. 
22. Repeat “steps xiii” through “step xix” until the filter parameters and 
the event detection thresholds have been established for all sensors. 
23. Set the path (#21) to which the filter parameters and event detection 
thresholds will be saved.  The default file name and directory is 
‘C:\SHM Folder\Filter Paremeters.txt’. 
24. Click the ‘Create File for Filter Parameters’ control (#22) to create a 
text file that contains the filter parameters and event detection 
thresholds for all sensors. 
25. Click the ‘STOP’ control (#23) to stop the program. 
 
2.2.4. Main Data Acquisition and Processing 
Once the preliminary data collection and analysis have been completed, the second group of 
the field monitoring software – the SHM main data acquisition and processing – can be 
initiated.  In general, this involves two steps – (1) input information settings and (2) main 
data acquisition, processing and reduction – that require running two programs: 3 Input.VI 
and 4 MainDAQ815.VI.  The outcome of 3 Input.VI is a binary file that contains input 
settings that are needed for operation of 4 MainDAQ815.VI.  It should be noted that 4 
MainDAQ815.VI must be installed as a “service program” on the field PC.  Operating the 
program as a service allows autonomously resuming when the power comes back on in case 
of power outage.  During this installation process, the time for which the program is forced to 
wait until the acquisition instrument is initialized must be defined.  The recommended 
“pause” time is 60 seconds.  Detailed procedures on installing 4 MainDAQ815.VI as a 
service program are provided in Appendix D.  The information presented in the following 
sections describes the detailed procedures pertaining to how 3 Input.VI and 4 
MainDAQ815.VI are operated. 
 2.2.4.1. Input Information Settings for Main Data Acquisition and Processing  
Before 4 MainDAQ815.VI can be activated for the main data acquisition and processing, an 
input file that contains required information must be created with 3 Input.VI. In general, three 
steps need to be completed: (1) input entry (2) program execution and (3) verification.  First, 
the user needs to enter the input settings.  Note that some procedures are the same as those 
used in running 1 Preliminary DAQ.VI.  The required input information is as follows: 
• Select the channels of a connected StrainBook/616 and, if applicable, a WBK16 
expansion module to be activated (#1 & #2).  More than one channel can be 
selected by ‘Ctrl + Mouse click’. 
• Configure each channel (#3) based on the type of strain sensor and its setting 
used.   
• Enter the device name in control #4.  The device name used here must match 
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what was used during the hardware system setup.  
• Provide the sample rate (#5) at which the data acquisition is to be performed 
(number of samples per second).  
• Enter the impact event threshold in control #6.  The impact event threshold is a 
ratio of the absolute difference between the magnitude of the event and that of the 
event detection threshold with respect to the time difference between a start index 
and a peak index in a strain record (a single event or traffic response).  The 
impact event threshold is used to determine if the identified event is an impact 
event. 
• Enter the plus and minus event detection thresholds (#7) that will be applied to 
the collected strain data. 
• In the ‘Overload event threshold’ control (#8), enter the overload event threshold 
for each sensor that was determined from the structural analysis software (BEC 
Analysis) or other means.  Also, with a mouse click, select LED options for each 
sensor to which the overload event threshold will be applied.  If set to true (bright 
green), any overload event (an event that exceeds the specified overload event 
threshold) for the selected sensor will be recorded and temporarily stored within 4 
MainDAQ.VI.   
• Select the type of data files, with a mouse click (#9), to be sent via email (LED 
options).  Given that the internet connection is available, if users desire to receive 
daily data files only, for example, the LED option for ‘Daily Data’ must be 
selected (bright green) with a mouse click and other options must remain 
unselected (dark green).  Six options are available as follows: 
•  
a. Hourly Data: allows users to receive hourly-generated reduced data files, 
each of which contains event history in the preceding hour 
b. Daily Data: allows users to receive daily-generated data files, each of which 
contains event history in a day 
c. Weekly Data: allows users to receive weekly-generated data files, each of 
which contains event history in the preceding week 
d. Monthly Data: allows users to receive monthly-generated data files, each of 
which contains event history in the preceding month 
e. Yearly Data: allows users to receive yearly-generated data files, each of 
which contains event history in the preceding year 
f. Alarm Message: allows users to receive a text message of an alarm event 
upon occurrence. 
 
• Enter email information that the reduced data files are sent from/to (#10) and set 
‘Check if email inputs are entered’ (LED option) to true (bright green) with a 
mouse click.  Three pieces of information are required: 
•  
a. Return address: email address of the file and/or message sender 
b. Mail server: the name or IP address of an SMTP server 
c. Recipients: email addresses of the file and/or message recipients. Each 
address can be a separate array element 
 
• Apply the calibration file (#11), which was created during the sensor calibration 
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process, by setting the LED option to true (bright green) and by assigning the 
calibration file path.  
• Designate the folder directory in which raw strain data file are to be written and 
saved (#12).  The default is ‘C:\SHM Folder\1 Raw Data’.  This is one of the sub-
directories created during the initial setup (see Section 2.2.2.2).   
• Designate the folder directory to which the raw data are moved for data reduction 
and evaluation (#13).  The default is ‘C:\SHM Folder\2 Data Process’.  This is 
one of the sub-directories created during the initial setup (see Section 2.2.2.2). 
• Designate the folder directory in which all the reduced data files (Hourly, Daily, 
Weekly, Monthly and Yearly Data files) will be saved.  The default is ‘C:\SHM 
Folder\3 Data File Folder’.  This is one of the sub-directories created during the 
initial setup (see Section 2.2.2.2).   
• Set the path (#15) for the filter parameters file that contains the event detection 
thresholds and filter parameters.   
 
Once the input settings are entered, users can execute the program by pressing the ‘Create 
and Save Input File’ control (#16).  This will result in the creation of a ‘DAQ Inputs’ file in 
the main directory (C:\SHM Folder\DAQ Inputs).  The last step is to stop the program by 
pressing the ‘STOP’ control (#17). 
 2.2.4.2. Main Data Acquisition, Reduction and Evaluation 
After a ‘DAQ Inputs’ file that contains the input information is created, the main data 
acquisition and processing can be initiated by running 4 MainDAQ.VI.  As soon as 4 
MainDAQ.VI program is run, it checks the data acquisition instrument. 
Given that the data acquisition was successfully initialized, as depicted in Figure 2-17, the 
Acquisition Status control (#1) will display a green check mark in the ‘status’ check box and 
no error message will appear in the ‘source’ dialog box.  While the program is running, the 
following information will be displayed on the control panel of the program shown in Figure 
2-17: 
• Real time raw data for each sensor in the graph indicator (#2). 
• The ‘Time’ indicator (#3) displays information on 
o time at which data acquisition was initialized, 
o current time, and 
o count of elapsed hour, day, week, month and year, which also indicates the 
number of data files created and available for report generation. 
• Network status (#4).  One of the following situations will occur: 
o The check mark on the status check box is green and no error message 
appears on the message box.  This indicates that the network connection is 
established and alarm messages and data files created by the program can be 
sent via email to the recipients specified during input information setting.  It 
should be noted that even when the status indicates no error, information may 
not be sent to the recipients due to a security settings.  Typically used virus 
scan software is designed to block access from any unknown programs.  
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Therefore, users need to make appropriate changes on the security settings so 
that the execution program 4 MainDAQ815.VI is unblocked.  Since the 
security settings may vary depending on Windows types (2000, XP, NT, etc.) 
and virus scan software used, users may need to consult with a system analyst 
to resolve this.   
o The check mark on the status check box turns red and a message appears on 
the message box along with an error code. This indicates that the network 
connection is either unavailable (or not established).  It should be noted that 
this error will not cause the program to stall or stop.  All other functions 
except the email will still be functioning.  The program is programmed such 
that when an error related to network connection occurs, the program will skip 
that step and carry on other tasks.  Also note that since all data files created by 
the program will be saved in ‘3 Data File Folder’ in the main directory, users 
can always retrieve the data files manually. 
• Available disc and memory space on the field PC.  The total, used and free 
(available) disc and physical memory space of the field PC will be displayed in 
Bytes in the ‘Disc/Memory Space’ indicator (#5). 
 
Raw data collection with 4 MainDAQ.VI is similar to data collection with 1 Preliminary 
DAQ.VI.  The only significant difference is that while 1 Preliminary DAQ.VI writes and 
saves data files to the ‘Sample Data File’ folder in the main directory, 4 MainDAQ815.VI 
uses three folders within the main directory: ‘1 Raw Data’, ‘2 Data Process’, and ‘3 Data File 
Folder’.   
Raw strain records for each sensor are collected and written to a data file in the ‘1 Raw Data’ 
folder directory with the same format discussed in Section 2.2.3.1.  Every 10 minutes, this 
data file will be closed, saved and moved to the ‘2 Data Process’ folder for data processing.  
At that point, the strain records are filtered and processed.  Following the data reduction 
process, only the extracted strain records (events) will be passed on to the next phase of data 
evaluation.  Before all other raw strain records are discarded, a data file, ‘Last10MinData’ 
that contains the raw strain record for 10 minutes, will be created in the main directory to 
allow the user to access the last 10 minutes of data.  Note that while the information within 
the file is updated every time a sub-program, Data Process.VI, is called and new strain 
records for 10 minutes are saved, the name of the file will not change.  Accessing this 
‘Last10MinData’ will be discussed subsequently. 
During the data reduction and evaluation processes, each peak or event will be detected and 
alarm messages will be recorded.  Upon an occurrence of an “alarm event,” a sub-program, 
SMTP Email Send Message.VI, will be called and a warning message will be sent to the 
recipients whose addresses are specified in the DAQ Inputs file (note: it requires an internet 
connection).  Each alarm message will be sent in the form of a text message that includes the 
date and time of the event, sensor identification, cause of event (either ‘overload’ or 
‘impact’) and the magnitude of the event in microstrain.  The information generated by Data 
Process.VI will be temporarily stored within the sub-program before it is written to a file.  
Meanwhile, raw strain records will be written to a new data file and the procedures within 
Data Process.VI, will be repeated every 10 minutes.  When the Data Process.VI is notified 
six times (6 x 10 minutes = 1 hour), a notification will be sent from the Data Process.VI to a 
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sub-program, Hour.VI, within which hourly data files will be created and saved in the ‘3 
Data File Folder’.  The procedures performed within sub-programs – Week.VI, Month.VI, and 
Year.VI – are very similar to the Day.VI except that the number of times each sub-program is 
notified is different and that the notifications to Week.VI, Month.VI and Year.VI are all sent 
from Day.VI.   
Once the MainDAQ815.VI is successfully started, the data acquisition, reduction, evaluation 
and archiving processes will be completely autonomous and require no further user 
intervention unless the user desires to change input settings or restart the program.  To do 
this, a user must stop the program by pressing the ‘STOP’ control (#6), set the ‘Reset’ 
control (LED option in #7) to true (bright green) and re-run the program by pressing the 
‘Run’ control (#9).  These actions will result in autonomously creating an ‘Old Data File 
Folder’ to which previously archived data files will be moved.  This will allow the user to 
keep the old data files saved in a different directory so that they can be retrieved if necessary.  
When an ‘Old Data File Folder’ is created, the time at which the folder is created will be 
included in the folder name.  The naming convention used here is similar to those discussed 
in Section 2.2.3.1 except that, in this case, the letters ‘SHM’ is replaced with ‘Old Data File 
Folder’.    
 As described, the outcome of 4 MainDAQ815.VI is data files created on a timely 
basis (hourly, daily, weekly, monthly and yearly) that are archived in the ‘3 Data File Folder’ 
in the main directory.  In writing and creating each data file, the binary format was utilized as 
it takes less memory and does not require slow sequential searching of data content.  The 
data files created here will be used for the application of viewing and generating reports, 
which are described in Section 2.2.5. 
  2.2.4.3. Accessing Last 10-Minute Data 
As mentioned previously, strain records stored in the ‘Last10MinData’ file will be updated 
every 10 minutes to allow a user to view what has recently been collected.  5 View Strain 
History.VI as shown in Figure 2-18 was developed to allow a user to easily view these data.  
The following procedures are involved in running the program: 
• Select the data file (#1) that contains collected strain records. 
• Set the path (#2) to the filter parameters file that contains the event detection 
thresholds and filter parameters that were previously established. 
• Enter the sample rate (#3) that was used during data acquisition.  
• Press the ‘Plot Strain History’ control button (#4) to execute the program.  When 
this button is pressed, the status indicator (#5) will turn red indicating that the 
operation is in progress.  Upon completion, the indicator will turn bright green 
and the strain history for each sensor will be displayed on the graph indicator 
(#6).  The strain history for each sensor can be accessed by selecting the tabs 
designated for each sensor. 
• Stop the program by pressing STOP button control (#7).  
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2.2.5. Report Generation 
Once the data files are created and archived in the ‘3 Data File Folder’ directory and/or sent 
to users via email, these data files can be accessed and reports generated by executing 6 View 
Hourly File.VI, 7 Create Report (From Single File).VI and 8 Create Report (From Multiple 
Files)VI.   When the SHM system is operated for a long time, numerous data files will be 
archived in the ‘3 Data File Folder’ directory.  Although the naming convention utilized 
would ease identifying each data file, it may still take some effort to find a particular data 
file.  In order to address this issue, these programs were programmed to find the correct file 
or files specified by user inputs.  The procedures involved in executing each of these 
programs are described in the following sections. 
2.2.5.1. Accessing Hourly Created Data Files 
6 View Hourly File.VI allows users to view event history, event histogram, and alarm 
messages from hourly created data files either within the front panel or in an Excel 
Worksheet.  Illustrated in Figure 2-19 is an example setting for 6 View Hourly File.VI.  The 
following procedures are involved in running the program: 
• Select the directory (#1) in which the hourly data files are archived.  The default 
is set as ‘C:\SHM Folder\3 Data File Folder’.  If users want to access an hour file 
received via email, the path to the folder that contains the received file must be 
selected.   
• Select a monitoring period (#2).  The number in the text box indicates the hour 
since monitoring began (starting with zero).  For example, if the user wants to 
open an hour file that contains the event history obtained during the first hour of 
monitoring, ‘0’ must be entered; if the user wants to access a hour file occurring 
56 days, 3 hours later, the user would enter ‘1346’.   
• To view the data file in an Excel Worksheet, set the LED option (#3) to true 
(bright green). 
• Configure the histogram setting (#4).  This option allows users to change five 
variables: number of bins, and maximum and minimum bins for both positive and 
negative events. 
• Press the ‘Click to View Hour File’ control (#5) to execute the program.  The 
event history and histogram, monitoring period and alarm messages will be 
displayed in the indicators #6, #7 and #8, respectively.  The event history and 
histogram for each sensor can be accessed by selecting the tabs designated for 
each sensor. 
• Stop the program by pressing STOP control (#9). 
 
2.2.5.2. Creating Reports (Accessing Daily, Weekly, Monthly or Yearly Created Data Files) 
Three sets of information are generated for each sensor in a performance report: event 
history, event histogram and statistical trends.  The event history graph presents the 
numerical count of identified events along the x-axis with their magnitudes in microstrain on 
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the y-axis. The histogram presents the count of events in each bin, whose size can be defined 
by users.  The statistical trends graph displays the absolute maximum event, the average 
event, and a trend line for the averages over the monitoring period. 
The following procedures are involved in running 7 Create Report (From Single File).VI and 
8 Create Report (From Multiple Files).VI.  Note that the numberings for the controls and 
indicators used on the front panels of these two programs are the same as shown in Figures 2-
20 and 2-21.  Therefore, they are treated together in the following description: 
• Select the directory (#1) in which the data files are archived.  The default is set to 
‘C:\SHM Folder\3 Data File Folder.’   
• In the ‘Monitoring Period’ control (#2), select data file(s) to be plotted and 
processed for the report generation.  See Note-1 below for detailed description.   
• To view the data file in an Excel Worksheet, set the LED option (#3) to true 
(bright green). 
• Select the print options (#4).  This allows the user to print the report either (or 
both) in a paper copy or (and) in PDF format given that corresponding option(s) 
are selected (bright green). 
• Select the report content options (#5).  This allows the user to choose the contents 
that will be included in the report.  Four options are available: 
a. Strain histogram (numeric table): numerical count of events in each bin 
where the bin size is specified by users 
b. Strain histogram (graph): graphical representation of numerical count of 
events 
c. Statistic Trends (numeric table): numerical values of absolute maximum 
events, average events (hourly or daily depending upon the data file 
selected), and average trend line over the selected monitoring period.  
d. Statistic Trends (graph): graphical representation of events over the 
selected monitoring period. 
 
• Configure the event histogram variables (#6).  This option allows users to change 
five variables: number of bins, and maximum and minimum bins for positive and 
negative events. 
• Press the ‘Click to Create Report’ control (#7) to execute the program.  As soon 
as the program is executed, the status indicator (#8) will turn red indicating that 
the program is in progress.  Upon completion, the indicator will turn bright green 
and the following results will be generated: 
o results displayed on the front panel for immediate view 
• the time at which the data acquisition was initialized: #9 
• the monitoring period: #10 
• alarm messages recorded during the monitoring period: #11 
• event history, event histogram, and statistical trends for each sensor: 
#12,  #13 and #14, respectively (see Note-2 below for more detail). 
o an Excel Worksheet, hard copy, and/or PDF file depending upon the selected 
options (#3, #4, and #5). 
• Stop the program by pressing STOP control (#15). 
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Note-1: As can be seen in Figures 2-20 and 2-21, controls and indicators used on the front 
panels of each program are exactly the same with the exception of the ‘Monitoring 
Period’ control (#2).  7 Create Report (From Single File).VI is designed to access one 
data file at a time while 8 Create Report (From Multiple Files).VI allows users to 
open multiple files at once.  Consequently, different options in control #2 for 
selecting data files were utilized.  For 7 Create Report (From Single File).VI, users 
can choose a different type (daily, weekly, monthly and yearly) of data file from 
provided tabs where the title of each tab represents a time duration for which one file 
is created and archived as shown in Figure 2-22.  For example, if the user wants to 
access information obtained during the second week of monitoring, the user must 
select ‘Weekly’ tab and enter a number ‘1’ the text box.  Note that the index ‘i’ starts 
from zero.  For 8 Create Report (From Multiple Files).VI, the user can access 
multiple data files given that those data files are already created and archived.  Three 
options are available as listed below: 
a. Up to date: allows the user to access all daily data files created (Figure 2-23a) 
b. Day (i) ~ Day (j): allows to access multiple daily data files created during user 
specified time period (Figure 2-23b) 
c. Last (i) days: allows to access multiple daily files created during the last user 
specified days (Figure 2-23c) 
Note that, except in the ‘Up to date’ tab shown in Figure 2-23a, the user can select a 
monitoring period by using the up and down arrows to increase or decrease number in 
the text box, or simply type in the desired number.   
Note-2: Plots of event history, event histogram and statistical trends are displayed on 
separate tabs to avoid clutter on the front panel.  The appearance (scale and format) of 
any graphic display can be modified (pan or zoom) while the program is running or 
stopped through the use of the graphic palette located on the left bottom corner of 
each graph (or by right clicking the graph and selecting Visible Items>>Graph Palette 
from the shortcut menu).  An example of the graphical indicator that displays history 
event can be found in Figures 2-20 and 2-21 while examples of graphical 
representation of an event histogram and statistical trends are presented in Figure 2-
24.  The formats used to display event history and event histogram are the same for 
both programs.  Also, the format used to display statistical trends in 8 Create Report 
(From Multiple Files).VI is the same.  However, the format of the graph indicator for 
displaying statistical trends in 7 Create Report (From Single File).VI can change 
depending on the tabs (or pages) selected in the Monitoring Period control (#2) in 
Figure 2-20.  If users select a monitoring period in the ‘Daily’ tab, the graph indicator 
will display statistical trends of each hour for 24 hours as shown in Figure 2-24b.  On 
the other hand, if users choose a monitoring period in ‘Weekly’, ‘Monthly’ or 
‘Yearly’ tabs, it will display statistical trends of each day for user specified 
monitoring periods.  For example, if a monitoring period is selected in the ‘Weekly’ 
tab on the front panel of 7 Create Report (From Single File).VI, it will access one of 
the weekly created data files, each of which contains collected information for seven 
days.  Therefore, it will display statistical trends of each day for 7 days as shown in 
Figure 2-24c. 
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(a) Daily data file                                                     (b) Weekly data file 
 
                  
(c) Monthly data file                                                (d) Yearly data file 
Figure 2-22. Data file selection option for 7 Create Report (From Single File).VI 
 
 
 
(a) Up to date 
 
 
(b) Day (i) to Day (j) 
 
 
(c) Last (i) days to present 
Figure 2-23. Data file selection option for 8 Create Report (From Multiple Files).VI 
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(a) Event Histogram 
 
(b) Statistical Trends (hourly trend for 24 hours) 
 
(c) Statistical Trends (daily trend for 7 days) 
Figure 2-24. Examples of event histogram and statistical trends 
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2.3. Hardware System 
This section describes the hardware components of relevance to the developed system.  The 
hardware system generally consists of sensors, the data acquisition instrument and, 
optionally, a communication system. 
2.3.1. Sensor 
Among the numerous types of sensors that can be used in SHM, strain sensors offer a 
convenient and well understood method to instrument a bridge.  Strain sensors measure 
expansion and contraction in the substrate material induced by mechanical stress or thermal 
effects.  Three types of conventional strain sensors are commonly used: strain transducers, 
weldable strain gages, and bondable foil strain gages.  The selection of strain sensor typically 
depends on a number of factors: cost, durability and temperature sensitivity. 
Although virtually any strain sensor could be used with the developed system, weldable 
strain gages from Hitec Products, Inc. were selected to be the recommended sensor.  Hitec 
Products manufactures weldable strain gages that are precision foil gages bonded to a 
stainless steel shim, prewired and waterproofed.  These strain gages are hermetically sealed 
and are designed to withstand years of exposure to the elements.  The installation requires 
less skill than bondable strain gages and can be done in virtually any environment.  The 
gages can be attached to a steel member with the use of a low-power capacitive discharge 
spot welder.  The time required for sensor installation depends on the accessibility but, in 
typical situations, would take less than 30 minutes per gage.   
The cost of the Hitec Products weldable strain gage varies depending on the type (e.g., ¼, 
half, full bridge, etc.) but typically ranges between $50~$100 per gage plus the cost of lead 
wire (approximately $0.25 per foot). 
2.3.2. Data Acquisition Equipment 
As mentioned in Section 2.2, the field monitoring software was designed to function with 
IOtech instrument hardware, StrainBook/616 and its expansion module, WBK16 that are 
shown in Figure 2-25.  StrainBook/616 is a portable strain gage measurement system that 
connects to a PC’s Ethernet port.  Each unit comes with eight built-in strain channels.  The 
StrainBook/616 contains a 1 MHz A/D converter that is capable of scanning all selected 
channels at 1 micro second and continuously transmitting collected data to a host PC.  The 
maximum sample rate per channel is 1 MHz divided by the number of channels selected.  For 
example, if all 8 channels are configured, the maximum sampling rate is 125 kHz.  The 
StrainBook/616 is capable of accepting input from strain gages configured for full, half or 
quarter bridge configurations.  The prices (in 2006) of the StrainBook/616 and the WBK16 
expansion module are $6,000 and $4,000 per unit, respectively.   
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(a) StrainBook/616 with 8 built-in strain channels 
 
(b) WBK16 8-channel expansion module 
Figure 2-25. IOtech instrument hardware 
 
2.3.3. Communication System 
As with any typical SHM system that involves data acquisition and processing, acquired data 
need to be transferred to a host PC for data processing and evaluation.  For data storage and 
delivery to users, two scenarios may be considered; once the acquired data are processed and 
evaluated, necessary information regarding bridge performance can be either (1) stored in the 
host PC that is connected to the data acquisition instrument for later retrieval or (2) sent to 
users at other location.  Illustrated in Figures 2-26a and 2-26b are the two possible 
communication schematics.  The StrainBook/616 is capable of connecting both directly to an 
Ethernet port on the host PC or to a network hub or router via its built-in 10/100BaseT 
Ethernet interface.  Note that either a straight-through or a cross-over cable can be used to 
connect between instruments.  For the first case, the communication between the data 
acquisition instrument and the host PC can be accomplished by simply using Ethernet cable 
alone.   The later case requires a network or Internet connection.  In this case, the 
Courtesy of IOtech 
Courtesy of IOtech 
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StrainBook/616 is connected to the Ethernet through a network device.  Some network 
devices such as a wireless access point (WAP) or a router may be used as a connector.  Note 
that the field monitoring software was programmed to work for both situations.  
 
 
(a) Direct connection from the host PC to the Device 
 
 
(b) Connection with a network device 
Figure 2-26. Communication schematics 
 
Sensors 
Bridge Site 
StrainBook/616 Host PC 
Bridge Site Network Device 
Sensors StrainBook/616 
Local Network Internet End Users 
Host PC 
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3. SYSTEM DEMONSTRATION 
The developed SHM system was tested and implemented on a US 30 highway bridge in 
order to demonstrate and verify its general usage.  The following sections summarize this 
demonstration.   
3.1.Bridge Description 
The bridge selected for demonstrating the use of the SHM system is the 320 ft. x 30 ft., three-
span continuous, welded steel girder bridge shown in Figure 3-1.  The bridge is located in 
central Iowa in Story County, IA carrying US Highway 30 (US 30) over the Skunk River 
near Ames, IA.   
The bridge consists of two 97.5-ft. end spans and a 125-ft. center span.  The bridge girders 
are spliced at locations 30 ft. from the two piers in all spans.  The roadway width is 30 ft. 
allowing two traffic lanes and a narrow shoulder on each side.  The bridge has moderate 
curbs that are integral with the deck and concrete guardrails connected to the curbs.  The 
bridge deck is a nominal 7 ¼-in. thick cast-in-place, reinforced concrete slab.  The bridge 
deck is supported by two exterior plate girders and two WF 18x45 interior stringers.  The 
primary structural members are the two plate girders as the stringers are supported by floor 
beams which are then supported by the plate girders.   
The spacing between the exterior plate girder and the interior stringer is 9 ft. while the 
interior stringers are spaced at 8 ft. as shown in Figure 3-2.  The sizes of the plate girder 
flanges are variable as shown in Figure 3-3.  The abutments are stub reinforced concrete and 
the piers consist of concrete columns.  Both the abutments and the piers that support the plate 
girders have rocker-type bearings and the bridge is skewed 20 degrees. 
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(a) End view (looking east) 
 
(b) Side view (looking south east) 
 
(c) Bottom view (looking east) 
Figure 3-1. Overall bridge photographs 
East-bound Bridge  
(Selected for System Demonstration) West-bound Bridge
Floor Beam 
Stringer 
Girder 
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3.2. Hardware Components Installation 
As described previously, the basic hardware components include sensors, the data acquisition 
hardware and a communication system.  The complete SHM system that was installed on the 
US 30 bridge uses an onsite computer to run the field monitoring software.  The selected 
sensors, data acquisition hardware and computer equipment were installed at the bridge site 
during the fall of 2006.  A brief description on the installation and connection of these 
components are provided in the following. 
3.2.1. Sensor Installation 
The selected quarter-bridge strain gages were installed at strategic points on the bridge.  The 
locations of the strain gages were selected based primarily upon a preliminary engineering 
assessment but also with consideration of accessibility.  To this end, four strain gages 
(Sensors 5 though 8) were installed in the positive moment region of the plate girders and 
stringers in the center span and four sensors (Sensors 1 though 4) in the West end span as 
shown in Figure 3-4.  Note that all sensors were installed on the top of the respective member 
bottom flange. 
Installation of the strain gage began with surface preparation.  A hand-held grinder was used 
to remove the paint from the steel beams.  The strain gages were then attached to the steel 
surface using a portable, battery-operated low capacity discharge spot welder. 
Since the SHM system is intended for a long-term monitoring, additional measures were 
performed to ensure longevity of the strain gages.  After welding, each strain gage was 
covered with butyl rubber and aluminum foil tape to protect them from surrounding 
moisture.  
The installation of the strain gages cables required no training or special equipment other 
than safety and normal access equipment such as harness, ladder, etc.  Although the time 
required for sensor installation was only around 30 minutes per gage including surface 
preparation, securing the sensor cable required notable time and was relatively labor 
intensive.  A two-man crew was used to install the strain gages and to secure the cables over 
a two-day period. 
3.2.2. Data Acquisition, Processing and Communication System 
The data acquisition, processing and communication system consists of the StrainBook/616 
data acquisition instrument, a 1 GHz Dell desktop host PC, and a wireless router.  These 
hardware components were installed in an environmentally controlled aluminum cabinet, 
shown in Figure 3-5, to protect them from weather and vandalism.  The cabinet was mounted 
on the north corner of the west abutment wing wall and was supplied with electrical power 
through direct feed from an existing underground line (Note: power could also be supplied 
by solar power).  The cabinet is equipped with a light bulb, a fan, and two thermostats to 
provide temperature control. 
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The connection between the sensor wires and the StrainBook/616 and between the 
StrainBook/616 and the router were made in accordance with the product manual provided in 
Appendix C.  The StrainBook/616 data acquisition instrument and the host PC were both 
connected to the router with Ethernet cables, creating a local area network that allows direct 
communication among the hardware components.  The network at the bridge site was, due to 
fortunate proximity, then connected to Iowa State University (ISU) network via wireless 
communication. 
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(a) Aluminum cabinet mounted on the north corner of the west abutment wing wall 
 
(b) Hardware components inside the cabinet 
Figure 3-5. Environmentally controlled cabinet containing the monitoring equipments 
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3.3. Determination of Overload Event Threshold  
As previously mentioned, the primary structural members are the two plate girders as the 
stringers are supported by the floor beams which are then supported by the plate girders.  
Thus, it was decided to only monitor the plate girders for identification of alarm events while 
both the plate girders and stringers are monitored for changes in behavior.    
This section demonstrates how alarm events for the plate girders at the sensor locations were 
determined using BEC Analysis.  The plate girders in each span were divided into sections as 
they contain different section properties along the members.  To this end, the west and east 
end spans were divided into three sections while the center span was divided into five 
sections as illustrated in Figure 3-6.  Note that the cross section dimensions for the sections 
with variable size flanges (tapered regions) were assumed to be at the middle point in each 
region.  Based upon the detailed plan information, the following input parameters were 
established: 
• Number of spans: 3 
• Boundary conditions: pinned/roller – pinned/roller – pinned/roller 
• Span length 
o West end span (Span 1): 97.5 ft. 
o Center span (Span 2): 125 ft.  
o East end span (Span 3): 97.5 ft. 
• Concrete slab cross section dimensions and material property 
o Modulus of elasticity (EDeck) = 3640 ksi 
o Thickness = 7.25 in. 
o Effective Width = 87 in. 
• Plate girder material property 
o Modulus of elasticity (E) = 29000 ksi 
 
• Plate girder cross section dimensions in the west end span (Span 1) 
•  
Section Top Flange (inches) Web (inches) Bottom Flange (inches) 
1 12 x 0.75 74 x 0.4375 13 x 1.5 
2 20.5 x 1.5 74 x 0.4375 20.5 x 1.5 
3 28 x 01.5 74 x 0.4375 28 x 1.5 
 
• Plate girder cross section dimensions in the center span (Span 2) 
•  
Section Top Flange (inches) Web (inches) Bottom Flange (inches) 
1 28 x 1.5 74 x 0.4375 28 x 1.5 
2 20 x 1.5 74 x 0.4375 20.5 x 1.5 
3 12 x 0.75 74 x 0.4375 13 x 1.5 
4 20 x 1.5 74 x 0.4375 20.5 x 1.5 
5 28 x 1.5 74 x 0.4375 28 x 1.5 
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• Plate girder cross section dimensions in the east end span (Span 3) 
 
Section Top Flange (inches) Web (inches) Bottom Flange (inches) 
1 28 x 1.5 74 x 0.4375 28 x 1.5 
2 20 x 1.5 74 x 0.4375 20.5 x 1.5 
3 12 x 0.75 74 x 0.4375 13 x 1.5 
 
• Distribution factor (DF) and impact allowance (IM) were determined in 
accordance with the AASHTO Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges, 16th 
edition [3] to be 
o DF = 2.769 
o IM = 22% for the west end span and 20% for the center span 
     
(1) (2) (3)
(1) (2) (3)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
67'-6" 26'-0 4'-0
65'-0 26'-0 4'-0
67'-6"26'-04'-0
4'-0 26'-0
 
Figure 3-6. Plate girders divided into sections 
 
Once all the input parameters were established, BEC Analysis was run following the steps 
described previously and the overload event thresholds at each sensor location were 
determined.  In addition, the bridge was analyzed with other commercially available software 
(a) Span 1 
(b) Span 2 
(c) Span 3 
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to verify the results generated by BEC Analysis.  The results generated by BEC Analysis and 
their verification checks are presented in the subsequent sections.  
3.3.1. Live Load Analysis with BEC Analysis 
In this section, the live load analysis results generated from running BEC Analysis for the US 
30 bridge are presented.  In each run, the bridge was subjected to a moving load that 
traversed the bridge.  Various loadings including Iowa legal trucks, H-20, HS-20 trucks and 
truck trains (or lane loads) were considered and each loading type was analyzed individually.  
The Iowa legal trucks, H-20 and HS-20 trucks were simulated with series of concentrated 
loads while concentrated load(s) and uniformly distributed loads were used to simulate the 
truck train (or lane) loading.  For the HS 20 truck with 3 axles, although the distance between 
the first two axles remains the same, one needs to consider different spacing for the last two 
axles (rear axles spacing) as it can vary from 14 to 30 ft. as specified in the AASHTO 
Specification [3].  Thus, several load cases with different rear axle spacing were considered.  
For analyzing the model bridge subjected to the truck train loadings, several cases were 
considered in terms of a span or spans loaded with the uniformly distributed load of 0.64 
kips/ft..  For example, when analyzing the model bridge at the sensor locations in the west 
end span), the uniformly distributed load was applied in the west and east end spans as it 
generates larger maximum results than when one or all spans are loaded.  Similarly, for 
analyzing the model bridge at the sensor locations in the center span, only the center span 
was loaded with the uniformly distributed load.  Note that besides the uniformly distributed 
load, a concentrated load of 18 kips was applied to the model bridge as a moving load. 
The absolute maximum positive moments and strains at the sensor locations as well as the 
corresponding first axle positions for each loading case are presented in Tables 3-1 and 3-2.  
The plots of the theoretical moments and strain due to each load are presented in Appendix 
E.  
Once the analysis of the bridge was completed and the absolute maximums due to each 
loading case are determined, the overload event thresholds for the plate girders were 
determined.  For this demonstration, the threshold was set as the least absolute maximum 
strain among those resulting from running all the design truck loads.  As can be determined 
from the information in Tables 3-1 and 3-2, the least absolute maximum strains were resulted 
from the H-20 truck for both spans and, therefore, 219 microstrain and 221 microstrain were 
selected as the overload event thresholds for the plate girders in the west end span and in the 
center span, respectively. 
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Table 3-1. Summary of maximum moments (ft.-kips) and strains (microstrain) and 
corresponding first axle positions, b1 (ft.) for Sensors 5 and 8 
Load Type  Moment b1 (ft.)  Strain b1 (ft.) 
Iowa Legal Truck (Type3)  1384 64  250 64 
Iowa Legal Truck (Type4)  1538 60  277 60 
Iowa Legal Truck (Type3S2A)  1674 63  302 63 
Iowa Legal Truck (Type3S2B)  1596 63  288 63 
Iowa Legal Truck (Type3-3)  1806 68  326 68 
Iowa Legal Truck (Type3S3)  1724 84  311 84 
H 20 Truck (2 axles)  1216 63  219 63 
HS 20 Truck (3 axles – 14 ft.)  1929 63  348 63 
HS 20 Truck (3 axles – 15 ft.)  1907 63  344 63 
HS 20 Truck (3 axles – 20 ft.)  1798 63  324 63 
HS 20 Truck (3 axles – 25 ft.)  1692 63  305 63 
HS 20 Truck (3 axles – 30 ft.)  1589 63  287 63 
Truck train (or Lane) loading  1637 49  295 49 
 
Table 3-2. Summary of maximum moments (ft.-kips) and strains (microstrain) and 
corresponding first axle positions, b1 (ft.) for Sensors 1 and 4 
Load Type  Moment b1 (ft.)  Strain b1 (ft.) 
Iowa Legal Truck (Type3)  1404 178  253 178 
Iowa Legal Truck (Type4)  1556 178  281 178 
Iowa Legal Truck (Type3S2A)  1716 177  310 177 
Iowa Legal Truck (Type3S2B)  1688 177  305 177 
Iowa Legal Truck (Type3-3)  1859 192  335 192 
Iowa Legal Truck (Type3S3)  1800 198  325 198 
H 20 Truck (2 axles)  1228 177  221 177 
HS 20 Truck (3 axles – 14 ft.)  1947 177  351 177 
HS 20 Truck (3 axles – 15 ft.)  1926 177  348 177 
HS 20 Truck (3 axles – 20 ft.)  1825 177  329 177 
HS 20 Truck (3 axles – 25 ft.)  1731 318  312 177 
HS 20 Truck (3 axles – 30 ft.)  1646 177  297 177 
Truck train (or Lane) loading  1670 163  301 163 
 
3.3.2. BEC Analysis Validation 
In order to validate the accuracy of BEC Analysis, numerous structures were analyzed with 
BEC Analysis and their results were compared to those generated by hand computations as 
well as other structural analysis software such as QConBridge and STAAD.Pro.  Only the 
validation checks performed with STAAD.Pro, in which the US 30 bridge was used as a 
model bridge, are presented here. 
Using STAAD.Pro, an analytical model representing the plate girders was constructed with 
two dimensional beam elements and a pinned support boundary condition assigned at the 
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west pier and roller supports assigned at the east pier and at the both abutments.  Each span 
was divided into sections in a manner that was used in BEC Analysis as shown in Figure 3-6.   
After modeling the bridge, moving loads that represent the Iowa legal trucks (Types 3, 4, 3S2 
A, 3S2 B, 3-3 and 3S3) were created and the model bridge was analyzed for each of the Iowa 
legal trucks.  An increment of 1 ft. was used to dictate the total number of load cases 
simulating the moving trucks.  The DF and IM that were used in BEC Analysis were also 
included in the analyses with STAAD.Pro.  Once the model bridge was constructed with the 
required input parameters specified, the analyses were performed for each Iowa legal truck 
and results were compared with those generated by BEC Analysis. 
Typical results obtained by running BEC Analysis and those by STAAD.Pro are shown in 
Figure 3-7.  In general, both analyses produced results with an excellent agreement.  In all 
cases, the discrepancies in the results generated by BEC Analysis and STAAD.Pro were less 
than 1%, thereby validating the accuracy of BEC Analysis.   
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(a) Sensors 1 and 4 in the center span 
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(b) Sensors 5 and 8 in the west end span 
Figure 3-7. Analytical moments due to Iowa legal truck (Type 3) at the sensor locations 
with respect to the first axle position 
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3.4. Field Monitoring Software Demonstration 
This section summarizes how the field monitoring software was specifically set up and used 
for the US 30 bridge.  Additionally, sample evaluation reports for the US 30 bridge are also 
presented.  The information regarding functions of each VI and its procedures were 
explained in Chapter 2.  Therefore, only brief descriptions are presented in the subsequent 
sections.   
 
3.4.1. Sample Data Collection and Noise Minimization 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, measured strain data contains various components that include 
traffic induced strains and other unwanted elements such as changes in strain induced by drift 
and noise.  The useful information for the system developed herein is that resulting from 
ambient traffic only.  The effect of drift is eliminated by the data processing algorithm.  The 
minimization of noise requires blocking the source of the noise with filtering.  This is 
accomplished by running 2 FFT.-PSD Analysis.VI with data collected with 1 Preliminary 
DAQ.VI.  
Following the general procedures provided previously, numerous data sets, including those 
with no traffic and those with ambient traffic traversing the bridge were collected.  After data 
collection, each data set was investigated for the identification of noise and traffic induced 
frequencies.  After the PSD plots were generated, comparisons were made to determine a 
suitable cutoff frequency.  Presented in Figures 3-8 and 3-9 are the resulting PSD plots that 
illustrated frequency contents within the measured strain recorded with and without traffic, 
respectively.   
From Figure 3-8, it can be seen that the noise induced frequencies are distributed throughout 
the displayed frequency range with a significant content detected at 4.8 Hz that appears in all 
PSD plots.  As shown in Figure 3-9, it appears that the forced vibration frequencies are in the 
range of from 0 to 1 Hz.  In addition, the fundamental frequency caused by free vibration (the 
first mode) of the ambient traffic was detected at approximately 2.8 Hz in all sensors.  Also, 
it can be seen that there is a notable frequency at 4.8 Hz which is the same as was observed 
without any traffic present. 
Once the PSD plots were generated and the noise induced and traffic induced frequency 
contents were investigated, three filter parameters for the lowpass frequency filter (i.e., cutoff 
frequency, filter order and ripple) and peak detection thresholds described in Chapter 2 were 
determined for each sensor.  The purpose in determining the filter parameters is to eliminate 
or minimize the noise.  Based upon the generated PSD data, it was decided to set the cutoff 
frequency at 2.8 Hz.  With this setting, although it did not eliminate all of the noise in the 
measured strain record, it allowed passage of the most dominant live load frequencies.  The 
ripple and filter order for each sensor was determined based on the explanations and 
recommendations discussed in The Scientist and Engineer’s Guide to Digital Signal Filter 
Processing [4] and LabVIEW Analysis Concepts [5].  The peak detection thresholds were set 
at ± 5 microstrain for all sensors.  This value was determined so that it would not affect the 
identification of traffic events (peaks) while eliminating those events induced by free 
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vibration of the bridge.  Examples of strain history plots that illustrate the effect of setting the 
filter parameters and the peak detection thresholds are presented in Figure 3-10.   
Figures 3-10a and 3-10b illustrate the noise induced strain history plots generated from a 3-
minute sample data (Note: strain history before filtering is in green and after filtering is in 
gray).  By comparing these two plots, it is obvious that the use of the cutoff frequency at 2.8 
Hz minimizes most of the noise.   
Examples of the strain history plots that illustrate the effect of using different peak detection 
thresholds are presented in Figures 3-10c through 10e.  As shown in Figures 3-10c through 
3-10e, the use of ±2 microstrain resulted in numerous peaks being detected during free 
vibration.  However, setting the threshold to ±5 microstrain minimized detection of the free 
vibration portion of the record.   
After the filter parameters and peak detection thresholds were determined, they were saved to 
a text file in the SHM main directory so that it can be used during normal monitoring.  The 
finalized filter parameters and peak detection thresholds for each sensor are presented in 
Table 3-3. 
Table 3-3. Filter parameters and peak detection thresholds 
Peak Detection Thresholds
(microstrain) 
Sensor Cutoff Frequency (Hz) Filter Order Ripple (dB)
Positive Negative
1 2.8 8 0.0435 5 -5 
2 2.8 4 0.0435 5 -5 
3 2.8 6 0.0435 5 -5 
4 2.8 12 0.0435 5 -5 
5 2.8 6 0.0435 5 -5 
6 2.8 4 0.0435 5 -5 
7 2.8 10 0.0435 5 -5 
8 2.8 8 0.0435 5 -5 
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(a) Sensor 1                                                                  (b) Sensor 2 
      
(c) Sensor 3                                                                  (d) Sensor 4 
      
(e) Sensor 5                                                                  (f) Sensor 6 
      
(g) Sensor 7                                                                  (h) Sensor 8 
 
Figure 3-8. PSD plot from sample data with no traffic on the bridge 
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(a) Sensor 1                                                                  (b) Sensor 2 
      
(c) Sensor 3                                                                  (d) Sensor 4 
      
(e) Sensor 5                                                                  (f) Sensor 6 
      
(g) Sensor 7                                                                  (h) Sensor 8 
 
Figure 3-9. PSD plot from sample data with traffic on the bridge
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3.4.2. System Validation 
In order to validate the accuracy of strain measurement from the SHM system, an in-service 
field test was conducted.  For this testing, a strain measurement system from Bridge 
Diagnostics, Inc. (BDI) and two BDI strain transducers were utilized with each strain 
transducer installed next to the weldable strain gages (approximately 6 in. apart) in the west 
end span (i.e., Sensor 5 and Sensor 8).  Once the BDI system was setup, strains of randomly 
selected segments of ambient traffic were simultaneously collected by the SHM system and 
the BDI system and the measured strains from both systems were compared.  Figure 3-11 
presents a representative example of the comparison between the measured strains obtained 
by both systems.  By comparing the strains obtained by both systems, it was observed that 
both systems produced fairly consistent strains.  In general, the overall discrepancies in 
measured strains were less than 5 με and, therefore, the SHM system was thought to be 
performing accurately. 
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(a) Sensor 5 
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(b) Sensor 8 
Figure 3-11. Examples of in-service validation testing (comparison of measured strains 
collected by the BDI system and the SHM system) 
3.4.3. Input Settings and Main Data Acquisition/Processing 
After the hardware components had been installed and the filter parameters and peak detection 
thresholds determined, 3 Input.VI was run following the procedures described previously and a 
binary file (DAQ Inputs) that contains input settings was created and saved in the main directory 
as was previously shown.  The input settings that were used in 3 Input.VI were exactly the same 
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as the example depicted in Figure 2-16 except the magnitude of the overload event thresholds for 
the select sensors and the email address information.   
After the DAQ Inputs file was created and saved in the main directory, the main program 
designed for data acquisition and processing, 4 MainDAQ815.VI, was initialized at 
approximately 3 pm on November 14th, 2006, after which continuous data collecting and 
processing have been completely autonomous and have required no intervention except when 
reviewing and generating evaluation reports.  The following section presents a 30-day evaluation 
report obtained during the monitored period from 3:00 pm on November 14th, 2006 to 4:47 pm 
on December 14th, 2006.  During this monitoring period, a total of 755 data files including 720 
hour files, 30 day files, 4 week files and a single month file were created and archived. 
3.4.4. Bridge Performance Evaluation Report 
As previously mentioned, the three main purposes of the SHM system are to identify alarm 
events, to investigate gradual changes in structural response of the bridge that would provide 
users with information regarding damage, and to provide information on overall bridge usage.  
Such information can be obtained directly from reviewing the evaluation report.  The evaluation 
report presented in this section was generated by accessing thirty daily files with 8 Create Report 
(From Multiple Files).VI.   
Only some portions contained in the evaluation reports are summarized and displayed in Tables 
3-4 through 3-6 and Figure 3-12 while an example of a complete evaluation report generated by 
8 Create Report (From Multiple Files).VI is provided in Appendix F. 
Each data point in any of the event history plot in Figure 3-12 represents an event identified by 
the data processing algorithm.  Along with the maximum daily event and average event, a linear 
best fit trend line for each sensor is given.  In general, a sloping line with time is an indication in 
a change in bridge behavior/condition.  After reviewing the evaluation report, several 
observations and interpretations were made for overall bridge performance during the monitored 
period, as follows: 
• No alarm event had occurred for the monitored period.  The field monitoring software 
was programmed to list those events, if any, that exceed the overload event thresholds 
for each sensor and as can be seen in Tables 3-4 and 3-5 as well as in Figure 3-12, no 
identified events exceeded the overload event thresholds that were set.  Therefore, no 
alarm event is listed in the evaluation report (see Appendix F). 
• The magnitudes of the daily maximum events, as presented in Table 3-5 and Figure 
3-12, fluctuates from day to day.  It should be noted, however, that the absolute 
maximums do not necessarily represent the gradual change in performance of the 
bridge.  Rather, they simply represent individual events induced by “heavy” vehicles 
in different days.  
• The daily average of identified event is less likely to show variability to single 
“heavy” traffic event.  Therefore, a gradual performance change can be estimated or 
predicted by investigating the daily average and the slope change over time.  By 
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reviewing the daily average of identified events for each sensor as illustrated in 
Figure 3-12, it appears that the overall performance of the bridge was consistent for 
the monitored period (as would be expected).  This observation was made by 
investigating the slope change (Table 3-4) of the daily average fit curve that is 
essentially zero for all sensors.  If the condition of the bridge starts to change (due to 
deterioration, etc.) without a significant change in traffic pattern, the structural 
response of the bridge will also change and, therefore, the daily average is expected 
to change.   
• Comparing the numerical counts of events identified in the north plate girders with 
those in the south plate girders (Sensor 1 vs. Sensor 4 in the center span and Sensor 5 
vs. Sensor 8 in the west end span), more events were identified in the south plate 
girder than in the north plate girder.  This was originally expected as more traffic is 
expected to travel in the driving lane (south lane) than in the passing lane (north 
lane).  Similar results can be observed from comparing the numerical counts of events 
identified in the stringers (Sensor 2 vs. Sensor 3 and Sensor 6 vs. Sensor 7).   
• From reviewing the number of identified events in Table 3-6 and Figure 3-12, 
relatively fewer events were identified from the sensors installed on the stringers than 
on the plate girders.  One possible reason could be the peak detection thresholds that 
were used in the data processing.  Typically, the magnitudes of the measured strains 
in the stringers are smaller than those in the plate girders. 
 
In order to provide hour-to-hour, day-to-day and week-to-week comparisons of the bridge 
response, 24-hour hourly event histograms and 30-day daily as well as weekly event histograms 
for Sensor 4 (typical of all sensors) were created and presented in Figures 3-13 and 3-14.  After 
reviewing and comparing the histograms, several observations were made as follows:   
• The numerical counts of identified events are different from hour-to-hour, day-to-day 
and week-to-week as expected.  The variation in the number of identified events 
within the daily and weekly event histograms is less than that within the hourly event 
histogram.  This was expected as hour-to-hour traffic patterns vary more than day-to-
day or week-to-week traffic patterns. 
• Although it does not represent exact traffic counts, the variation in the number of 
identified events within one chart is directly related to the traffic volume traversing 
the bridge in a given period.   
• Examining the hourly event histograms for a typical weekday and weekend day, it is 
obvious that the traffic volume is consistently higher during the daytime than 
nighttime.   
o The weekday hourly event histogram shows high traffic volume during the 
evening commute time (5 to 7 PM).   
o The weekend day hourly event histogram shows a bell-shaped distribution where 
the traffic volume is the highest in the afternoon. 
• The traffic volume in a typical weekday is higher than that of a weekend day.    
• In all event histograms, there are dominant bins with high concentration of identified 
events.   
• It is expected that, if the structural response of the bridge changes due to deterioration 
and/or damage with no significant change in traffic patterns, the dominant bins in the 
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event histogram plot will be distributed across several bins and/or shifted. 
 
Table 3-4. Overall summary of 30-day monitoring 
Sensor Overload event threshold (με) 
Maximum Event 
(με) Average (με) Slope Change 
1 221 165 10 0 
2 - 78 12 0 
3 - 91 13 0 
4 221 174 10 0 
5 219 156 10 0 
6 - 103 10 0 
7 - 116 9 0 
8 219 167 10 0 
 
Table 3-5. Statistical Trends (daily maximum/average in microstrain) 
 Sensor1 Sensor2 Sensor3 Sensor4 Sensor5 Sensor6 Sensor7 Sensor8 
Day 0 105/11 51/13 47/11 110/12 93/11 80/11 68/11 106/11 
Day 1 102/11 41/12 46/13 111/11 99/11 76/11 71/11 105/10 
Day 2 105/10 47/11 64/13 131/10 95/9 77/10 104/10 122/10 
Day 3 102/9 41/12 47/13 111/9 91/9 74/9 68/8 93/9 
Day 4 97/8 42/10 43/10 99/8 89/8 65/7 67/7 93/8 
Day 5 105/10 37/11 47/13 109/10 88/10 68/11 73/10 106/10 
Day 6 110/10 37/12 48/13 113/11 94/11 67/11 75/11 100/11 
Day 7 137/10 51/11 53/12 134/11 112/10 80/10 101/10 110/10 
Day 8 98/8 37/11 46/12 104/8 85/8 67/8 72/7 96/8 
Day 9 165/10 41/12 45/13 109/9 156/10 84/10 74/8 103/9 
Day 10 94/9 35/13 45/14 108/9 79/9 67/9 69/8 102/8 
Day 11 82/8 34/10 39/11 103/8 75/8 54/7 62/7 91/7 
Day 12 110/10 39/12 48/13 145/11 96/10 69/11 86/10 122/10 
Day 13 119/10 38/12 52/14 115/11 124/10 71/11 86/11 103/11 
Day 14 109/10 39/11 53/13 103/11 91/10 70/11 81/10 111/10 
Day 15 130/11 78/12 91/14 129/12 114/11 69/11 82/11 100/11 
Day 16 109/10 37/12 43/13 108/11 108/10 69/11 67/10 94/10 
Day 17 101/9 38/13 46/14 106/9 87/9 66/9 69/8 99/8 
Day 18 97/8 49/12 45/12 98/8 77/8 90/8 82/7 90/7 
Day 19 104/10 35/11 45/12 109/11 90/11 65/11 71/10 104/10 
Day 20 134/11 62/12 48/14 150/12 102/11 103/12 116/11 129/11 
Day 21 107/10 40/11 41/13 129/10 96/10 69/11 74/10 134/10 
Day 22 106/10 35/12 45/14 141/11 102/11 66/12 72/11 151/10 
Day 23 126/10 50/11 54/13 125/10 99/10 92/10 90/10 131/10 
Day 24 87/9 35/12 45/14 112/9 85/9 63/9 73/8 99/8 
Day 25 86/8 36/11 39/12 96/8 79/8 57/7 62/7 84/7 
Day 26 108/10 44/11 43/13 118/11 97/10 75/11 69/10 105/10 
Day 27 109/10 40/12 46/14 129/11 98/10 68/11 70/11 109/10 
Day 28 103/10 39/11 43/13 111/10 90/10 65/11 72/10 98/10 
Day 29 141/10 48/12 58/13 174/11 120/10 96/11 97/10 167/10 
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Table 3-6. Number of identified events (bin width – 20 microstrain) 
Sensor\ 
Min. bin 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
20
0 Total 
1 137849 
809
3 
245
6 271 452 56 5 1 1 0 0 
1491
84 
2 32836 
597
1 34 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3884
3 
3 38967 
877
3 223 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4796
7 
4 245901 
846
9 
489
9 
201
8 
213
3 199 12 5 1 0 0 
2636
37 
5 95521 
736
9 630 500 163 7 2 1 0 0 0 
1041
93 
6 92610 
917
0 
133
1 296 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 
1034
14 
7 191547 
101
98 
576
9 594 13 4 0 0 0 0 0 
2081
25 
8 256114 
101
87 
360
3 
260
0 919 22 9 2 1 0 0 
2734
57 
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(a) 30-day event history for Sensor 1 
 
 
 
(b) 30-day daily statistical trends for Sensor 1 
Figure 3-12. Monthly evaluation from on Nov. 14th through Dec. 14th of 2006  
Overload event threshold  --- 
Daily Maximum                 • 
Daily Average                    • 
Daily Average Fit             --- 
Overload event threshold  --- 
Event                                 • 
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(c) 30-day event history for Sensor 2 
 
 
 
(d) 30-day daily statistical trends for Sensor 2 
Figure 3-12. (continued) 
Event   • 
Daily Maximum         • 
Daily Average            • 
Daily Average Fit     --- 
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(e) 30-day event history for Sensor 3 
 
 
 
(f) 30-day daily statistical trends for Sensor 3 
Figure 3-12. (continued) 
 
Event   • 
Daily Maximum         • 
Daily Average            • 
Daily Average Fit     --- 
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(g) 30-day event history for Sensor 4 
 
 
 
(h) 30-day daily statistical trends for Sensor 4 
Figure 3-12. (continued) 
 
 
Overload event threshold  --- 
Event                                 • 
Overload event threshold  --- 
Daily Maximum                 • 
Daily Average                    • 
Daily Average Fit              --- 
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(i) 30-day event history for Sensor 5 
 
 
 
(j) 30-day daily statistical trends for Sensor 5 
Figure 3-12. (continued) 
 
Overload event threshold  --- 
Event                                 • 
Overload event threshold  --- 
Daily Maximum                 • 
Daily Average                    • 
Daily Average Fit              --- 
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(k) 30-day event history for Sensor 6 
 
 
 
(l) Daily 30-day daily statistical trends for Sensor 6 
Figure 3-12. (continued) 
 
Event   • 
Daily Maximum         • 
Daily Average            • 
Daily Average Fit     --- 
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(m) 30-day event history for Sensor 7 
 
 
 
(n) 30-day daily statistical trends for Sensor 7 
Figure 3-12. (continued) 
 
Event   • 
Daily Maximum         • 
Daily Average            • 
Daily Average Fit     --- 
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(o) 30-day event history for Sensor 8 
 
 
 
(p) 30-day daily statistical trends for Sensor 8 
Figure 3-12. (continued) 
 
Overload event threshold  --- 
Event                                 • 
Overload event threshold  --- 
Daily Maximum                 • 
Daily Average                    • 
Daily Average Fit              --- 
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(a) Hourly event histogram for Nov. 16th (Thursday), 2006 
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(b) Hourly event histogram for Dec. 3rd (Sunday), 2006 
Figure 3-13. Hourly event histograms of typical weekday and weekend day for Sensor 4 
(bin width: 5 microstrain) 
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(a) Daily event histograms (Nov. 14th 3 pm through Dec. 14th 3 pm, 2006) 
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(b) Weekly event histogram (Nov. 14th 3 pm through Dec. 12th 3 pm, 2006) 
Figure 3-14. Daily and weekly event histograms for Sensor 4 (bin width: 5 microstrain) 
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
4.1. Summary 
The primary objective of this project was to develop a continuous SHM system that can provide 
bridge owners with tools to better manage their bridge assets.  The SHM system can be 
principally grouped into two main categories: an office component and a field component.  The 
office component is basically a structural analysis software program that can be used to generate 
thresholds which will be used for identifying isolated events.  The field component includes 
hardware and the field monitoring software which performs data processing and evaluation.  The 
hardware system consists of sensors, data acquisition equipment and a communication system 
backbone.  The field monitoring software has been developed such that, once started, it will 
operate autonomously with minimal user interaction.  In general, the SHM system features two 
key uses.  First, the system can be integrated into an active bridge management system that 
tracks usage and structural changes.  Second, the system helps owners to identify damage and 
deterioration.  This report has documented three distinct work tasks performed to accomplish the 
objective.  The first two tasks involved developing the SHM system while the last task was to 
demonstrate the system.  A brief summary of the individual tasks follows. 
The first task involved developing the live load structural analysis software, BEC Analysis.  In 
Section 2.1, the general effort given in the development and the components and features of BEC 
Analysis were described.  The algorithm was based upon classical beam theory and the direct 
stiffness method of matrix structural analysis.  The analytical methods used in BEC Analysis are 
the same to the routine stiffness method except that the member stiffness matrix and the fixed-
end moments are specific functions of the variation in the member cross section.  BEC Analysis 
runs on a Windows platform personal computer and consists of three modules: pre-processor, 
analysis and post-processor.  Each module was, respectively, developed to perform a certain task 
such as model generation, analysis and result viewing.  These three modules can be further 
categorized into six groups: (1) Bridge Information windows (2) Span Description windows (3) 
Load window (4) Run Analysis window (5) Print/View/Plot windows.  The pre-processor groups 
(1, 2 and 3) are used for data input, modeling and on-screen graphic display.  All of the data 
input and editing is completed with the aid of windows screens, each of which contains controls 
and indicators.  The analysis module (4) performs a live load analysis of a model bridge and is 
activated when the program is executed.  The last module, postprocessor (5) was designed for 
reviewing analysis results.  Overall, BEC Analysis is capable of analyzing a bridge beam or 
girder with various boundary conditions and member geometries.  It also allows the structural 
response to be analyzed under various loading conditions.  One unique feature of BEC Analysis 
is that it allows users to easily determine maximum results (maximum moment and strain) at any 
location along the length of a model bridge subjected to moving loads.  In general, one may use 
BEC Analysis for (1) analyzing beams or girders under moving loads, (2) computing absolute 
maximums in each span or at a desired location on a model bridge, and (3) generating envelopes 
of maximum moments and strains. 
The second task involved developing the field data collection and analysis software that 
integrates with select data acquisition hardware.  The general background information and the 
methodology used during the development and the components and features of the field 
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monitoring software were described in Section 2.2.  In addition, the descriptions on the hardware 
system within the SHM system were presented in Section 2.3.  The field monitoring software 
was developed to specifically function with IOtech instrumentation hardware.  The software was 
designed to collect, process, and evaluate the measured response of a bridge.  Its use will allow 
bridge owners to quantitatively monitor a bridge for potential damage as well as gradual changes 
in behavior.  The field monitoring software consists of three groups of programs: (1) a 
preliminary data acquisition and analysis component that is intended for identifying basic 
characteristics (2) a main data acquisition and processing component intended for data 
collection, reduction and evaluation processes, and (3) a report generation component intended 
for presenting results to the user.  Each group of programs was designed to be accessed at any 
time.  The preliminary data acquisition and analysis is a task that assists in reducing noise and 
detecting events so that only the pertinent strain information is obtained.   It involves 
establishing the parameters that will be used during the data processing and evaluation processes 
that occur in other programs.  The second group of programs controls the main data acquisition 
and the organization of the collected data and passes it to the processing components.  During 
this process, collected data will be temporarily stored into designed segments and then internally 
passed through a series of data reduction programs in such a way as to allow the acquisition 
program to operate in real time while the processing programs operate in the background.  These 
collected data are evaluated, reduced, written to a data file, and archived all within the local host 
PC.  The results from the second group are a series of data files generated on a timely basis, each 
of which contains summarized information about the bridge performance.  The third group of the 
field monitoring software is used for immediate viewing of summarized information and for 
generating reports.     
Once the development of the SHM system was completed, the system was tested and 
implemented on a highway bridge to demonstrate and verify its general usage.  The bridge 
selected for demonstrating the use of the developed SHM system is the 320 ft x 30 ft, three-span 
continuous, welded steel girder bridge.  The bridge is located in central Iowa in Story County, IA 
carrying US30 over the Skunk River near Ames, IA.  The complete SHM system that was 
installed on the bridge uses an onsite computer to run the field monitoring software (i.e., process 
collected data and monitor for events and notify users any alarm events).  The selected sensors, 
data acquisition hardware and computer equipment were installed at the bridge site during the 
fall of 2006.   
Prior to the running the field monitoring software, the overload event thresholds for the sensors 
installed on the plate girders were determined using BEC Analysis.  In each run, the bridge was 
subjected to various moving loads that include Iowa legal trucks, H 20 truck, HS 20 truck and 
truck trains.  After filter parameters were determined and all input settings were established, the 
main program designed for data acquisition and processing, 4 MainDAQ815.VI, was initialized 
at approximately 3 pm on November 14th, 2006, after which continuous data collecting and 
processing have been completely autonomous and have required no intervention except when 
reviewing and generating evaluation reports.  The contents in the evaluation report that was 
generated were reviewed and several observations and interpretations were made for overall 
bridge performance during the thirty days of monitored period.   
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4.2. Conclusions 
The following conclusions can be made regarding the development, installation, and the overall 
performance of the SHM system: 
• The developed low-cost SHM system is suitable for implementation of typical girder 
bridges.  Excluding the communication and power equipments and R & D costs, the 
system can be implemented at the cost of $8,000 to $15,000 depending on the number 
of sensors used.   
• The field monitoring software was developed such that it can handle up to sixteen 
channels (one eight-channel StrainBook/616 plus one WBK16 eight-channel 
expansion module).  Although the WBK16 was not included in the SHM system, its 
usage was tested during development. 
• The installation of the strain gages and laying out the cables required no training or 
special equipment other than safety and normal access equipment.  Although the time 
required for sensor installation was only around 30 minutes per gage including 
surface preparation, securing the sensor cable required more time and was relatively 
labor intensive.  A two-man crew was used to install the strain gages and to secure 
the cables over a two-day period. 
• Based upon comparisons with commercial analysis software, the live load structural 
analysis software, BEC Analysis, has been proven to be accurate. 
• During a little over thirty days of monitoring period, the SHM system has performed 
as expected and has proven to be capable of continuously and autonomously 
monitoring the overall performance of the US30 bridge.   
• The SHM system has been proven to be a stand-alone, autonomous system capable of 
processing and evaluating the continuously collected strain data in the US30 bridge.  
• If properly implemented, the developed system will allow owners to monitor and 
control overloads and provide better access to valuable traffic information that can be 
used in planning, maintenance and construction activities.  Another benefit of the 
system is its relative ease of implementation and relative low-cost.  Overall, the 
objective of the project was successfully accomplished and it is believed that the use 
of the SHM system developed herein will provide owners the tools to better manage 
bridge assets. 
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A1. Descriptions on controls and indicators used in BEC Analysis 
 
#1.  Bridge Information Window – Contains the BEC Analysis title screen and General 
Information frame. 
#2.  Number of Spans Control – Total number of bridge spans.  The number entered here will 
dictate the number of ‘Span Description’ windows (#5) into which information for each span 
will be entered. 
#3.  Boundary Condition Frame – Describes how a model bridge is supported.  Three options 
are available for exterior supports: fixed, pin/roller and rotational spring.  Note that interior 
supports are assigned to be rollers with 100% continuity over the support. 
#4.  Next Command – Moves to the next window.   
#5.  Span Description Window – Allows geometry, member type, and material and section 
properties for each member to be defined.  Up to ten ‘Span Description’ windows will 
appear one by one depending upon the input given in #2. 
#6.  Span Length Control – Span length.  
#7.  Member Selection Frame – Two options are available:  
• Prismatic member: member size and section properties are constant along the span.  If 
selected, controls #8 and #16 will be disabled. 
• Non-prismatic member: member size and section properties are not constant along the 
span.  Up to 5 different sections can be defined within a span by using controls #8 
through #16. 
#8.  Member Type Frame – Allows modeling a non-prismatic span with a stepwise 
approximation by dividing into up to 5 prismatic segments.  Although using more segments 
will result more accurate analysis, processing time will be longer.  
#9.  Member Cross Section Frame – Allows users to define or select sections for a member 
from a database included in the program.  Four options are available: 
• Define: see #22 
• Standard Steel: see #32 
• Iowa P/C: see #35 
• AASHTO P/C: see #37 
#10.  Beam Material Frame – Type of member material in each span.  Upon selection (either 
steel or concrete), corresponding elastic modulus will be assigned in #11.  
#11.  E (ksi) Control – Modulus of elasticity of either 29000 ksi or 3640 ksi will be 
automatically assigned depending on the material type selected in #10.  A different value 
can be assigned by simply typing in a desired value. 
#12.  Calculator Command – Used to calculate section properties in each member segment.  
When pressed, a ‘Section Properties’ window will appear.   
#13.  Ii Control – Moment of inertia for each segment either to be entered or computed by the 
‘Calculator’ (#12).   
#14.  Si(+) Control – Section modulus for each segment at a sensor location specified in #25.  If 
a sensor location is not specified, the default will be the bottom of the beam.  This section 
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modulus is either manually entered by users or computed by the ‘Calculator’ (#12). 
#15.  Si(-) Control – Section modulus for each segment at a sensor location specified in #25.  If 
a sensor location is not specified, the default will be the top of the beam.  This section 
modulus is either manually entered by users or computed by the ‘Calculator’ (#12). 
#16.  Section Length Frame – Length of each segment.  This will only be enabled if ‘Non-
Prismatic’ option was selected in #7. 
#17.  Section Display – General graphic representation of how a member will be segmented in 
each span. A different graphic will be displayed according to options selected in #7 and #8.  
#18.  Back Command – Moves to the previous window. 
#19.  Section Properties Window – Called when ‘Calculator’ (#12) is pressed.  A different 
window will be activated depending upon the options selected in #9.  A ‘Section Properties’ 
window calculates geometric section properties for general section types (user-defined) and 
also provides section properties for standard steel, Iowa P/C and AASHTO P/C sections.  
When completed, moment of inertia and sections modulus values will be automatically 
copied into #13, #14 and #15 in the ‘Span Description’ window. 
#20.  Composite Option Frame – Allows generating section properties for a beam that is either 
composite or non-composite with the deck. 
#21.  Deck Frame – Allows users to specify modulus of elasticity and dimension of the deck. 
#22.  Define Frame – Allows users to select among nine general section types: I-beam, I-beam 
(tapered flanges), I-beam with angles, T-beam, T-beam (tapered flanges), channel, channel 
(tapered flanges), P/C shape and rectangular shape.     
#23.  Cross Section Display – Graphic representation of a cross section selected in #22.  It 
displays general information about the dimensions of the deck and beam components.    
#24.  Beam Dimension Frame – Allows users to configure beam components. 
#25.  Sensor Location Frame – Vertical locations at which section modulus will be computed 
for a composite or non-composite member. 
#26.  Click to Compute Properties Command – When pressed, section properties will be 
computed and the results listed below will be displayed in #29, #30 and #31 for non-
composite, composite (N) and composite (3N) sections, respectively.  Note that section 
properties for a long-term composite (3N) section are computed and displayed in #31 for 
comparison purposes only and are not used in the analysis. 
#27.  OK Command – When pressed,  
• The results displayed in #29 or #30 will be copied into #13, #14 and #15 depending upon 
the option selected in #20.  
•  The program will close the Section Properties window and move back to a previous 
window (‘Span Description’ window, #19). 
#28.  Cancel Command – When pressed, the program will cancel the actions performed within 
the ‘Section Properties’ window and move back to a previous window (‘Span Description’ 
window, #19). 
#29.  Non-Composite Frame – Displays results for a non-composite section. 
#30.  Composite (N) Frame – Displays results for a short-term composite section. 
#31.  Composite (3N) Frame – Displays results for a long-term composite section.  
#32.  Standard Steel Option – Provides 6 options of standard steel section types: W shape, S 
shape, HP shape, channel, and MC channel.   
#33.  Standard Steel List Box – Lists standard steel section types depending upon the option 
selected in #32 and allows the user to select a member with a mouse click.  If selected, its 
label will be highlighted in blue and corresponding section properties for the selected 
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member will be displayed in #34. 
#34.  Beam Information Frame – Displays section properties of a selected member. 
#35.  Iowa P/C Option – Provides 2 options of Iowa P/C types: LX and Bulb-Tees. 
#36.  Iowa P/C List Box – Lists Iowa P/C section types depending on the option selected in #35 
and allows the user to select a member with a mouse click.  If selected, its label will be 
highlighted in blue and corresponding section properties for the selected member will be 
displayed in #34. 
#37.  AASHTO P/C Option - Provides four options of AASHTO P/C section types: Slab 
Beams, Box Beams, I-Beams and Bulb-Tees. 
#38.  AASHTO P/C List Box – Lists AASHTO P/C section types depending on the option 
selected in #37 and allows the user to select a member with a mouse click.  If selected, its 
label will be highlighted in blue and corresponding section properties for the selected 
member will be displayed in #34. 
#39.  Load Window – Allows users to configure live loads that will be applied as moving live 
loads to a model bridge.  The Load window provides options for Iowa legal loads, HS-20 
trucks, truck train, as well as user-defined live loads.  In addition, distribution factor (DF) 
and impact allowance (IM) are input here. 
#40.  Iowa Legal Loads/HS-20 Option – Option for applying either pre-defined Iowa legal 
loads, the H-20 or the HS-20 trucks to a model bridge.  Selecting this option will enable the 
Iowa Legal Loads/HS-20 frame (#46) that lists available types of trucks.   
#41.  Truck Train Option – Option for applying truck train to a model bridge.  Selecting this 
option will enable the ‘W’ control (#43) and the ‘Apply W on’ frame (#45). 
#42.  Define-Number of Axles Option – Option for applying a series of point loads (up to eight) 
that represent axles of a truck.   
#43.  W Control – Magnitude of uniformly distributed load in kips/ft that will be applied on 
selected span(s) of a model bridge if the Truck Train option (#41) is selected.   
#44.  Number of Axles Control – Number of axles that will be applied as moving live loads to 
the model bridge.  Up to eight axles can be specified.   
#45.  Apply W on Frame – Lists span(s) in which a uniformly distributed load will be applied.    
The uniformly distributed load whose magnitude is specified in #43 will be applied only to 
checked spans(s).  This frame will be enabled when the ‘Truck Train’ option (#41) is 
selected.   
#46.  Iowa Legal Loads/HS-20 Frame – Lists types of Iowa legal trucks and HS-20 trucks.  
This frame will be enabled only when the ‘Iowa Legal Loads/HS-20’ option (#40) is 
selected.  Upon selection, information on axle configuration and weight of each axle (wheel 
line load) for a selected load will be automatically assigned to #49 and #50. 
#47.  Distribution Factor Control – Distribution factor that will be used in the analysis.   
#48.  Impact Allowance Control – Dynamic load allowance (or impact allowance) that will be 
used in the analysis.  
#49.  Axle Load Control – Weight of each axle (wheel line load) to be entered manually or 
assigned by #46.  Number of controls that will appear on the screen will be dictated by #44.  
#50.  Distance Between Axles Control – Distance between each axle to be entered manually or 
assigned by #46.  Number of controls that will appear on the screen will be dictated by #44. 
#51.  Axle Configuration Display – General graphic representation of defined axle 
configuration on a model bridge.  Axle configuration display will change according to the 
options (#44 or #46) selected. 
#52.  Analysis Window – Allows users to run analysis and view absolute maximum results 
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either at a designated location or in each span. 
#53.  In Each Span Option – Option for viewing locations and magnitudes of maximum 
moments and strains in each span. 
#54.  At a Designated Location Option – Option for viewing magnitudes of maximum 
moments and strains at a specified location. 
#55.  X Control – Location at which the maximum moments and strains will be generated upon 
completion of analysis.  This control will be enabled when option #54 is selected.  
#56.  Truck Moving At Every Control – Incremental distance that each axle will move along 
the model bridge starting from the left exterior support.  The smaller the increment, the 
longer the processing time will be (i.e., inversely proportional to the increment used) but the 
greater the accuracy. 
#57.  Run Analysis Command – When pressed, the analysis will be initialized and the progress 
can be seen on the progress bar #63.  When the analysis is successfully completed, a prompt 
dialog box with ‘Analysis Complete’ will appear. 
#58.  M(+) Indicator – Maximum positive moment in ft-kips at the location specified in #55 or 
#67. 
#59.  M(-) Indicator – Maximum negative moment in ft-kips at the location specified in #55 or 
#67. 
#60.  Strain(+) Indicator – Maximum positive strain in microstrain at the location specified in 
#55 or #67. 
#61.  Strain (-) Indicator – Maximum negative strain in microstrain at the location specified in 
#55 or #67. 
#62.  Truck Position Indicator – Location of P1 (first axle) on a model bridge when 
corresponding results are generated.  The location of P1 is measured from the left exterior 
support.  It is illustrated as ‘b1’ in Axle Configuration display (#51) and in #68. 
#63.  Progress Bar Indicator – Shows the analysis progress.   
#64.  Exit Command – When pressed, the program will be terminated.  
#65.  Number of Analysis Points/Beam Control – Number of analysis points for each span that 
will be used during the analysis.  While more analysis points will generate more accurate 
analysis, the processing time will be longer. 
#66.  Maximum Results Indicators – Displays the maximum positive and negative moments 
and strains in each span. 
#67.  Location of Maximum Results Indicators – Displays locations at which maximum 
results are generated in each span. 
#68.  First Axle Position Indicators – Displays locations of P1 (first axle) that generated the 
maximum results in each span. 
#69.  Print Maximums Window – Allows user to print the absolute maximums generated 
during the analysis. 
#70.  Margin Frame – Allows users to set margins (top and left) on a standard paper size.  
#71.  Print Command – When pressed, the absolute maximum will be printed out.  
#72.  View Data Command – Allows users to retrieve and view the maximums generated 
according to the option selected (either #53 or #54) and input specified in #65.  
#73.  Output Image Display Box – Displays an output image to be printed.  
#74.  View Data Window – Allows users to view and/or save data of the maximum envelopes or 
‘moment and strain vs. truck position’ analysis results generated during the analysis 
depending on the option selected (either #53 or #54).  
#75.  Output Data Display Box – Displays output data to be saved in a text file. 
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#76.  Save to a File Command – When pressed, data displayed in #75 will be saved to a text 
file. 
#77.  Plot Data Command – Allows users to plot envelopes or ‘moment and strain vs. truck 
position’ diagrams generated during the analysis.  
#78.  Plot Window – Allows users to view and print a plot of envelopes or ‘moment and strain 
vs. truck position’ diagrams generated during the analysis. 
#79.  Print Plot Command – When pressed, a plot of envelopes or ‘moment and strain vs. truck 
position’ diagrams will be printed.  
#80.  Plot Display Box – Displays a plot of envelopes or ‘moment and strain vs. truck position’ 
diagrams generated during the analysis. 
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A2. Principle Procedures in Running BEC Analysis 
 
i. Press ‘Click to START’ (Fig. A-1) on the BEC Analysis title screen to initialize the BEC 
Analysis.  This will open the ‘General Information’ frame. 
ii. Enter the number of spans by entering the desired number in #2 (Fig. A-2) 
iii. Set the boundary conditions for each span in #3. 
iv. Click ‘Next’ (#4) to move to the ‘Span Description’ window (#5) as shown in Fig. A-3.   
v. Enter the span length in #6. 
vi. Select the member type (#7).  If the ‘Prismatic Member’ option is selected in #7, skip step 
vii.  If the ‘Non-Prismatic Member’ option is selected, continue on the next step. 
vii. Select the number of discrete segments (sections) to be used to describe the member (#8).  
viii. Select a type of member cross sections that will be used in ‘Calculator’ (#12).  If section 
properties of a member are already known and will be entered manually, this step can be 
skipped.  
ix. Select a member material.  Upon selection, corresponding values will be specified to #11. 
x. Check to see if the desired modulus of elasticity is displayed in #11.  A different value can 
manually be entered if needed. 
xi.  This step can be skipped if section properties for each segment are manually entered.  
Otherwise, click ‘Calculator’ (#12).  A Section Properties window will appear based upon 
the option (#9) selected in step viii. 
 
 
 
Figure A-1. BEC Analysis title screen on Bridge Information window 
1 
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Figure A-2. General information options on Bridge Information window 
 
Figure A-3. Span Description window 
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• Scenario 1 (Fig. A-4a) – when ‘Define’ option is selected in #9: 
a. Select an option for the deck to be either composite or non-composite with the 
girder (#20). 
b. Enter the modulus of elasticity and the thickness and effective width of the deck 
(#21). 
c. Select a desired cross section shape among the nine general section types (#22).  
A corresponding figure that contains general information will be displayed in #23. 
d. Enter the dimensions (#24) for each component. 
e. Specify where sensors are to be placed (i.e., top and bottom sensor locations) 
(#25) for which the corresponding section modulus will be determined. 
f. Press the ‘Click to Compute Properties’ (#26) to compute the section properties.  
g. Click either ‘OK’ (#27) to copy the computed section properties into #13, #14 and 
#15 in the ‘Span Description’ window (#19) or ‘Cancel’ (#28) to cancel the 
actions performed here. 
• Scenario 2 (Figs. A-4b, 4c and 4d) – when the ‘Standard Steel’, ‘Iowa P/C’ or ‘AASHTO 
P/C’ option is selected in #9: 
a. Same as “step a” in Scenario 1. 
b. Same as “step b” in Scenario 1. 
c. Select the desired cross section shape among the available options in #32, #35 or 
#37.  Corresponding contents for the selected section type will be listed in #33, 
#36 or #38. 
d. Select a member from the list box (#33, #36 or #38) with a mouse click (when 
selected, it will be highlighted in blue).  The corresponding cross section 
information will be displayed in #34. 
e. Same as “step e” in Scenario 1. 
f. Same as “step f” in Scenario 1. 
g. Same as “step g” in Scenario 1. 
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(a) Section properties for ‘Define’ option 
 
 
(b) Section properties for ‘Standard Steel’ option 
Figure A-4. Section Properties window 
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(c) Section properties for ‘Iowa P/C’ option 
 
 
(d) Section properties for ‘AASHTO P/C’ option 
Figure A-4. (continued) 
 
xii. For non-prismatic members, check to see if the desired section properties (moment of 
inertia in #13, section modulus in #14 and #15) are specified for each segment.  Different 
values can be manually entered if needed.  
xiii. For non-prismatic members, enter the length of each section (#16) in a manner that 
corresponds to the figure displayed in #17.  This step can be skipped if prismatic option is 
selected in step vi (or in #7). 
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xiv. Click ‘Next’ (#4) to move on.  If the bridge is composed of more than one span, repeat the 
steps v through xiv until all information for each span is specified. 
xv. Select a load option (#40, #41 or #42) that will be applied to the bridge (Fig. A-5).   
 
Figure A-5. Load window 
• For the ‘Iowa Legal Loads/HS-20’ option (#40), choose a live load in the ‘Iowa Legal 
Loads/HS-20’ frame (#46).  The axle weight and configuration displayed in #49, #50 and 
#51 will change depending on a type selected here.   
• For the ‘Truck Train’ option (#41), enter the magnitude of uniformly distributed load in 
#43 and select a span or spans (#45) in which the uniformly distributed load will be 
applied. 
• For the ‘Define’ option (#42), enter the number of axles (#44), the axle weights (#49) and 
the distance between each axle (#50).  The indicator #51 will be disabled if a live load 
has a single axle. 
xvi. Enter distribution factor (#47) and impact allowance (#48) that will be used in the analysis.  
xvii. Click ‘Next’ (#4) to open the ‘Analysis’ window (#52 shown in Fig. A-6).  
40 
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(a) ‘At a designated location’ option 
 
 
(b) ‘In each span’ option 
Figure A-6. Analysis window 
xviii. Choose an appropriate option for viewing results (#53 or #54). 
• For the ‘In Each Span’ option, enter the increment (#56) at which a live load will move 
along the model bridge.  Enter the number of analysis points that will be used in the 
analysis. 
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• For the ‘At a Designated Location’ option, enter the increment (#56). 
xix. Click the ‘Run Analysis’ command button (#57) to run the program.  While running, its 
status will be displayed in the progress bar indicator (#63).  If the analysis is successfully 
completed, a prompt dialog box with a text message, ‘Analysis Complete’, will appear.  
Click ‘OK’ in the dialog box to view the maximum moments and strains and the 
corresponding locations which will be displayed in the correct format according to the 
option selected in step xviii.  
xx. Click ‘Next’ (#4) to move to the ‘Print Maximums’ window (#69 shown in Fig. A-7). 
xxi. Set the top and left margins (#70) to be used. 
xxii. Click ‘Print’ (#71) to print the image displayed in the display box (#73). 
xxiii. Click ‘View Data’ (#72) to move to the ‘View Data’ window (#74 shown in Fig. A-8).  
Check the data display box (#75) for ‘moment and strain vs. truck position’ analysis results 
or envelops. 
xxiv. Click ‘Save to a File’ (#76) to save the displayed data to a text file for later retrieval.  
When prompted, use the browse button to specify the directory and type the name under 
which the data file will be saved.  
xxv. Click ‘Plot Data’ (#77) to move to the ‘Plot’ window (#78 shown in Fig. A-9). 
xxvi. Set the top and left margins (#70) to be used. 
xxvii. Click ‘Print Plot’ (#79) to print the image displayed in the display box (#80).  
xxviii. Click ‘Back’ (#4) to move back to the previous window or ‘Exit’ (#64) to terminate the 
program. 
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(a) When ‘In each span’ option is selected 
 
 
(b) When ‘At a designated location’ option is selected 
Figure A-7. Print Maximums Window 
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(a) When ‘In each span’ option is selected 
 
(b) When ‘At a designated location’ option is selected 
Figure A-8. View Data Window 
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(a) When ‘In each span’ option is selected 
 
 
(b) When ‘At a designated location’ option is selected 
Figure A-9. Plot Window 
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B1. 1 Preliminary DAQ.VI (shown in Fig. B-1) 
 
i. Enter a device name (#1).  The device name used here must match what was used during 
the hardware system setup.  
ii. Enter a sample rate (#2) at which the data acquisition is to be performed (number of 
samples per second).  
iii. Select the channels of a connected StrainBook/616 and, if applicable, a WBK16 expansion 
module to be activated (#3 & #4).  More than one channel can be selected by ‘Ctrl + Mouse 
click’.  
iv. Configure each channel (#5) based upon the specific type of strain sensor being used.   
v. Apply and select a calibration file, which was created during the sensor calibration process, 
by setting the LED (#6) to true (bright green) and by assigning a calibration file path (#7).  
vi. Designate a folder directory (#8) in which the data will be saved.  The recommended 
directory name is ‘C:\SHM Folder\Preliminary Data Folder’.  Users can use the ‘Browse’ 
button to display a tree of all directories available on the host PC. 
vii. Enter the time duration in control #9 for which each data file will be saved. 
viii. Start data collection by clicking on the ‘START’ control (#10).   
ix. Check the acquisition status in indicator #11.  When the ‘START’ control is pressed, it 
searches the data acquisition instrument specified in control #1.  One of the following 
situations will occur: 
o The check mark on the status check box stays green and the indicators #12, #13, 
#14 and #15 will display real time data, elapsed time, beginning time at which 
data acquisition is initialized and current time of data acquisition, respectively.  
This indicates that the data acquisition instrument was found and all input 
parameters are correctly defined.  
o The check mark on the status check box turns red and a message appears on the 
message box along with an error code. This indicates that either the data 
acquisition instrument was not found, or one or more input parameters are 
missing.  In order to resolve this error, users must check either (or both) the 
hardware and IOtech software installation setup or (and) the input parameters 
before running the program again. 
x. Once the data acquisition is completed, click the ‘STOP’ button (#16). This will terminate 
the program. 
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Figure B-1. Screen shot of 1 Preliminary DAQ.VI front panel 
 
B2. 2 FFT-PSD Analysis.VI (shown in Fig. B-2) 
 
xi. Select a data file from those that were saved in the ‘Preliminary Data Folder’ by using the 
browsing tool in control #1. 
xii. Under the ‘FFT-PSD Analysis’ tab control (#2), enter a sample rate in Hertz (#3).  Note 
that the sample rate used here must be the same as the one used while acquiring the data. 
xiii. Choose a time-domain window (#4) to be used in the FFT analysis and PSD development.  
The recommended option is ‘Hanning’ and is set as the default. 
xiv. Run the program by clicking the run button (#5).  As soon as the run button is pressed, the 
status indicator (#6) will turn red indicating that the FFT-PSD analysis is running.  
Indicator #7 will display the data file read progress.  When the data file reading is 
completed, the total number of sensors used during the preliminary data acquisition will be 
displayed. 
xv. Upon completion of the FFT-PSD analysis, the status indicator (#6) will turn bright green 
indicating that PSD plots for each sensor are ready to be viewed. 
xvi. Select a sensor with a mouse click within control #8.  Then, the indicator #9 will display 
the selected sensor and a PSD plot for the selected sensor will be displayed in indicator 
#10. 
xvii. Identify the dominant frequencies from ambient traffic plus noise or noise alone 
(depending upon a sample file selected) and determine the desired cutoff frequency for the 
filter (note: more detail on how to determine the desired cutoff frequency will be discussed 
in Chapter 3). 
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xviii. Move to the Strain History’ tab control (#11) and enter the cutoff frequency determined in 
step vii.  
xix. Click the “Plot Strain History” control (#14) to see the effect of filtering for the selected 
sensor.  Indicator #17 will display the strain history. 
xx. Go back to the ‘FFT-PSD Analysis’ tab control (#2) and repeat “step vi” through “step ix” 
to see the effect of filtering for all sensors. 
xxi. Repeat the “step i” through “step x” until an appropriate cutoff frequency is determined.  
This may require examining several data files, one at a time.  By comparing the dominant 
frequencies of traffic plus noise induced and noise alone induced, an appropriate cutoff 
frequency can be determined. 
 
Once the FFT-PSD analysis is completed and the desired cutoff frequency has been determined, 
the second task can be performed to establish the appropriate filter parameters and to see if 
events (peaks) are properly identified.  The following steps are required to perform this task: 
xxii. Perform the “step i” through “step v”, but this time, select a data file that contains traffic 
plus noise induced strain.  
xxiii. Select a sensor with a mouse click within control #8 and move to the ‘Strain History’ tab 
(#11). 
xxiv. Enter three filter parameters (#12) that will be applied to the selected strain data: cutoff 
frequency (Hz), ripple (dB), and filter order.   
d. The cutoff frequency is determined by investigating dominant frequencies of 
traffic plus and noise induced and noise alone induced.  
e. A ripple of 0.0435 dB, which is equivalent to 0.5% passband allowable error, is 
set as a default as it is often a good choice for digital filters [4].  The 0.5% 
passband allowable error was converted to 0.0435 ripple in dB as follows: 
0.0435 dB = ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −
%100
%5.0%100log20  
f. The order of a Chebyshev filter is equal to the number of poles in the transfer 
function of the filter.  In general, a filter is considered to work better with more 
poles.  However, this may not be always true.  Therefore, several attempts (trial 
and error) may be necessary to determine the appropriate filter order.  The default 
is set as 2nd order and the order must be an even number.  
xxv. Enter event detection thresholds (#13) that will be applied to the selected strain data.  The 
event detection thresholds should be determined such that peaks are not identified from the 
free vibration response of the bridge (more detail will be discussed in Chapter 3).  Once 
set, only those events that exceed the event detection thresholds will be recognized by the 
program and displayed in indicator #17.  
xxvi. Press the ‘Plot Strain History’ control (#14) to plot strain history and view the effects of 
filtering the selected strain data.  When pressed, indicator #15 will display the selected 
sensor and the status indicator (#16) will turn red indicating that plotting strain history is in 
progress. 
xxvii. Upon completion, the status indicator will turn bright green and a strain history plot for the 
selected sensor is displayed on the graph indicator #17. 
xxviii. At this point, the user needs to decide if the filter parameters used are adequate to minimize 
noise while identifying proper peaks or events.  If the user desires to alter the filter 
parameter settings, new parameters need to be defined in #12 and the ‘Plot Strain History’ 
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control (#14) needs to be pressed again.  Otherwise, save the filter parameter settings for 
the selected sensor by pressing the ‘Save Parameters for Selected Sensor’ control (#18). 
 
The next task requires the user to check if the parameter settings are stored for each selected 
sensor, one-by-one, and create a text file that will contain the filter parameters and event 
detection thresholds for all sensors.  The following tasks must be performed:   
xxix. Move to the ‘Create File for Filter Parameter’ tab control (#19) and check if the filter 
parameters and event detection thresholds for the selected sensor are stored in the table 
indicator (#20) where each row represents the settings for the sensor specified in the first 
column named ‘Sensor’. 
xxx. Repeat “steps xiii” through “step xix” until the filter parameters and the event detection 
thresholds have been established for all sensors. 
xxxi. Set the path (#21) to which the filter parameters and event detection thresholds will be 
saved.  The default file name and directory is ‘C:\SHM Folder\Filter Paremeters.txt’. 
xxxii. Click the ‘Create File for Filter Parameters’ control (#22) to create a text file that contains 
the filter parameters and event detection thresholds for all sensors. 
xxxiii. Click the ‘STOP’ control (#23) to stop the program. 
 
 
(a) FFT-PSD plot display for the selected sensor 
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(b) Strain record display for the selected sensor 
Figure B-2. Screen shots of 2 FFT-PSD Analysis.VI front panel 
 
(c) Filter parameters display 
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Figure B-2. (continued) 
 
B3. 3 Input.VI (shown in Fig. B-3) 
 
xxxiv. Select the channels of a connected StrainBook/616 and, if applicable, a WBK16 expansion 
module to be activated (#1 & #2).  More than one channel can be selected by ‘Ctrl + Mouse 
click’. 
xxxv. Configure each channel (#3) based on the type of strain sensor and its setting used. 
xxxvi. Enter the device name in control #4.  The device name used here must match what was 
used during the hardware system setup.  
xxxvii. Enter the sample rate (#5) at which the data acquisition is to be performed (number of 
samples per second).  
xxxviii. Enter the impact event threshold in control #6.  The impact event threshold is a ratio of the 
absolute difference between the magnitude of an event and that of a peak detection 
threshold with respect to the time difference between a start index and a peak index in a 
strain record (a single event or traffic response).  The impact event threshold is used to 
determine the type of the alarm event (overload or impact, both of which exceed the 
overload event threshold specified in control #8). 
xxxix. Enter the plus and minus event detection thresholds (#7) that will be applied to the 
collected strain data. 
xl. In the ‘Overload Event Threshold’ control (#8), enter the overload event threshold for each 
sensor that was determined from the structural analysis software (BEC Analysis).  Also, 
with a mouse click, select LED options for each sensor to which the overload event 
threshold will be applied.  If set to true (bright green), any overload event (an event that 
exceeds the specified overload event threshold) for the selected sensor will be recorded and 
temporarily stored within 4 MainDAQ.VI.  
xli. Select the type of data files, with a mouse click (#9), to be sent via email (LED options).  
Given that the internet connection is available, if users desire to receive monthly data files 
only, for example, the LED option for ‘Monthly Data’ must be selected (bright green) with 
a mouse click and other options must remain unselected (dark green).  Six options are 
available as follows: 
g. Hourly Data: allows users to receive hourly-generated reduced data files, each of 
which contains event history in the preceding hour 
h. Daily Data: allows users to receive daily-generated data files, each of which 
contains event history in a day 
i. Weekly Data: allows users to receive weekly-generated data files, each of which 
contains event history in the preceding week 
j. Monthly Data: allows users to receive monthly-generated data files, each of 
which contains event history in the preceding month 
k. Yearly Data: allows users to receive yearly-generated data files, each of which 
contains event history in the preceding year 
l. Alarm Message: allows users to receive a text message of an alarm event upon 
occurrence 
xlii. Enter email information that the reduced data files are sent from/to (#10) and set the LED 
option, ‘Check if email inputs are entered’, to true (bright green) by a mouse click to 
activate this option within 4 MainDAQ.VI.  Three pieces of information are required: 
d. Return address: email address of the file and/or message sender 
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e. Mail server: the name or IP address of an SMTP server 
f. Recipients: email addresses of the file and/or message recipients. Each address 
can be a separate array element 
xliii. Apply the calibration file (#11), which was created during the sensor calibration process, 
by setting the LED option to true (bright green) and by assigning the calibration file path.  
xliv. Designate the folder directory in which raw strain data file are to be written and saved 
(#12).  The default is ‘C:\SHM Folder\1 Raw Data’.  This is one of the sub-directories 
created during the initial setup.   
xlv. Designate the folder directory to which the raw data are moved for data reduction and 
evaluation (#13).  The default is ‘C:\SHM Folder\2 Data Process’.  This is one of the sub-
directories created during the initial setup. 
xlvi. Designate the folder directory in which all the reduced data files (Hourly, Daily, Weekly, 
Monthly and Yearly Data files) will be saved.  The default is ‘C:\SHM Folder\3 Data File 
Folder’.  This is one of the sub-directories created during the initial setup.   
xlvii. Set the path (#15) for the filter parameters file that contains the peak detection thresholds 
and filter parameters.  
xlviii. Once the input settings are entered, users can execute the program by pressing the ‘Create 
and Save Input File’ control (#16).  This will result in the creation of a ‘DAQ Inputs’ file in 
the main directory (C:\SHM Folder\DAQ Inputs).  If a previously created input file exists 
in the main directory, the program will prompt the users to choose if the existing input file 
is to be replaced by a new input file.   
xlix. Once the input file is created, stop the program by pressing the STOP control (#17). 
 
Figure B-3. Screen shot of 3 Input.VI front panel 
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B4. 4 MainDAQ815.VI (shown in Fig. B-4) 
 
l. As soon as 4 MainDAQ815.EXE is installed as a service program, it will be automatically 
initialized. 
li. Given that the data acquisition was successfully initialized, as depicted in Fig. D-4, the 
Acquisition Status control (#1) will display a green check mark in the ‘status’ check box 
and no error message will appear in the ‘source’ dialog box.  While the program is running, 
the following information will be displayed on the control panel of the program shown in 
Fig. D-4: 
• Real time raw data for each sensor in the graph indicator (#2). 
• The ‘Time’ indicator (#3) displays information on 
o time at which data acquisition was initialized 
o current time 
o count of elapsed hour, day, week, month and year, which also indicates the 
number of data files created and available for report generation 
• Network status (#4).  One of the following situations will occur: 
o The check mark on the status check box is green and no error message appears on 
the message box.  This indicates that the network connection is established and 
alarm messages and data files created by the program can be sent via email to the 
recipients specified during input information setting.  It should be noted that even 
when the status indicates no error, information may not be sent to the recipients 
due to a security settings.  Typically used virus scan software is designed to block 
access from any unknown programs.  Therefore, users need to make appropriate 
changes on the security settings so that the execution program 4 MainDAQ815.VI 
is unblocked.  Since the security settings may vary depending on Windows types 
(2000, XP, NT, etc.) and virus scan software used, users may need to consult with 
a system analyst to resolve this.   
o The check mark on the status check box turns red and a message appears on the 
message box along with an error code. This indicates that the network connection 
is either unavailable (or not established).  It should be noted that this error will 
not cause the program to stall or stop.  All other functions except the email will 
still be functioning.  The program is programmed such that when an error related 
to network connection occurs, the program will skip that step and carry on other 
tasks.  Also note that since all data files created by the program will be saved in ‘3 
Data File Folder’ in the main directory, users can always retrieve the data files 
manually. 
• Available disc and memory space on the field PC.  The total, used and free (available) 
disc and physical memory space of the field PC will be displayed in Bytes in the 
‘Disc/Memory Space’ indicator (#5). 
lii. If the user desires to change input settings or restart (reset) the program, stop the program 
by pressing the ‘STOP’ control (#6), set the ‘Reset’ control (LED option in #7) to true 
(bright green) and re-run the VI by pressing the ‘Run’ control (#9).  These actions will 
result in autonomously creating an ‘Old Data File Folder’ to which previously archived 
data files will be moved.   Meanwhile, newly collected data will be saved in ‘3 Data File 
Folder’.  
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(a) Illustration of Main Data Acquisition tab 
Figure B-4. Screen shots of 4 MainDAQ815.VI front panel 
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(b) Illustration of Input Information tab 
Figure B-4. Screen shots of 4 MainDAQ815.VI front panel (continued) 
 
 
 
B5. 5 View Strain History.VI (shown in Fig. B5) 
 
liii. Select the data file (#1) that contains collected strain records. 
liv. Set the path (#2) to the filter parameters file that contains the event detection thresholds 
and filter parameters that were previously established. 
lv. Enter the sample rate (#3) that was used during data acquisition.  
lvi. Press the ‘Plot Strain History’ control button (#4) to execute the program.  When this 
button is pressed, the status indicator (#5) will turn red indicating that the operation is in 
progress.  Upon completion, the indicator will turn bright green and the strain history for 
each sensor will be displayed on the graph indicator (#6).  The strain history for each 
sensor can be accessed by selecting the tabs designated for each sensor. 
lvii. Stop the program by pressing STOP button control (#7).  
9 
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Figure B-5. Screen shot of 5 View Strain History.VI front panel 
B6. 6 View Hourly File.VI (shown in Fig. B-6) 
 
lviii. Select the directory (#1) in which the hourly data files are archived.  The default is set as 
‘C:\SHM Folder\3 Data File Folder’.  If users want to access an hour file received via 
email, the path to the folder that contains the received file must be selected.   
lix. Select a monitoring period (#2).  The number in the text box indicates the hour since 
monitoring began (starting with zero).  For example, if the user wants to open an hour file 
that contains the event history obtained during the first hour of monitoring, ‘0’ must be 
entered; if the user wants to access a hour file occurring 56 days, 3 hours later, the user 
would enter ‘1346’.   
lx. To view the data file in an Excel Worksheet, set the LED option (#3) to true (bright green). 
lxi. Configure the histogram setting (#4).  This option allows users to change five variables: 
number of bins, and maximum and minimum bins for both positive and negative events. 
lxii. Press the ‘Click to View Hour File’ control (#5) to execute the program.  The event history 
and histogram, monitoring period and alarm messages will be displayed in the indicators 
#6, #7 and #8, respectively.  The event history and histogram for each sensor can be 
accessed by selecting the tabs designated for each sensor. 
lxiii. Stop the program by pressing STOP control (#9). 
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Figure B-6. Screen shot of 6 View Hourly File.VI front panel 
 
B7. 7 Create Report (From Single File).VI (shown in Fig. B-7) and 8 Create Report (From 
Multiple Files).VI (shown in Fig. B-8) 
 
lxiv. Select the directory (#1) in which the data files are archived.  The default is set to ‘C:\SHM 
Folder\3 Data File Folder.’   
lxv. In the ‘Monitoring Period’ control (#2), select data file(s) to be plotted and processed for 
the report generation.  See Note-1 below for detailed description. 
lxvi. To view the data file in an Excel Worksheet, set the LED option (#3) to true (bright green). 
lxvii. Select the print options (#4).  This allows the user to print the report either (or both) in a 
paper copy or (and) in PDF format given that corresponding option(s) are selected (bright 
green). 
• Select the report content options (#5).  This allows the user to choose the contents that 
will be included in the report.  Four options are available: 
e. Strain histogram (numeric table): numerical count of events in each bin where the 
bin size is specified by users 
f. Strain histogram (graph): graphical representation of numerical count of events 
g. Statistic Trends (numeric table): numerical values of absolute maximum events, 
average events (hourly or daily depending upon the data file selected), and 
average trend line over the selected monitoring period.  
h. Statistic Trends (graph): graphical representation of events over the selected 
monitoring period. 
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lxviii. Configure the event histogram variables (#6).  This option allows users to change five 
variables: number of bins, and maximum and minimum bins for positive and negative 
events. 
lxix. Press the ‘Click to Create Report’ control (#7) to execute the program.  As soon as the 
program is executed, the status indicator (#8) will turn red indicating that the program is in 
progress.  Upon completion, the indicator will turn bright green and the following results 
will be generated: 
o results displayed on the front panel for immediate view 
i. the time at which the data acquisition was initialized: #9 
ii. the monitoring period: #10 
iii. alarm messages recorded during the monitoring period: #11 
iv. event history, event histogram, and statistical trends for each sensor: #12, 
#13 and #14, respectively (see Note-2 below for more detail). 
o an Excel Worksheet, hard copy, and/or PDF file depending upon the selected 
options (#3, #4, and #5). 
lxx. Stop the program by pressing STOP control (#15). 
 
Note-1: As can be seen in Figs. D-7 and D-8, controls and indicators used on the front panels of 
each program are exactly the same with the exception of the Monitoring Period control 
(#2).  7 Create Report (From Single File).VI is designed to access one data file at a time 
while 8 Create Report (From Multiple Files).VI allows users to open multiple files at 
once.  Consequently, different options in control #2 for selecting data files were utilized.  
For 7 Create Report (From Single File).VI, users can choose a different type (daily, 
weekly, monthly and yearly) of data file from provided tabs where the title of each tab 
represents a time duration for which one file is created and archived.  For example, if 
users want to access information obtained during the second week of monitoring, the user 
must select ‘Weekly’ tab and enter a number ‘1’ the text box.  Note that the index ‘i’ 
starts from zero.  For 8 Create Report (From Multiple Files).VI, users can access multiple 
data files given that those data files are already created and archived.  Three options are 
available as listed below: 
d. Up to date: allows the user to access all daily data files created 
e. Day (i) ~ Day (j): allows to access multiple daily data files created during user 
specified time period 
f. Last (i) days: allows to access multiple daily files created during the last user 
specified days 
Note that, except in the ‘Up to date’ tab, users can select a monitoring period by 
using the up and down arrows to increase or decrease number in the text box, or simply 
type in the desired number.   
 
Note-2: Plots of event history, event histogram and statistical trends are displayed on separate 
tabs to avoid clutter on the front panel.  The appearance (scale and format) of any graphic 
display can be modified (pan or zoom) while the program is running or stopped through 
the use of the graphic palette located on the left bottom corner of each graph (or by right 
clicking the graph and selecting Visible Items>>Graph Palette from the shortcut menu).  
The formats used to display event history and event histogram are the same for both 
programs.  Also, the format used to display statistical trends in 8 Create Report (From 
Multiple Files).VI is the same.  However, the format of the graph indicator for displaying 
statistical trends in 7 Create Report (From Single File).VI can change depending on the 
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tabs (or pages) selected in the Monitoring Period control (#2).  If users select a 
monitoring period in the ‘Daily’ tab, the graph indicator will display statistical trends of 
each hour for 24 hours.  On the other hand, if users choose a monitoring period in 
‘Weekly’, ‘Monthly’ or ‘Yearly’ tabs, it will display statistical trends of each day for user 
specified monitoring periods.  For example, if a monitoring period is selected in the 
‘Weekly’ tab on the front panel of 7 Create Report (From Single File).VI, it will access 
one of the weekly created data files, each of which contains collected information for 
seven days.  Therefore, it will display statistical trends of each day for 7 days. 
 
 
Figure B-7. Screen shot of 7 Create Report (From Single File).VI front panel  
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Figure B-8. Screen shot of 8 Create Report (From Multiple Files).VI front panel 
Description on controls and indicators 
 
Table B-1. Description of selected controls and indicators in 1 Preliminary DAQ.VI 
# Control or Indicator Description 
1 Device Name Control Name of a StrainBook/616 assigned during IOtech 
software installation (described elsewhere). 
2 Sampling Rate Control 
(Hz) 
Sampling rate at which strain records are to be collected 
(number of samples per second). 
3 StrainBook/616 Channel 
Control 
Channels of StrainBook/616 to be activated.  When 
selected (Ctrl + mouse click), the indicator turns blue. 
4 WBK16 Channel 
Control 
Channels of WBK16 expansion module to be activated.  
When selected (Ctrl + mouse click), the indicator turns 
blue. 
5 Sensor Configuration 
Controls 
Parameters that need to be configured for each sensor. 
6 Calibration File Applied 
Control (LED option) 
If set to true (bright green), a selected calibration file is 
applied. 
7 Calibration File Path 
Control 
Path to calibration file created during calibration process 
(see Appendix C) 
8 Data File Save Path 
Control 
Directory in which raw strain data files are to be saved. 
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9 Data File Saved at 
Control (Minutes) 
Time duration for which each raw strain data file is 
saved. 
10 Start Control When pressed, data acquisition will begin. 
11 Acquisition Status 
Indicator 
Error dialog box that displays a numeric error code and a 
corresponding error message upon occurrence of error 
(error = red, no error = green in the status check box). 
12 Real Time Raw Data 
Indicator 
Displays real time raw strain data. 
13 Elapsed Time Indicator 
(Minutes) 
Displays elapsed time since the beginning of the data 
acquisition. 
14 Data Acquisition Since: 
Indicator: 
Displays date and time at which data acquisition is 
initialized. 
15 Current Time Indicator Displays current date and time. 
16 Stop Control When pressed, the program will stop. 
 
Table B-2. Description of selected controls and indicators in 2 FFT-PSD Analysis.VI 
# Control or Indicator Description 
1 Data File Path Control Path to the “preliminary data” file.  
2 FFT-PSD Analysis Tab 
Control 
Contains controls and indicators used for FFT-PSD 
analysis.   
3 Sampling Rate Control 
(Hz) 
Sampling rate at which strain records are to be collected.  
Note that the sampling rate must be the same with what 
was used during the preliminary data acquisition. 
4 Window for FFT-PSD 
Analysis Control 
Time-domain window to be used in FFT-PSD analysis. 
5 Run Button Control When pressed, the program will be executed and the 
FFT-PSD analysis for the selected data file will be 
initialized. 
6 FFT-PSD Analysis 
Status Indicator 
Provides the status of FFT-PSD analysis progress.  If 
being processed, it displays ‘In Progress (Wait)’ and 
turns red.  Upon completion, it displays ‘Data ready to 
plot (Now, select sensor)’ and turns bright green. 
7 Data File Progress 
Indicator 
Displays the progress of data file input.  When 
completed, a total number of columns that represents the 
total number of sensors available will be displayed.   
8 Select Sensor Control Allows users to select (with mouse click) a sensor for 
displaying a PSD plot.  If selected, it will be highlighted 
in blue. 
9 Selected Sensor 
Indicator 
Displays a selected sensor. 
10 FFT-PSD Plot Indicator Displays FFT-PSD plot for the selected sensor. 
11 Strain History Tab 
Control 
Contains controls and indicators used for displaying 
strain history. 
12 Chebyshev Filter 
Parameters Control 
Allows users to enter parameters that will be used in 
filtering.  
13 Event Detection Plus and minus event detection thresholds within which 
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Threshold Control 
(Microstrain) 
no peak (or event) will be detected.  
14 Plot Strain History 
Control 
When pressed, strain history will be displayed in graph 
indicator #16 for a selected sensor. 
15 Strain History for 
Selected Sensor Control 
Displays a selected sensor. 
16 Strain History Plot 
Progress Indicator 
Provides the status of FFT-PSD analysis and/or strain 
history plot progress.  If being processed, ‘In Progress 
(Wait)’ is shown and turns red.  Upon completion of 
FFT-PSD analysis and/or the strain history plot, ‘Ready 
(Now, enter parameters and click Plot Strain History)’ is 
shown and turns bright green. 
17 Graph Indicator Displays strain history in microstrain for a selected 
sensor. 
18 Save Parameters for 
Selected Sensor Control 
When pressed, filter parameters and event detection 
threshold specified in control #12 for a selected sensor 
will be stored (#20).  
19 Create File for Filter 
Parameters Tab Control 
Contains controls and indicators used for writing and 
saving filter parameters and event detection thresholds 
for each sensor in a text file. 
20 Parameters Table 
Indicator 
Temporarily stores the filter parameters and event 
detection thresholds for each sensor specified in control 
#12. 
21 Filter File Save Path 
Control 
Path to which a text file that contains filter parameters 
and event detection thresholds for each sensor will be 
saved. 
22 Create File for Filter 
Parameters Control 
When pressed, a file containing filter parameters and 
event detection thresholds for each sensor will be saved 
to the path specified in #20. 
23 STOP Control When pressed, the program will stop. 
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Table B-3. Description of selected controls and indicators in 3 Input.VI 
# Control or Indicator Description 
1 StrainBook/616 Channel 
Control 
Channels of StrainBook/616 to be activated.  When 
selected (Ctrl + mouse click), the indicator turns blue. 
2 WBK16 Channel 
Control 
Channels of WBK16 expansion module to be activated.  
When selected (Ctrl + mouse click), the indicator turns 
blue. 
3 Sensor Configuration 
Controls 
Parameters that need to be configured for each sensor. 
4 Device Name Control Name of a StrainBook/616 assigned during IOtech 
software installation (described elsewhere). 
5 Sampling Rate Control 
(Hz) 
Sampling rate at which strain records are collected 
(number of samples per second). 
6 Impact Event Threshold 
Control 
Ratio of the absolute difference between the magnitude 
of an event and that of the event detection threshold with 
respect to the time difference between a start index and a 
peak index in a strain record. 
7 Event Detection 
Threshold Controls 
(Microstrain) 
Plus and minus event detection thresholds within which 
no peak (or event) will be detected. 
8 Overload event 
threshold Control 
(Microstrain) 
Thresholds that are used to determine overload events for 
each sensor. 
9 Email Options Controls Options that allow users to receive collected information 
via email. 
10 Email Inputs Control Email addresses and mail server that the collected 
information are sent from/to 
11 Calibration File 
Controls 
Path to a calibration file created during calibration 
process (see Appendix C) and a LED option to apply it. 
12 Raw Data Folder 
Control 
Directory into which the raw strain data file will written. 
13 Data Process Folder 
Control 
Directory into which the raw strain data file will be 
moved for processing. 
14 Data File Folder Control Directory into which reduced data files will be archived 
after being processed and evaluated. 
15 Filter File Path Control Path to a file that contains event detection thresholds and 
filter parameters. 
16 Create and Save Input 
File Control 
When pressed, an input file will be created and saved in 
the ‘SHM Folder’ main directory (C:\SHM Folder). 
17 Stop Control When pressed, the program will stop. 
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Table B-4. Description of selected controls and indicators in 4 MainDAQ815.VI 
# Control or Indicator Description 
1 Acquisition Status 
Indicator 
Error dialog box that displays a numeric error code and a 
corresponding error message upon occurrence of error 
(error = red, no error = green in the status check box). 
2 Real Time Raw Data 
Indicator 
Displays real time raw strain data. 
3 Time Indicators Displays (1) date and time at which data acquisition is 
initialized (2) current date and time (3) count of elapsed 
hour, day, week, month and year.  
4 Network Status 
Indicator 
Error dialog box that displays a numeric error code and a 
corresponding error message upon occurrence of error 
(error = red, no error = green in the status check box). 
5 Disc/Memory Space 
Indicators (Bytes) 
Displays a total, used and free (available) disc and 
physical memory space in the local host PC. 
6 Stop Control When pressed, the program will be stopped. 
7 Reset Control A LED option that will initialize new acquisition.  The 
default is false (dark green).  If set to true (bright green), 
upon program execution, a directory ‘Old Data File 
Folder’ will be created and the data files saved up to that 
point will be moved to this directory.  Then, new data 
files will be saved into the directory (3 Data File Folder). 
8 Run Button Control When pressed, the program will begin. 
9 Input Information Tab 
Control 
Contains indicators that display the input settings 
specified by 3 Input.VI. 
 
Table B-5. Description of selected controls and indicators in 5 View Strain History.VI 
# Control or Indicator Description 
1 Data File Path Control Path to the data file created during the data acquisition. 
2 Filter Parameters File 
Path Control 
Path to the text file that contains event detection 
thresholds and filter parameters for Chebyshev low-pass 
filter. 
3 Sampling Rate Control 
(Hz) 
Sampling rate at which strain records were collected 
during the main data acquisition (number of samples per 
second). 
4 Plot Strain History 
Control 
When pressed, strain history will be displayed in 
indicator #6 for each sensor. 
5 Strain History Plot 
Progress Indicator 
Provides the status of strain history plot progress.  If 
being processed, ‘In Progress (Wait)’ is shown and turns 
red.  If completed, ‘Ready (Done)’ is shown and turns 
bright green. 
6 Graph Indicator Displays strain history in microstrain for each sensor. 
7 Stop Control When pressed, the program will stop. 
8 Graph Palette Control Changes the scale and the format of the plot while the 
program is running (or stopped). 
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Table B-6. Description of selected controls and indicators in 6 View Hourly File.VI 
# Control or Indicator Description 
1 Data File Folder Control Directory into which the data files created during the 
main data acquisition are archived. 
2 Monitoring Period 
Control 
Option for selecting a data file to be plotted. 
3 View Data In Excel 
Spreadsheet? Control 
LED option that allows users to view the data files in 
Excel Worksheet. The default is false (dark green). If set 
to true (bright green), information contained in a selected 
file will be displayed in Excel Worksheet. 
4 Histogram Variables 
Controls 
Allows users to change the format of the histogram plot. 
5 Click to View Hour File 
Control 
When pressed, event history and event histogram will be 
displayed in the graph indicator (#7) for each sensor. 
Also, an Excel Spreadsheet containing information 
processed by the program will be created if the LED 
option (#3) is set to true. 
6 Plotting Progress 
Indicator 
Provides the status of the plotting progress.  If being 
processed, ‘Wait’ is shown and turns red.  If completed, 
‘Ready (Done)’ is shown and turns bright green. 
7 Graph Indicator Displays event history and event histogram for each 
sensor. 
8 Monitoring Period of 
Selected File Indicator 
Displays the monitoring duration in date and time for a 
selected file. 
9 Alarm Message 
Indicator 
Displays alarm messages recorded during the monitoring 
period displayed in indicator #8. 
10 Stop Control When pressed, the program will stop. 
 
 
Table B-7. Description of selected controls and indicators in 7 Create Report (From Single 
File).VI and 8 Create Report (From Multiple Files).VI 
# Control or Indicator Description 
1 Data File Folder Control Directory into which data files created during the main 
data acquisition are archived. 
2 Monitoring Period 
Control 
Options for selecting data file(s) from which monitoring 
results are to be displayed and reports are to be 
generated. 
3 View Data In Excel 
Spreadsheet? Control 
LED option that allows users to view the data in Excel 
Worksheet. The default is false (dark green). If set to true 
(bright green), information contained in a selected file 
will be displayed in Excel Worksheet. 
4 Print Option Controls Options for printing the results in hardcopy and/or PDF 
(false = dark green, true = bright green). 
5 Report Contents 
Controls 
Options for selecting contents to be included in the 
report (false = dark green, true = bright green).  
6 Histogram Variables Allows users to change the format of histogram plot. 
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Controls 
7 Click to Create Report 
Control 
When pressed, the event history, the event histogram and 
the statistical trends will be displayed for each sensor in 
the graph indicators under ‘Event History’ (#12), ‘Event 
Histogram’ (#13) and ‘Statistical Trends’ (#14) tabs, 
respectively. Also, a report and an Excel Spreadsheet 
containing the information processed by the program will 
be created based upon the options (#3, #4 and #5) 
selected. 
8 Report Generation 
Progress Indicator 
Provides the progress of displaying the results and 
generating reports.  If in progress, ‘Wait’ is shown and 
turns red.  If completed, ‘Ready (Done)’ is shown and 
turns bright green. 
9 Monitoring Since 
Indicator 
Displays the date and time since the beginning of the 
data acquisition. 
10 Monitoring Period of 
Selected File Indicator 
Displays the monitoring duration in date and time for 
selected file(s). 
11 Alarm Message 
Indicator 
Displays summarized alarm messages recorded over the 
monitoring period displayed in #10. 
12 Event History Tab 
Control 
Contains graph indicators that display strain history for 
each sensor. 
13 Event Histogram Tab 
Control 
Contains graph indicators that display event histogram 
for each sensor 
14 Statistical Trends Tab 
Control 
Contains graph indicators that display statistical trends 
for each sensor 
15 STOP Control When pressed, the program will stop. 
16 Graph Palette Control Changes the scale and the format of the plot while the 
program is running (or stopped). 
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C1. Setup and Connecting to the Ethernet 
C1.1. System Requirements 
 
Setup and Connecting to the Ethernet 
System Requlremonts ...... 6-t 
So(tw(Jre IMUIII3tJon ...... $-2 
Elhcmol Connoction and System Powor-up ... ... 6-3 
System Requirements 
80foN setting up tb~ hardwaJe •.H Uts13llin.s \hesofl.w:'!lre. wrifY lhat you ha\'t Utf follo'i':ing ite:m~. 
• StrahtBook/6Hi d:flla acquts:ltloat S)'St€'1" 
• Power .u apply with oord (set. power note bclow) 
Data acqubldort C D 
lo addition. writ)> thai your computer moN>tt lhe following n~lnbnum requinmlE"fll:l. 
• hllel"", Pcntlunt® JJI pi"O(essor 
• 10/JOOBa.seT Ethernet port 
64MB antttaOry' 
• 100MB lla.rd disk spaoe 
• MonJtor: SVGA, 800 x 600 resolution 
• One otthe rollowbas MltrMori"'Windowl operatlna S)'ste a~:~ :l: 
\\'indO'o\'& 1000 
WlndowsXP 
Winth.)w~~T 
Power N()te: 
StrainBool: requires an input voitag_e betwoon +lO 31ld +30 VDC. The DC !IOutce shollld be 
filter((! bta' Jt()l lttcel'$wiJy ~uhttcxl 1'bc TR•AQU AC~l.:>-DC ll<.WI'tf nd~api.I:S ij; reomnanc.~t<kd for 
A C-line applicatioM. However. Su'ainBook C3fl be powered from any i~olatl'd + 10 b.l +}0 VDC 
~e of;.l t~:~es l 1:$ W 
Btrore pluaina d1e. unit In, tuab sun d•ec powttr swlteb Is In the "0" (OFF) posttlo11. 
GND 
+10to __£~ 
+30VDC ~
Power Input 
DINS Connector 
If you wiJJ be using an. AC·to-DC powcr adaptf:r (rneb as tlt~ TR-40U( plus, il into an AC outM: tht>n 
Co!'nleoel ll1e DrN"S e,1d l'f llee ~abl{' 10 the$ll'lli116Mk.i< 10 I<) 3() VI)(: lliJJ\11 CbllllC!ei<'M'. 
lfYQll ;ue IIAQg llllt<J(b~rp<Jwer liOUf\'t (tmch'" u b;•tlety) ctt$'1.11:tl the t~d~; IIJt-COillted~ to tl1e ]»'Qper 
DlN5 pinB a~ indicated inlh.e figuro. 
CAUTION 
0() uot e:u;eed the 5 nenp ltuu:inumt DC c;urreot Jim it of the POWER IN DINS 
eon11ector. 
5 
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C1.2. IOtech Software Installation 
  
 
 
 
Software Installation 
I. Start Window$. 
1. Close aU nnnin.s: applicatioo!J. 
3. .IJ~ dtt' .D:.ittl Ac<wk iliOfl CJ) io!O )'Our CO-ROM drh•e: 3ml wail f~· dte CO 10 i111IO·nm. 
if~~~ C D does .not .t/011 on ib o111r. 
(a) elicli: the deskiOJ'I'!f <..~Uu1> buttetl 
(b) ( hOC!Si: the Roo cOO'IITtllld 
(~) select U1c CD-ROM ckive, lhm select the 'OCI.UJM'.lt file. 
(d) (lick <OK>. 
An Opetiffg St;.r(!t:n wiU <II)J)f:'M, 
4. Clid: the <tN'l'l:({St'f\fl'>b•ttt<Hl. 
5. From the hardw;m: sd«tiro &creco {wht~:b follow& <t li~c:r:•sing atU«tnmt). sel«t 
Str !i.i••Uook/616 fi'Ofn l.tu! il'()J)·d.,n\'l'lli~ and follow tl•e Qll·&ereen i 1~M11:timt. 
R('(trtntt N (lfh:: 
Adobr Acrobat PDF \'CfSioos of documems p«taining to SttainBoot/61 6 are 
111.ll00'13tit 31Jf i!'li,11111e<l OlllO y(lln· .PC'Sht'd•<lli \'t (l$ 11 1>31'1 l\(11(04.\tf:l $UJ)J)C41 *'the Iitle 
of scllwart instnllution. The dcfauJLioc•i\'lll is the Pro&ranl<i group. which can be 
acc·esscd " ia the. Wind?ws l'Jf:sldop SJm1 M~nu. 
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C.1.3. Ethernet Connection and System Power-up 
 
Ethernet Connection and System Power-up 
l':lln'nltt oonn(<('ll\'lty ean 6nly 11(> w:td w ltlt Windowt Nr. WhMIO'K'~ 2000, or 
Window·s XP optmtingS)"1(lJUlf, 
Overview 
-
Straln.B()(Ik/6/6, Re41' Pattd 
:;.i ln:riJdlOOW6 16<x:.>l~$ dil\Klly h) Ill £ 1)\<::fn;)JI j)()fl 00;) J-'C <:oi'OelwOO: bill>, 0\l the \u~n; l>11iii•U1 
IOJIOOBaseT EthClTICt lnlcffacc, An Et.ltcmct tx~tch cableCA-2<12 ( 1.5 foot) or CA-242-7 (7 foot) cable is 
ll$«1 to m(lkc tb:: <:(l)u~iou. Note dt.'YI ...t•Jt<:J'<'I iltl<'ti8J•t-tlu'O\~b or (I ~-o,•<:tcuble Jil.i.l)' 00· Ui!«.l l11e 
circui.tl)' altta ruu:icfily adjusts fer the. cablct}pc to cnaurepropcr ronncccion. 
D ~ ----... .......... . 
' ~~~ -. E ·~~~~I I $taln~t.'6 16 =-1 
CAUTION 
T um uiT11~er to lhe ll)'~tft'm dt\'k:t~ 11nd f'$tt•m:·l l.ly ttln.JM.o<:tt'd f!tJuilitttenC brfon tonnecti:ng,e:thlf1;. 
El«"h'lt dtO<'k or d:m•aae to equlpnlf!lll tan r E>Sutt (t\'fft undtr low-\-olb&t> ooudltloM> 
UIIIIW Setup J:nd Cormeot_,9 ~ tne f tllemcl 5-3 
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Refennce Note.' 
Adobe PDF \'l:rsions otusu- manuals will automatically in sud I OlltO)'C.If hard drive as a part of product 
S\4'1P\llt. Tbt dcfault loeation is in the- Pro:num· group, which e11n be accctiltd from the Wi!Jdo•t'S DesJ.1op. 
You can also acctss documt'Ots directly trom the data acquisition CD ''ill the<VicwPDFs> buum looatcdon 
the CD' !t q>ening scrt't':n. 
I STEP 1 - Install the Software 
lnslliU the sotbt•llf'<' prior to connerting the Strain8ookl616to the B.h«net If you have not alrtad)' 
installed the ooftv."lWc, doS6 att.his time. Refer to the-scctioo auitledSqfttN»~ JJISUII!mkm., page 5-2 
I STEP 2- Doterm ine tho type of Network Connection 
To properly cc.med and c:mf•ur~ a Str<J.ill8ol:'k/6l6, y~• n.ast dctmninc the type ofnawork that-U1e 
de,tict will bttomc part o( This is because the l)'pt ofnttv.·ork used has a dire« bearing on thc-IP 
adl\'e$$ oflhe dwice. 
The f«•r oecwori;. types ure as JbUows: 
• Otdlt:utd Network ~ "11h a direct t.ablt eonnedJon trom the: PC t.o thf' df!\1tt' 
• Ot:dleatftd Network . making use ora net"·ort;. hub or switch 
LA:~ "llh a DHCP servl'!l' 
O..oe-.1 Are:t Ntlwurk wi!b * ~·n;!ltnit Ji~ Coofi31-n~ion Protot:of) 
• L.AN' \\1lhout a DHC.:P U!I'Vft' 
(l.ocal :\rca Network with no Dynamic' Host Cmftguratioo Prctocol) 
Brief description; and il h.lstrations follow. 
Oedlcated Network~ with a direct cable connection from the PC to tPe device 
In dtissc;ena-rio " StrainBocW616 is c.:onntttcd dlrectly loan flhmttt j<Jck ou 3 ho~t COUIIWler. 
"'"' 
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Dedicated Network • making use af a ~tworlc hub or swhch 
ln this sccmrio the-StrainBook/616 cooncru to the Ethtmct thtoo.gh anetw._...k hOO crswitch. At least one 
eorr•luter ifl al~o eomected to the hub. 
LAN with a DHCP Server (Load Area Network with a Dynamic Host Cooiigurntion Protocol smv:r) 
.M<t!J}' COf}I'C>f;.t(iotu; liSe the LANIS<t"Ver with DHCP iiiT<tltgt~ne:ol for thcirnt:twttks. Itt lids ~}'11C of~up 
stVml cttnpt.tcn arc typically connen cd to a nrtwcrt that makes usc of a DHCP sct,;cr. In add:itiOfl a 
SttainBook/616 is <:onn«tcd to IJte nttw<d bubhwitch. 
~Ole$; 
!.AN m'ilt" l)IJCP S4'n •lr 
• Usil'l@ a Stra.ioBocW616 on a typical LAN may af!Ctt the &pted ofthe n~·ork and intemd. data 
lr<llWftr. 6edlust: of this we recomiueod ;idt.lhl8 a ntlwtfk Cilr4 to the e.:.:('I'Uta· aud m itiS •.Jue 
of the two dedic3tcd netwttk conf'igurmions. 
* CellL'Ict ymr nttWotk :utministrnwr btf<lt't· tMflE'«.in_g a StrainBookl616 to. a corp<lfale nct\\'C'd . 
...... 
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LAN w!Ul tK) OHCP Server 
(Loul ~~~ Nt twcd with no Dynamic Host Configuration Protorol smrcr) 
Thiil iltto:ll'it) l<l<'lkll the i#llllt a;~ lhal iih\'l't';1l in the lirevi<lllil illllillr:tlion, excepllhere iii n<> J)ynamic Ho~ 
Conf'.1g001tkm. Protocol (DliCP). bt this tyl)e ofl;c:tup. one or more e~'tHIIUien; ltre cOtlitet:led to a uttwork: 
aod each conlluter has a sratic rP addrtil:ll. 
I STEP 3 - Connect the System Components 
RdfrMc.e Note: 
F()f' exrunplt il ofStJ'8inBoiiu'616~·illtm Cfx'lnecliM~ inc-luding cable uilc-. refer to Ch*J)ttr 3, Cr~taJr.lor.f 
(Ill(/ lndictWS 11fttl Chapter l t .s)ar.:Pt lt!t.JXV»'if»t, 
\Vh at VOII w1H ll ..,ed t o l'OIU1N:t a Stur;inBool>/616 toUU! £~rnH.: 
i7 An <J\taiJllbk conncctioo to the ElhonC"l. The.cooncction can be-cither 
• an Etltemtt ja<* on il tompuler lll' 
• an Ethemrtj act on a hub that is romcc-tc.d to the-Ethernet. 
-9 A n Elhernel patch cable, e.g,, -a CA•l 4 2 (U fMI cable)~ a CA·242·7 (7·footeable). 
L Conned the Elhcmct c.able to the Ethtmctj ack oo the Strain8ookf616. 
2. Coonect lhe <lther etl(l of dlt> Elhem~ cable to rhe Edlemetjack M d1e h0$1 C<llnputer~· 
nr:twcd hub. 
I STEP 4 - Power-up the System Components 
Wbeu powwlna up a SttatnBook/616 systf:m It b lnlporta.nllh11t the StralnBookf616 h' powf!l·ed 
l ao.-1, and ihJlt {h~ lllMt l ' f!U)()f.t '')'~t(!lll f;:cK)l !H>Il~lt{$ ar-t JI CIWM·~ fitsf. (Hh(:t• )I&W~J'·llll U!QUf!tlc:t~ 
may l'~uu ln sottware·s flLIIu re to reeo~ze all componenu.• 
6 Ftnt. powf!l·-on tJte WBK t.<tpamlon module9. It ap pUcable>. 
-& Setond, ptnVt'f'· on the Str~tl:oBook/616. 
• Au ex«pdoo to Ibis power-up !ldltuH' l'i to powet··on tlte enth•t: system ~t Otl~ 
WWtt vgu nj ll nu d: 
One- .:. more +10 to +30VDC power supplies with a male OJNS coonerur. The number of 
~plies depmds on the dC\•irc-.s in your acqu isilim system 
Note: The switching-mode powcrs:t!pply that i9 c001tnonly tmd wilh these !lfitallil ruu an it~put 
rafl$t <>flOO VACt<> 240 VAC <II ~0 HZ lO 601-Jz. The Jl()Vi..,-$11ppty"t 00t1>1U (to lht 
dC'\oi cc] iii t)'pically 15 VDC@ 3.33 amps \• iaa DfN5 connector. 
U i ~ likel)· thM yc-,1 will tll!t ' TR40U ~\C power•d;mterwAh yotr S1r.;U,Bc>okf616 a.td a 
scparateTR40U tOr C<~ch WBK expansion modult, if applir-?Jble. 
/\ote; Vark,lt$AC ;l(l<tptcrtuodd& tiUPI>Ort power grids of USA. fi~KOI~,. Jap<Ul. itllt.l t\ti ia, 
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l . u~ins the t•oit't J)OJ\\'tr "'"'ic'b. 1.1.1m lht Straio.B<:>d</616 '"'fl'," 
Titt &witc;h wiJI be in lhe'' (J" posjtktt iJDd the Power LED will be unlit. 
2. Connect tht: 01}.1S c:nd of the adapter's cabk to lhe Power ]11J)UI e-mnechT m lhe 
Str.tinB~616. 
3. Connect the adapter's plug to a slalltlard AC outlrt. 
•t If yot~~· adapter h:n a power switch. pCttilioo it to ' ·ON." 
.5. tl.tnl ON the St111itlfioold6l() l>Y ill;•tins dle J>(lwe.· ~witch w the-r· J>C)$iti((l. 
The Power LED will light up. 
I STEP 5- Configure the Computer's Network Settings (Appiesto•dedicatednetwaks~ only) 
The StrllinBook/616 EOu~rnet porC t>1•i01lly n:quirn 30 seconds Rfttt" power·up (o c.onftgure, 
b~ft)l'@: II~ IUl.il. (illlllt fl.()~$tcl Vfi lht fltiWcii'J:. 
If tl'iing • LAN (Locnl Art'll Nd.worJ.:), which h •s ,. 01-ICP st·p·tr. lkip this st'diOtt1Uld conlirwe 
v.1th $ i '£P 7 • Ctnif"~tJm ~t~cd r,_u 1111. .()yst,,. uW.g tilt f>mJC8tfliturdli~Ht AppJH (pa&t S.ll ). 
I. Open the Control Panel b)• llilVigilting front thr WindO\'i-'S: De.::ktop as fOllows: 
Start Mf'DU => SetUn;s => C.oetl.rol Panel. 
2. Doublo-c.lid\ till! "Netw'O&"k and Oiakp CcmtectiCflS"> icon. 
3-. DQlsble-cUd.. tl~ '"Ndwm Counecliou" tcou ftT lhe uet\\'l'lt Str;.~ittDolf:/616 i$ ta)J• t"lW lo 
'Hi' 1§1!. fi '" s! § 
~ ...... 
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4, In 1:1\e "Loenl Are.1 Coonedion Sl<llu$" bo:\: (prtviout; fisul'f;'), t:lic:k on lbe q>r.,prrtfeP b\JtiQtt,. 
The "Lo(:al Area Connc« ion Pnmcni(S'' bo:< will eppc-.ar (foUowins; fisun:), 
s .... tl<f'NII tn•••"'''"'"~''''"' .!J1S.! 
111 ~X$201r~~rtc~C~t.orid!ri;X006C-­
I~· 
C~ehed:.dtr•Y*I~No:-
·-l-t!OOC-d~""'"'*p,dfled l to0dtld =..7~~,/'C:::'~,::t:-"~ 
5. DooblN·Ii<'k the "lmtrnt.t Protocol (TCPJIPf' <'Ompootnt (p•••wious fi,sure). 
Tit~'·luttf'ntt Pt'OtO<'o1 {'fCP![p)Pf'l'li*! ti ~i" box will &I>J>~ar(followUt_s: liy.re) 
I I@ !Wif!§!h!i@b it §II 
~m;-t!l!s-- ·• 1 
r ~~ttd-~'t'l~;==-----
..... 
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r;, ~tt.l'*-'f!P~~ 
....... l •o 0 0 
~d--. 
'"" 
0 • 0 
2~.,')--
' 
V ~.,.1~0K$~to.m--r"'-----, 
f<oel~llf4-
~~0K$o~e<"<-.r 
6. Sded tbe"Ufe tbe foiJQ\va.siP A~$$" radio bl•ttoo. 
1. Set the tP ad&>tss li tkllo IO.O.O.x wllt>re x i~ S<'llt'lt 110mbtt'frc.tn 110 :!~. 
11bl:t~ 11111'11 t~sd ftlrh Ulrllplltf'J· un tJ1t: clmlfcAt~ actwork h~t~ a ll_ni-.nt~ IP Mddrt:" • 
..... 
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STEP 6- Configure Device Network Settings using OaqiPConfig 
Applies only to a LAN ~Local Area Network), which h as a no DHCP server. 
Uutli.lljl" LAi'i (L«:t.l Ar~ Nd.WI.If'k), "!1ish h11~ QIUICP 11£1'\'l'f· $kilt Ud~ !Sectil>ultnd COttlitl~lt 
wltb STEP 7 • C•hffture llN.dTI!tt Ou:Sy~llm ustug lh# D~ttJC•I!f'IIJtll'lllltNrAppld (paae S· l l). 
The f>ti(J}PC'o!tftg appltt a.Jiowllyou to change the fP addr~11 ()fa de-.•ke lo lnfll!'h dle addl'til! of a ~eompuh'l'. 
The-appkt is located in lhe program gro~ fOr the associated devkt and c.nn be ac-e esse<! from lhe Windows 
Ot;ktop ,.;a lhe start mcolL 
R.trtrtJ•ci! .NoCe: 
Appeodix A t:ooU.ins gcnenJ infonnatioo regardioghow to u~ U•~ D<Jq Cmff8uratkt.l Appld. 
·1. Locate the ~fPConfJg Applet 
~te,he O:J(llPCor:dis 3Pilfet by r)lt\•igatiu~ fi'Q)l tbe 
Window11' Oesklql as f\lllon'l!-: 
Start Mt>nu 
= P r ogi'II.IJU 
:) StndnBook/616 Softw11re 
=- D"qiPConftg 
2. Open the DaqiPConflg Applet. 
Click on the DaqiPCcntigsdcction to open theappltl 
3. Select the device that Js to have the address 
ch&nge. 
Note: In the. ab~·c f~gure thcrc i:i ooly onc.dcvkc to 
select. i.e., StninBook/616. 
4. Set the lmemec pf'Ot.oco/ (1'CPIIP) settings to be 
compcrtibltt with host compuU:r. 
(a) Select r.he radio buttoo laheled "Use- the 
fotlo\.,it'!g JP ~dd•'e$$ ." 
(b) Enter the new internet protocol settings.. If 
needed. 
consult yttlr nctwOtt. adminis:ltliLOr for acceptable 
m•nberi. 
(c) Cli~kthe <OK>button .. 
5. Re.boof the device. 
SMi4<k>'«IO~Ot~IJr~HOr!OI 
9-.~~ 
Dt-~~·-.--,.,----­$•n!lll~ 
"¢ ... w r-------
~~l~ rl---c---,:J 
luwaP~<·cb:d(TOOAPJ~ 
r' (!tl~Af\"'lf>.:Utft/1~ 
~ !1.!!!:!-~iP..:tt"'!S ·~"' ri~ •• ~~.,cou>~oo' 
~weot: ri ,....-.....---..,-.,, 
D<efMii~ ri or.....---..-,r 
..... 
"' 1~1 c..• 
l lle rle-w IP ~ldr-t$>; will llt>t..take :tfl'ect t~l the 4t~rice h:t"; been J'l<)~~-er-e.l..(){f, thert p~~·er-e.l bade oJn. 
6. Repeat st~ps 3, 4, Md 5 for other deviCes In the syst~m. 
Aller configuring the nr:tw«k scttfig:s f\lf aJI dc·vices, prorccd to Step 7. 
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I STEP 7 • Configure and test the SY'3Iem using the Oaq Configuration Apple! 
The Daq COI'{Iigrual!M applcc i.e' IO¢o11Cd in •he Wiodowe Centro} P<nwl. ft allOW$ you to add or r(:IJlove a 
d~vkc :md ch;mgc t·onfignmtion k'ltiug.;;. The lnchuled tut utili ty pcovi ck~: fccdbad: 011 lht valiclity of 
t l).rrcn.l confisur:.rloo ~eUin.~ "' wdl ae pc:dom .;mce l!ummnriee. 
1. Open tht Oaq Configuration Applot 
a ~ dte C<lllU'OI Panel by Mwij;-ru:in! front the Windo~· Duktf))) as follom : 
Sb .. ·t Me.cc => Settiu~=> C•llll·• tt•w.el 
b. From the Coot.rol Paocl. doublc·click tbe D411 C~N~n icon. 
1. Add the flrst·level device to thb ll$t ofiMtalled devices. 
T he liq.•levtl device l$ tht (f.tvlce tlcOII vAll 11e coctntcl~ dirtcr1y to the Elht m(i, vi:. a b()l;t cmnpcuel;" ~; 
Ethernet j ack or ;r.j;ack oo $ oetv!Wk b ub. Tbc StninBwk/616 ie WI tXil,lllp)e of-a f.m•tevel de,•ice, 
a StleCi tbe Computet im~e io tb• D~vke 11wentoty coofi,gutruiolllttft (fo Uowils_ fi.g11tt.). 
b. Clicl: the <.;\4d .04J'\itf)> t.mon. Tbco''Selec~ Device Type" box will lJilPe.1r, 
c. Stlt <1 tb(l Sl.nlinBook/616 froo' d1e liu of devices. as fii>Piitabl(l. 
d. Chcl: I he <OK> lx1Uon. The " Proper11el(' box "ill 11ppt1w for the ' eiC"Citod devic~ 
' Selsct l>eYJcl!' 1 ype 
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3. Set the PI'O/X'rtieS of lhe flf$t-level device. 
ln lhi~ st<p you will $tl the device prot>«tic:co according to one of the f~1llowins two meth~ dependins on 
wbethct you have 3 .. Dedi~ltd Netwc.·IC' «a '·LAN with OHCF SC/\'tr N¢w(ll1\," 
Users of Qedicafed Netwprks follow these 2 steps. 
a. Enter t.he Ser1a1 Nl.•tniJ.er oftbe fll'&·ltvel dtvicc (Stl•aitt0Mkl616), In the f<'lllowing screen 
shots the Serial Number is800000. 
b. 5elt<:l lbt"AUIO J.P Stttl1i~~ t !ldiO bUit()(l, NOit lbat the IP Add1't:SS oflhe SttainBook/616 
willaulonraticallybe eaJrulalcd and displayed iniJ•e IP Ada'ess-field us indkated it•lhc. 
fOU\lWiQ8 kft·Mild ( J8UfC, 
c. Click the <OK> button. 
~$e<~ 
o...aK- ~~dcd,..O 
o..ar- I 3 
.......... i.jiiii<ij=r---= 
p""'"" .. '"". 
r. 6o.QIP$~ 
r-- w....-~J~S~ 
,..,....----
suwloo~-Jw.j rae~WoM.• I ow.v..-.. 
11-MOtS ..... 
o.,_K_ fSilw8odJJ 
Users of LAN yrtth PHCp §erver Nf!tw0f1ss foUowthese 3 stops. 
The Doq/PConjJg appkt provides the Sct'ial Number and the lP Addre~ of the device. Users of LAN 
with DHCP Ser\'tr Networks will need to alter both numbers in the Daq C<mjlgmttJf<m. Prop<u1ft.s 
dilllog bo:~cs (previous right·hatid figure). Page 5--10 indu<ks inslnu:li«•s for acct~ing Daq/PCo1!/ig. 
tfnttded, refer to theuppc:r rigtn·hand figure i.n regard 10 
radi~•uoo ~ld data entry loeatillns. 
a.. Enter the base 10 \'trs:ion of Ute Serial Number of 
lbe &rain.Book/616. 
b. Sc:.IOC1 thc: "Manual IP Setting" radio buuon. 
c. ltllhe w Address field. t(lh:r lltt lP l'lo:lte~. 
d. Oid> the<Olo..">button. 
S•·~-.. ........ ~o-•~ 
*-·t-~'t"Jii?t~ji0 
P~t~'linl Vie.,~~~ fJdqfP Qtnjlg 
Shouill$ JJ' Ado:h.~ .~ SfflQJ NuMI>f1 
PJ-o,1de vour net"'OJ'k admJnl!trafOf wfOI the lnrorm-aUon on the dt'\itt's MAC libel. 
Also. rmd out from U1e admJnili.ndor lf Ule lP Addn'$S \'!ill be chan£.!••~· U so, Sl'e if 
you c.-an obtain a penuarKnt lP Address dedicated spcdnc:ally to your device. 
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4. Test the system connections. 
a. 11.·1ake SUI'(' the dc\'ice has been proper!}' installed and is powerd-on. 
b. M3ke swoe all cable$ a.oe l)i'¢S>ft'ly :1od !\eCtu~.ly C()ilnected. 
c. ClM:k 1he"'Teu Rardwllre" L1b. 
d. CJkk tbc <TCPJIPT1..'!it> buuon. ll•i.; te$llj the l'T;J.Jll!nti!ljion COJtrol Prot«ol / lnlc:mcl 
Protocol. 
l ltc: n.::;,e{J,f {e:g r~tlt1lj l~vc: two C:OI:I1J.l'ttt:!ltll: Pillgin!f Dc'l'i« (JIK/ TCP 0JII'U:Ciio!l. 
AJ'J)I!!Nih IJ, 1'CPIJP mtd R~souJ~t ?l!,tLt, include$ a lltief expl::nlalioo of each. 
t..'v<>n c:otnplttioo of the TCPIIP t~. c: li~k the <R~otu·ce Tt~ l>ultoo. 
The Re!iource Test consisiS of two components: &source Tes/S and P~rjmn011ce Ttsr.s. 
Appel!(/it. B, TCPIJP tud &sQin·;:~ 'Jests, inc:ludes a bfic:f explanMion of ~h. 
WhL'tll<'$Urtg •S(ntbtllo<IW61~ tr lhe mdl cJoe5 not re'IJ•ond •Rl'r 30 t~CCOIIdt~ pt·rronu Ute 
rouowl't)Jl!Ce~ : 
1) rrboo4 Ott. 5)'5ttm 
2) upon power-up. r~en thfiD«tJ COII/lgN,ndM appld 
J) "ded UiftoCbtt· ~ufi,gtu·ll(lc)u sdllns, 
4) relnldate the test 
This complctC'S" lhc proccdurcforc«r~cding a StrainBook/616 to the EUtcrncl At this pointyoo >hcttld 
refer to othersectims ofthc mill'luill. e.g .• mfcnnatioo OOS)'Slem cxp<~nsion and data ac\"(uisition. 
Rtferenre NO(et;: 
Allhoughthe !lignll1 coodilioning aspen ofdtc WBKI6 is ililcrent in the StrainBookf6t6 and is 
therefOre discussed in this manu<~ I. sp«c-iiic: WBKI6 dorurnrntatim is cootaincd within lhe 
WBK Opti()n.t Mam¥d (pin 489-0902). 
Not.f!: You can a«-e!l!l PDF doot1ntnb dirtcdy from the oproing.screen ofthe daca aclfJisilion CJ) 
'"iii the ~Vte.w PDFs> buuoo. 
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Introduction 
The !ilnlin gage is coonecttd to lhe atllJ}Ii.ficrs thrcugh d1c Brid~ Complctioo and Shunt CaJ NetwMk. Thi$ ACIW«k 
«ll\$il>1$()fus~·!SIJVIII ied/ l• ~tr·it¥!t311ed re$itlMf(lt' bridgecomple.i.u•~· Se'lE:r:tl eOO\bio:;til ... ~ Clfl'e$i~(ll~ Md 3 
different. shunt valuES l.ll:ty be irr:-4211ed llirnu llatlMlti:l)' . f' ... '(lemal conne«Ot' tie pl'linf$ and dlt Pros•·ammab1e 
h•put.Conf"tSttr&ioo & Co.ll MUX detennioe tbe .Cl\.01 « uftgunHioo iu ll$t. 
6 
Once-the network is full)' confi£Urt'il. most !:ridge C'roHgtratiros and r C9istanCC9 can be acccrrunodate<l. without r~ 
('lf)et:l in£ the bllX. 1'1le llhunt.t~i ~IA'I"!'' allow each b1'idg.e 10 be put into a ~flown imbaJanC't C'MdiUon fe.• ~ellil.lg {)f 
\'tf~'ing chtumel calibration. Shunt calibration atlowsn full-scnlt gain to bC'sd without physicaUy loeding thC' bridge. 
Page 6-1 2 dillCI1$$ti.! a OB9 Ad:)ll((1 <:~Ptil)ll tltat ,,.~vjde$ a meJtrn of e:).<~ity $eUinS\IP ~ lu--icJ.se co•\fi,SlltatiM. 
The followingblWd la)'ctlt mows loc-ntioos of ccmponmts referenced to in this cbapter. The jumpe'f" positions •e 
default locatif.'W'IS'. lnfetmation l't'gllrding tht CN-I l !i hC'adtr nnd llSS()('iatcd julll!tf!l follov."S . 
!..Ow>"-""' ~ ·- ·~- ··~ •b• ••• r•~ ·~· SPRie$111l0t&~ ~· llf ~· 1U' 'nf IE" 1n" a ... -
~ ... 
"'" 
""""'' 
""' "'' 
, ... 
""' ""' ""' ""' 
:~r 19'" 1r !8'" fl: o·· 19: 19'" ...... CN•II' 
AA "' 
" " " 
.. 
-- --
I I IWC~ 
L....l 
''" ... 
on . .. 
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SlrilinBook's upper circuit board (Seept'(cedi11@ (lgoce) is used to: 
Cu\iCotnite IQ'I.Vi'il$5 filler froqt~endet; tll:iing l>e$Utl'r nrtwc.-ks 
Install Bridge toiTfllrtim resistors 
Install Slmt calibration resistors 
A ran duM~ all• tlll'OU&h tile unit s nd e:dtau.\C.v it t.hrou&Jl the side. To maintain 
suMdf'nl cooling. It Is Import ant to keep tllf' ran and wnts l'rtt or obstruetfon. 
CN-115 Headers, Associated Jumpers, and Plug-In Options 
Bath channel h~ a CN·ll $- 2xS l'eili:ll i>l·~ket heade.• ~ld two :t'li;Otiated jt•npeti (JPJ{)J and JPt 02) l()t:Ued 
on UIC Strai:tOOl'k'$ lllilin boocd. Thejtmtpen;. asst'IC;Mled with agj,,eo t:hillulcl, tul&bein5bltlcd if a CN·l l.S 
will be 1l$ed f« that eh:nme-1. l1•e ~$oci3(.e(l j,~ll>t'l"$1'nl~ bt renoved if11 <.'N·l l,·l fX a WJ3K16tl.C (lflli(ln 
will be 11S¢d for oonfiguritl8 a c.hilnnel. 
lnstallln:g-ac:tM1$·1 ora 
'I\6K16JL(; lNQii9 A) 
Hrer~Ok llfl\1)1'111'; mvo:t I:IEI 
rtmo~td !M :H· IS. I a;J 
•t.et<1M.C 
CN-1 t6 ·1 ;s e ~rnoYeb~ ocug. 
n boetcllhal Gl'la be-p!o-
centgua:d let\·!lnot.:S bri~ 
C¢'t10M II dlfetS (fOti'\U;e 
OH 15 on;y~t~ rum 1ae1or 
'I\6K181L(; Uf'l ~ \.'!«< ft< 
vlllu!llly ell<!.!~~ v4u! ~~(t 
eehbn;tlcn t.e-qu.-em~m. sc~t~ 
O!~tj(tl jj!~ Ml S)CSSibl~ \'41\ 
lh9 t~t~l F£T/;m.)1Qg ""1:~ 
~tovl$!005 in t~ $l;.n;l<ll\1 
cnom"tll ~ii].J·.::r.ir.ns. 
Ctl-115·1 -.: 
" V'o~K16.t.C 
.... ,., 
CH·189-t> • 
-C) ' ' tj" 
Pa$Strilln60olo; ~W'atltiQ 
l!iffi)!E-!11 plu{l-in opliotle 
l n~tll ling 01 CN-115 (N«99) 
Slfttn90o;.J.: jtsl\pt.IS rnu.t (!,. 
I nstalled ~· ·~·••'• 
CH-115 15 Olf9mo<tOOI~ j:l~· 
in 00.)91QI"Ih;JI CtTI bi ~ 
coni!~ tot v<'lfl!;\!ii:IIJQ~$ 
o¢~m. It <:tn'lar; frorr 11'19 
CN·115·1 C4,1)11n l'«m IUI!)r 
l nstafin~ • CN·1eg (N«e C. I 
CA-l Siii\S an exl;moi'SQW~ 
t¥Mn~QPI!on lte<~nbi' 
IM~ in ()OIIjlll'la:;,n W!h a 
CN·IIS c.ra CN·11S.I II 
~ UMe(wlt'lou! .:!!tl&r 
IJ(liiHn>IJ'I& SSSY.IC!et&<l 
'hiYIM! jumpe~; musi bEo 
ln~tillecl!n tl'l$<l&l<l'JI! 
PQS:tr.tn 
W)t(11 bt1tltlliug ,_ pJu!-in de,;ce, be cudul to 'l\vld bendiftg the pins 1tnd t:nsuJ·e Uutt UteopUon 
It ~~r••e<:tly ode·nted. ll'lf«~rc»u.Oc>n rcw Ut~e opti e)l't'ii c:11nl>e f<JI.tiMI uiJin~ lht rtftll'tftt;t ilUC~ I.H:I<:.w. 
Note A · The .11/ote A region repr«ents aCN-115 4 1 or 11 WBKI6.•t.C optim pltt#ed into the board's CN-115 
header f\11• chan1el 1. The dasheckttlaogle indir:ues the 1-elazive !;i~t and <)•ien!a.li()n ~lf lhelle optiM~ Fot 
botll theCN·li.S4 1 and tht WBKl6fLCthc twojumpt'f!l {ldtcdgt of header) 1w:ot be rc.no,;"Cd. 
N(l{e D-Tb~ CN· l15 plus· in iu.l~pCtt" fit$ db-ectl)- twtr !h e b~der. \'t'heJJ v~;ins ~ CN·ll.S 11te (wo jmtq>tr$ 
(lcll edge ofhwd«) must be installed as indkated M tht tlgurc. 
Nof.t: C - The CN-189 indudes two 7-pad }nnpen; and a ?-slot !SCfe\\'·tenoinal bkK:k. With use otthe tmninlll 
block nnd appropriate shorting ofjwnper pads.. the usc:r can easily cootig.W'e lhe-q1tion to utilize lhe 
C()fnl>one.n;; of an in$talle,1 CN· l 1' ocCN·liS·I. 1'he <.'N· I$9$C•~Nennin.al qHion plug$ inh) a089 
C<l(l(l('('( Cf". £ Rtf..-m~ Noter: 
"? • S.ctleiUJUid or vtrtotrt bl'ldge ~.-onngurlitiCXl~ C3fl be found t..l paf.!e$ 6.S lhrou.sh 6.-_11. 
Tb(t;e coufigul'.-ion$ ~wly tobt(l• the CN· Jl5 ;md Ute CN-115-1. 
• Tb~ WUK16fi.C l sg!!d Cdl Shunt Ce! Jn ll'fl'!!l Op!lon 8 d~d ou p<1ge6·15. 
$ The CN· ll5-I Uier-Conllgtll'llbltc Pluc-In Olrd perli'lnn!i the same-function as lhe 
CN·I 15 Header Plu&--in Option. <.'N·J LH i ~tdisa~se4 oo page 6-10. 
• OBI) Mnnf'd.or hlrormatlon. including wtcof the ~tion:d CN. J89 Jdantm· begins 
on Past ~12. 
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Bridge Applications 
ALI ~Jtrni:n·gugc bridge 'Cl'ttfi.S'IJ<.Itioolk$ tOit!iL!t of a 4-ot:latte;ttt mtwwk li re;.sWttoJ~. The-quarter. lrt~l/l'rfidl 
designation of a slnlingagc.rcfcrs to how m:any elemc:t1ts in lhe bridge are WniiHuriable. A quarter-bridge 
has 1 strnin-vru'iable elonent~ a half·lw'idge has2 sttain-variablc clcmcr«s~ snd a fhll·hridge hs<t sttain-
lillriable elements. 
Full ·brie;Jse$JE'Iltn~Jiy htwe tbe hisJte$-1 ~•1put. 3:•>d be$t.il(TfQil\l3•)ct. O•Mt• ~i8Jl31 J)-Oiatity i ~ dele.t~lined 
by whether thestnlili·Variub1ensi~tance int:reases « dt<Te<~scs wilh lood. wttc:re it is !(lU ted in the bridge, 
and how lht amplifier inputs <".ooncct to it. Configut'alion polarity is n<t important in Sb'o'lil8ook due to an 
internal software-selected itm:~ion aage. This siolllifiC& bridge crof~gurati on. 
Each of lhe S input dr.wtneh has- IOC'l'ltioos fll" live bt idge·C<'lflll letion «si~. These BCR ·s- are f<lC' u!le 
with qUI.utcraud IKJ/fbridgt: struin 8<'-P· The r~i.>!tot'li IJ'Qikt: liP &tte fl:o;ed v;.~tuct> ftc::Cei!ii'<IJY lo (:OJ!Iplttethe 
4-elt'tTimt bridge design. 
A fll iJ·b•·idgegage •-eqni1'6na internal «~~r(l l eti on ce}i.it<)f$. How~'«, the •'tiii~IOI'\l tn:l)' :Kill be in ~la.l~d 
f« other oonft81Jnliong in use. The additional resistors will be ignored when !he softY..-art has selected 
filii-bridge moo.:. 
Qtuuta-·bridg:e and half-bridge. gaga; require an inlcmal half-bridge CIOn&irting of head« positions Rg m:l 
Rh. The reco1m1eodcd minimum \'lllucs nrc 0. 1%. <5 PPM/~ drift, 1 Kn, and 0. 2~·v."aU resistors. L<w:cr 
values will dissipate moce power and add heat. Values >IK!l will inc.realie the ilmt'(ltll of drift and noise. 
Tile mne ' 'atuc Jnllf-bridge rc~i.~;ton; C-iiiJ be used for illl)' resWtm(:e l!train gage. This interual h!ltf-bridge 
wiU be automatically selected by lhc software whennctdtd. 
lnt.t.rn lll l MQ sfluntn:ills-101'~ fl('tuiled Ut a'' llfd open dr( uil$. 
n)t$" l'tslstors are not ruttable ro.· hl.ah~1tttut'8C)'Jiow-nolse applications. 
A quruter-bridgegage addilknaUy rt'QUires a resistor of equal \•alue 
t <> it:lelf. lip t<> 3 ditTtfelt valu~ may be in:aalled i ilrmb neously in 
header positions Ra, Rc. Rc. AU oflhcsc resistoo arc connected to 
the (•) excit~l.iM terminal, :\o e:<l t~llal jul'llJ>et at tbe Ul'll.W: 
..:o•m«lor drtm ninn; wbidt I'CSilillT is utilized. Therefore. 3 
4iO'el-e•'rt !lt•iuter·bli<tse v;.hJe$ Ciul be $•.•1)J>Oited wi!bou• Qf)l'l·,jng 
tbe me.loourt.. E:u:h dlffcrtnl value bridgt w~• ld sirrf'l)' ha''t lhe 
j w:J1)cr in a di1rcrcnt locatioo: when the g.agc is plugged in., rhc 
proper rtSistor is thm -altcady !idtctod.. Conf~gUI<ilioos with the. 
COil'flletion m ist« on the (+) (').'C'ilatioo arc redwldant, due- l\1 the 
internal inversioo stuge. and not used. 
'fhe upe('(lli:l\8 $l!aio•g.'lse CCClfigw-ati¢tlll a.~ JW~flled in 4 gi'\Mtp$: f'Ull·bridP..e. half-btidge, QIY.tl1et· 
bridge. and high-gain ""'itmcttr. Many ofthcsc coofigll'atietu can coexist bu1 arc shMm indi\•idually f\lf 
tl:uiiY. 
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Removing the Cover Plate 
CAUTION 
Rtmo't Ut.: Sltll.htBook l)'(lonl p()~'tr ~tod dl$((HUlocC Ott uf\J( f'r(lftl «lie hOSI PC lift(} 
rrom all exrernany tXlnnecr.ed ~uiJ_>ment pr1or tO rocmoctlng c:~~b les, !ilgtutllines, 
Jutd M>r rt'UIU'fb~ lheCO\'ff" to lns(all or retlli.IVeCO:!uponc:ols. ElN·tJ·Ic.: sh(J(:k or 
dam :tee to cqulJlment can re-s.tdt e\'tll undt:r low \'OJta~e OOftdliJons. 
T~kt ESD J.lf'e\"11UliOu$ (JHtckaglng, rm>J>tt" lnm(llin:. :J'Uuutled wrisl ~l'llJ), ~<:.) 
Use C:ll'C to avoid touching bO*rd surC:Itts and onboard cocnpoUE'lUS.. Only han dl!!t 
l>oa.t•(l$ b)' lhelr edges (or OJtO$, if apJ>IIeable). t:n~•re bQal'(l$ do not ()()(Ill~ Into 
oonhlct_ with rurd~•• elcnu:rtls such \lis oils. Wll{er, 11nd irtdulitrlnJ partic:ulate. 
Be c:ardul to avoid componct~t datult~C: ~·hUe tlM' StraJnBook Is open. Always n:mo"e 
brld~e oocoplttlon lte!Wers (CN-115) (rom UteuuH before $0kJ~:t"bt:: r·c:slslon; in Ute 
h~doers .. 
To remove the cover piM:e 
you must first re-move lhe top 
inward S(.f"n' from uch of 
the rour mounting brackets. 
TJtp C~i'l!t' Pltlllt Is Stcurd b>' ./ StrtrW$ (2 Strevo"S per side) 
1. Remove the SttainBook from powcr'lnd distonntd the unil from the h051. PC ~nd from all t:<ltmally 
OOtW~ted «J•ipiJltlll l>riOI' lO i'tfl}()Vbl8the CO\'tr. AS SU.led io tbe l)l:x>vt CAUTlON. t ltClfic !llt«:k (II' 
dam11ge to ocp.•ipmcnt ca:n ·~•II even nn<Jcr low.vQbllge condi~ion:l. 
2. B:osutc you h11ve tak.(:fl pmp¢t ii$1> prce<Wtions (pi'~ handling, Sf(!Uildtd \\'Yi$1 ~1-ap. ttc.) 
3. Remove the top inward sc:rcw from each of the four mounting brackets {2 screws per bracketed sideJ. 
'*· <..'Wel\lllyrtmMclheoover. 
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Excitation Connection 
Remote SCil:le inputs arc pro\<;dcd (¢r ~excitation regu1atcn The cxcitnticn voltage will be ll\IMl ac-curate 
at poill3 where l'elllct.e sense lines arc ('()(lttetltd, prefet-ably :U.. thc b1idge (this i ~ often t'tfem:'(l to as a 
6-wire conntttion). Long, cab}($ will r«Juce tht volt~~ge at the bridge. dut to current tlow and wire 
rcl!i~>"blrt~c,. ifreo)olt Mtli;~: i$ uot.uscd. 
Jrthe 6-wt.re appro•cllls not used. the remote sm se i~uts ruust bejunap~redtothe e:ccUatlon 
outptd.s at thf: Input eu.tnertor. lntcrnal l Mn resistors are also coonectcd \\fl.~ the j umpers would be 
locMtd to prevalt d.rcuit di!K'ontinuitics. Thcst 1 Mn resist <IN are not suitable fc.· high-aecuraC'y 
e:o:ci!ali()noVOita&e reguls«ioo. 
J~wire qumtcr·bndgc conllgurt~til'JlS do uot bcndit 1hmt ~:o>ltn:• <~l re.uoJlc l!en.~ CQ!IllectiQft:;, The leild 
re9i!a.ance (;j ~nJal ly a bala.:tced p81t oflhe bri~e. rftht + •oenwe lttfl!lt iopul is C()Mtcled to the+ input 
oo a quarter-bridge. the-. •;oltnge is ~q.ulated across the. bridge oompk tion rcsi!ll«. This reliults in a 
eonstanl·t'UtYetll linearized quartet•-bridge: otherwise quarte.·-btidge; arc not pcrfeclly linear. 
Sltm.I.Cillibratitln R.' #Uort. Sttitio8<x::t provi ~Je>: Uwee Jlby~i c:t l loul iOili! f()il· intttll~l tnJtll•t:dibr:ttioo 
rtii!llCfS for each channel. Eacll !!hoot resist« is switched in fran lllc EXCITATION(·) to d1e IN(+) of 
the ln.st11.1mentatioo Amp b)• a FET switdt to (fe:Jte a rqteatable bridge imba~looce.lnttmal resist.10ee of 
the circuit is about I kn: lhe.e:cact amount is aut.oo1atically acooonted tOr in the soflY.'lU'e-. Thesot\ware 
also ali0\\'3 sdectioo of the. tfu'tc stnw rcsistet'i (B, D. F). An intcm ol im'tn.ioo stage ilsurcs C-On't(1 
polarity dtWing lhe !bunt ealibratioo process;. v.bj(h lllltl is shunted is tbtrtfore irrelevant HeildC'f positions 
Rb. Rd. Rf co1respond to l11e. sotlw~ sb.ut. resistor selections of B. D. F. 
For any bJhuxed t>Jidge. a m!iEUnt.:e \•<l.lue ~an be pl~od in pm<tllel w~b meelematt to creuk a 
predic13ble imbalaalct and \' ll!il·l« \•olrage. ihi~ stnJJu·re~i ~la.lct "~lue can be caleulaled by lhe following 
~qn:.JliC.l, whc•~ V oa. i.s tl:u: difl'trt;\ti;JI OOtllUI \•obge <>ftbe 8*81!. 
F.ntnple: 
R~>Nm, - Rtin,_Am, ((Vf::o:w>o11(li> / 4 (V0 111))- 0.3f 
R,._ : 330( ( 10/ 4(0.020)) - 0.5 1 : 43,57~ 
CAUTION 
Be cxrdut to •void (Ornponmt dltlDagt: wttilt: StnlnBool> m.d osun>. is optn. AIW!Q'S 
l 't!JJO\'t brlc.lget(~tnplellou htlildtn (lld-"J•ter plug~>) rrom th4.! unU IJer~>re ~>Oiderlmr. 
rcsbton in tltehn~dm, 
CtnYttllrfht U•r. Hrld/!<! C"MJIII'IIM J(,riHor M-tkdr.t. F()l' each cluumel, lhe-
b<erd has a 2>c8 rC'Sistor soc·kd wilh rows designated A lhroogh H. T he rano,•able 
adapter plugs arc included folf soldering in the r~is-tor\l. Additional ndapter plug; 
are available fer ron•mim t hang¢0\o'Cr cl altern ale ecntlg\•ratill1S. Rn;~or Ra is 
locilltd nearest the front panel. 
o Half.brldgecomplction rC'.rlston combt o£ Rg~tnd Rh. 
o Qu'flrt~•·-bridtt ()l)n'tJth:(iOr) r~hh~r$ tot'!." $( qf J{a. l{c;, ttml R~ 
o Shuuc r e\fston COflfbit orRb.Rd.. MJuJ Rf. 
tnsertlnJ l'eslstOI'i dlred.ly lnto the t O<:kflt ma&.:es sn wu-.lbble connedJoo and 
is not recommnldl-d. Rnuove Ole plug (rom themllin boud: thn1 soldtr 
l'f'Sif;IOr'$ 1,0 (h f': llld:itJt{(tl' J,IIJ 11$1 rMIIQ~Ied. •f t•lii V"Oid d liiO.lMtin f tiH: pin 
11liPJiutnt oo the phl@o toolder wiOI wJninutJ he11t. Afll'r ~>oliJl'li ll!• Ute r4.:~>htor 
lt.ad!l !ihould he snlppM ... rr dMf: io IN! ruJ•it<>~1. 
'''"' 
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Installing a CN-115 
CAUTION 
Lh RLwove theSlr:dnBook rrom pow11" ~d disconned the unit (rom U•e hos( PC :utd (r(l(u u.tl tst~·tii!ll,f c»• l.! •~1ed tt'c ul.p uH:;~.tl prl~~t· to coeH•tt.1U'•& «:lill)fe$, $iguil.l Uu~ :41HLror rcmo,ins Ole c.ovfr to ln.st.ll or rnnon. components. Electric .shock ~ 
dllWM&t to e<·c•tiJW1~1l om n~U e'·t·nt•uler low~wlb.gt coudJUon<~. 
f,, Tti\.e ESD preuutions (pacbgi:n3. propt'r hllDdling. grounded \\TI-.1: s(np. ric.) 
.,rn:llflOOI U-Sf: ta~·e t<l avoid t c•ucldng bOlVd $UJ'(JW;et ll)ld Otll•oard ((lfllll(l:ll tllt~ Ottly h !lltdlt 
bo ... ds by thdr t-dges (or OR&, if :~pplic11ble). Enntre boltl'ds do not come into ~ 
Lh 
cootnct " 'it.b ((ll'd .. gn demttt($ $Udtllif (){Is,. n·•CLT, •u d ludtdh'iit1pll.l1ind"te. 
Jle CllrtfuJ (o lt\'ofd Wft!IIOftt'll l d iUU11_gt! "1'dJe lht StntiJl.BO~ (!> OJI('IL. AJW11.,.V5 fl'IIKWt 
bridge completion headers (CN· 115) front the unit bdore.solde·ring f'f?$fsforsln the 
he11.dm. 
Be c::u-eful to "' oid bendu1g the phK Jlfld ('Jl.Sure thliA Ute plug. in is corredl,) 01 icnt\'(1. 
Note tllllt U•e a~$(lodllifod dtB.It~tei 'S '"'l) jump lor$ (~«are.~ 011 UJe St;·fliiiBoo-k board) 
must be instlllltd for CN-115 l!pplicatiOfts; but rcmovtd for CN-115--l or WBKt~LC 
III•PtiOllil.M't~>. 
You tan easily install a (.'N- l l.S as folloW!l:: 
Not~ lfyou nttdlo add orrtmO"~ rt'!iistors lothe CN-115 plug-in. do so prior to the installing it. 
Coofigurat.ioo diag~oam.'l begin on page 6·&.. 
1. Review the preceding C.·\UTIONS. 
2 Rern()ve the Sl!ain8<>¢k r(ll' Wf.SKHS) ftl'lm powel' and <li i~C()(Dtetl the llll it (1\')lll aU CXU1'1'1al 
dcvica; ;t.nd ~iguals. 
3. Obsmrc prcpcr ESD prenutioos. 
4. 1{~\ove the cover lh.lfn the SlniiV.tUO\lk (or WBK16). 
5. Locate lhe CN-1 J 5 (baiU:It l ht<Jder(,5) in \-.fti~h Ute plug-in is to be in:et:Jlkd. 
6. lf lhe header $()tk('l iM occuple<~ l'tlll()'ie l_he CN· Il $-I, W6l< IM.C. (I' 1>•-evioou.'l CW· ll $to 
c-xpu:c the header !()(kd. 
i. Add ooe ~h•.~ j~mpef 1.0 each (If the ll\'() 3'f)in headet~ i he 3·pin headers are lc>c:)te(l at the 
edgtofUlt CN-115 16-pinhc-~cr!ocltets (&eeJigura;), 
Not•: Fl'f' e:1ch thl!rlflel lhejw~ertteatfu1; are labeled in ~l;s ~ftwo: JPH)111P10'2 f('f' 
chmtucl I . \11IXJUgh JP801-'JPBO'l ror channel 8 The l}n;l dtJPi ilftCf .. JP"' o;igmfi~ the 
a~i31td d\:a111)1:1 (IUII I!Jtot, 
8.. C.di.llly plugthe0i·l15 b•o "' ~: head~:~· &ockct.. 
9. Re-irtitaiJ the covet bH.he SCl'aiflBil<lk (l'X' \lfBK16]. 
C¥·115 H#«Jitrs:fiw CfliUur. r l$1 wut l 
Cll.it'luel1 Ll;;~ jta:uper$ reull.wed. CIJinUJ~:I 1 ha$ oo 
(..'N·1 1 $ iMtalled. CN!fnte:l 2 shi>Wi a CN· ll -' 
iuAallcd ;u:1d proper jumpcr htstallaljon 
N~quir#il .lumpu (JJueo'JttLHI/6r CN-1 U Pblk../lr 
fi.Teild\ duwu:l U~t. haiS a CN·ll S Uwtalted. 
pi.fls 1n.t~ he jun\)ered M indicated abo~,o-e, £3(b 
dtilmtd he~s <~ jcu:npcr hcatlernm to the edge of 
it~ CJ'o.t..l l .S h~de.·. 
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The: llv~-win:. qu.'lrt<:t-brid~ hi•$ on)y Qn¢ $1It~in-vllriabl<:! d~!m¢nl 11nd re<tui:r.;;;. thr~.; l'll'idgc <.:.Wupk~ion fl!l>iSl<lr~ 
(BCRs). The. mtemal hall'· bridge may be .any ,....,o matched values.. but the mnainmg resistor must m.ateh the 
t..'<t<Wl<'ll <t_Ut~oSI.,r-bt'i<lg,~ ~·l).}u¢ pn.:<.:isi:'ly. Ttu:t.:·<.>f lh~~ villut$ m;~y b.: in&.'llltl.l :s.imult<•n«>u.~y wb.:.n C001\0::h:d 
as ~hown below: the connector pms dct«minc: which resistor is ll'Sed. With aJI three vai\ICS installed, WBKJ6 
c:<~n I)CC()fnmodm~ ~U thr.;,e <(ll::'•r•c:r-hridgt \'~l~s withou~ <:han~ th~ in~mal W.$iStl)r$, 
r-+========:;:==~ +SCIMO ........ 
Tl1~1t·W~ Q11m1~·BYid1* (-+->, 
Usmg UA f J.YJ·Ol!m •tcmman. 8 Sl.:mtR!'s~JN»' 
r-r========:;:==~ <'S(Itl~ ·Ell;~ 
11rn:c·W'" (!ltiJ.I'}('I'-ltritlgt> (-t )-, 
U$111# R£ (l-KOtftt~I()NitMI), P $1-:w1t R~4#tl.'»' 
a.. ... ~ae Heeder 0 ® • 
c e e 
• A 
A l10.ohrtl t.tSiSL(tl tll'ld it$ OO:'It~dir.S 
shunt value may be inslallod a;;. shown 
A 3SQ-.ohm r.tSi,ou·c.r r•nd its .:():IJi:Sp(lndiJ$ 
shwl.t \"aluc m.ay be insssllod as shown. 
A 1000-ohm (a- other value) resistor and 
its con·esponding shunt value may be. 
inswJted as mwn. 
Str;nnBooloGt6 Use(s Manual 
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P1 Cal:lk End: 08911'1!11~. *'~eri)lednlftfl! 
hood wl!h thumba:clthYS 
( 'S05dt'f cup Da11). 
P2 C<ll:lt• End: Unt.mrrin«ed. blunt cut. 
c~ Typ~ Bolclfltl aSt4 or oqliwtont. 
WI.-. Gi\I.Jgq; 2-4 A'I'IG. 
our:.-$hlriet: FOil •n<l fiG% brtld. 
Nun'beror COI'Iduet<>B: Nino f9} ph• ~ ckair •. 
Dfrm.el'l$ionl;: 
CN-1 89, 089 Adapter Option 
Lt. 
!.4. "''~·~ ~
CAUTION 
Re•nove the. St•·ah1Book from pO'o\'f!t $!lid dlsconnt<'t the t111h l'ror11 the t. o~t PC and 
f'rom :ttl e.xternally ronueettd equiplllent prlor to c-onl'l«tlna cabll$, .\la:nal Unes, 
IIIOdl(lr rerno,·ing the c:(lver to i n~ll1ll (lr rc~;noYe C(,lffl t>l)nenl$. tiK tril:: $b Q(f( (lr 
damaee to cquipnttll'll C$11 l'fSUit t'\'tlt utJder low-\·otta~:e. conditions. 
Ta.ke £SO prteaullon.\ (pa.ekaa,ine,. proptr handUni. aroundtd wriu ~tnp, etc.) 
Usec:art: to 11void toudtiu~ b011rd surfa«!S and onboar.l oomponeob, Only lt1111dle 
bo:trd~ by their ed~S; (ur OR:Bll, if ;·,pplieable). F-.~uure board~ do 11Ul ccnne ioto 
oontac:t with foreign t:leo•enb.'\.l~dl $15 oils., wuter. •nd iudnstrial JAAriiatlilte. 
lf the C N-189 wiiJ be used (11) with a C~·ll5 installed ht thussoda_ted 
c.han11el, 4r (b) wil l be used a lOIII', then the-:u.~oc.iated cha_ntttol 't. CN-J JS 
header jumpers must be in1WIIed as indi(Atcd in the figure. 
11t<e CN-189 option coosisl3 of two 7-p:tdjllillptB{P) att<l Pot), a 089 ootu'\ector, ilild a ~~o.t s<:tew-
lcnninal \>JO(:k, The adapter ph1g1:1 i.nlO chii.Mcl inpul 089 ~onnCQtort~n SlnlinBoolol and WOK16 
e:<p:lMion modlllt:$. 
With U9;il' of the. t~nninal blocl: and appropriate shoning ofjuml)f:r paM. the U!let can ~.uily set up !.he. 
~ired lm.<Jse QOJt.liguNitiQit, A t.1W~ Ut<.lio:$1tillg l.>ridge trJ>C:t!!Utd lhe 1.\.'tlpo::live CN· lb'9 jooupoe~ pl:fol.i llhQ~ 
foUovn s:hortly. ln some ctaes. th\11 ttset may wnnt to itwlall a resisklr at location Rl. The riect.ricaJ 
•~ntio•t ofCN-18)) OJfiiJ)I)IkiiJ.$ ~ t~l}l)wlt in tile fotJ<>,vil•g sdw"'<ltic, 
'"'" 
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C71,'-189 DB-9 Adtl{#lf' Option 
0 
0 
llte CN-1t.'9 i!bt{.,t(l~ for COtl\'tJ.tl"l<'e l(lld h IIDt llihiddtd. lli;3f1«" tlignii.J ('ltnl.lit,_V l'iill 
beobtainfd l1'ith the uw of'ihldded cablts. .sU<h •s the CA-17? .strain g:~ge cable. 
P4 1 PadJu~ 
CN-/39&/umtlllc 
l l u: CN-189 tan be ~:cnHgwW lo utilize ltttc:tlnpooettlli of an iut;tl:l ll td CN-11.5 ex CN-J 15·1 in il ei.:ord;mc;e 
with the fOllowing table. 
CN·189 069 ~d31>ter rorwett l6, connouratf<>rfTa.tli_e 
·~d;M I ,.. , P4 
I lnl hort I ano I 2 Short 6 and 7 
V. l<e "'- ' RAJ t-Wh-t 14 
5 Y. loc ,. , -Wi-t hort ;anol 6 
4 V. loc "' ' RE)!-WW. hort lanol 7 
5 ' A1111 1 (Short) Short 5 omd 6 
For the fundtons listed tn the pr~edhl& l2ble.lntmutl StnlnBook ronn~turaHons 
stfl ;tpply as lndlcllled on pa.gts 6--8 throtl!h 6--11 , 
..... 
,., 
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C3. Sensor Calibration 
 
Sensor Calibration 
r<> 1~e the S~l)' Calibta(i()(t ~.\(ram )'0~1 Olli,t fo'$1l:11)1lt h W;~;veViev ... This can be dc;.l e il'OOl a $h(ll1tlll, 
on the desktop, or by geJcct.ilg Wa\•tVicw from lhe Progrt~ms Sl'®p. nrxcsscd fr<~~n the dcsJ..1cp Start 
meno. 
WaveView holds ustr.conf~g~.~rcd p11rametm that ~an be &~d to disk. The default ~roJI.guration iilmame 
is '»Awvz:e:'l' . CTG. When Wave View starts up, it proceeds to search the .,.,,.<ltidngdir«tOf)' fcl' this file. 
WaveView al~o hold~ a d('f:lllk $etli\'lrcalibt:llioo me. i henVEVIrv.cPo fil e holds lhe n-ame of this 
calibnticn file. so that all sensor calibration infoonation fr<mlthe last Wave-View s~s.ion is also loaded. into 
WaveView dcwing i1lilial b<>ot·up. lfthe deflwh talfiguJ'31iMiile i$ fOlll:ld, all the re~• ired setup 
infOilllatim will be-extracted frl.'fn iL and the application's main window will epen. When coonection is 
ei4.ablished, lhe app l i cal ion ·~main win d()W " ill ~n v.i lh the deJlmlt ieuing. lftb~ <lpti¢(1$ f'ltil, a dialog 
bo.'< will a:k ifycu waot t~>opcn a differ~ntsecup me. 
Rtrwence Note-s: 
o F()tdecailed WaveView~:ll11q) inf.:.maliOtl, l'cl'et lothe IWn-tJI/ewPDJ•. i he dociune.ll, 
can be accessed fran the data acquisition CD via the <Vie.w POFs:> buuoo on the co•s 
Olletl ins ~creen 
o The WBKI6JLC Lo.1d Cell Shunt Cal intmull optioo OO.vd may be rt'()Utn:d to c11ljb~<~te 
lond c~lls and tronstl!.ccrs lhllt have intcmal shunteal miston;. Stt !he WBKIM..C 
section o f chapttr6 for ddails. 
""" 
""" 
""' ,. ... 
"'" 
"'" 
...... .... 
·-
Nh· Z.o 
"' Zbo• 0~ ... 
• 
'""' v .s ... ~ ... 
.. _ 
v E:::JIIo ...... 
v .. , 
" 
.,_ 
'"""' ""' ·-
..... ,_ 
'"' ' ..... 
,,.. 
IQ.OO oc lG.OV r ... e~ 11o ...... 
U)(l) OC 10.0'1 r~~ Mo ....... 
19.00 oc 100V f'IAll..,, ~~~ ......... 
'*"'-P•- Io.-..tv-..1 
E..t. Gq ~~ 
s ...... t.t.~ ~~ r..:t=. 
l l'itJ·eV/,w C61{/1grvatlml •tlaln m ndtJw(Top) ,.,_4 
Sj>JCSOT CMf i8W'IfllM /CIIllbnttlOJC} »1/Cdow (BcJIIom) 
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TQ opeo the StO$Or Conf.~gunllliQn (Cal.ibrnliQn) window, clicl: Q,n Wave View's ~a:n:w 
Cltlillra.d(IR inuton. The bonoa is depicted at the left llfld pointed ocnln daeoppcr po11ion of the 
I)Tt:vi'>us f'Sure. Ym• coo also open tbe window &om W;weView'sS~(U pnU-down men a, 
You C'all uil~ Lhe Stosor C<lofigm'tlliOil window's File puli·d(lv.u n•t-t•u 10 l..uu41 MA Kldsdo; 
c_. .. a~ll'ftdea. Thiir opcioo optns a&tandru'd dialo.g_ box lhtll allow11 you to sellf:ct and opeuthe 
dt!lircd file. 
Set.sor Configuration Main Components 
'ihlllrdtook61 6 I Wl:IK 16 Stomor ( onfll!uf<dion (g) 
Ek t-ob~ t~ 
s......,.Ccrtl!l'ltllllln 
~("e;.mot 0 ....., Cl 
,... 3 - .. 
Set~orConflguratlon Toolbar ~nd Pull-Down Menus 
" 
' 
" 
" •I 
'""' ..... ~. 
Control fun« ions in the sensor conflglltaliotl wind0\1.' are ava:ilabft. throoGb the pull-do'Ml menus or die 
toolba.·. For desx,riJ)CiOiti' of bull on fut1Hioo~, lite tl1t> re lru:«i ltlt't!IJ !itl~ctioui. No1~ tb&l !ltlflle me•lu 
~kctioos bave.no con't'spoodins bunoo. 
&.,.$tw C~lff'tfli()H I·Vilul()l1' TH!bur 
1 - N(w Confis_uration 
2 -Loo1d M Existing Contlgunwion 
3 - Sa...-e Cun'(>nt Couf.gu1-ation 
4 -Take a. Single RC9din.g 
$ - Calib1'81t- Et~abled Cb111tntls 
6 - R((unl ln Wlllvt:View 
...... 
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file 
Tht~ F!Je menu ptovides four funcsiona: 
i]iOJ 
~ew COM9.t!a6Gn 
Load An E»~ Cool~at""" 
,S_ovoWI'ei'(Corfi9.J~dlon 
&,alibf"ation 
'the Calibr(J!:at: menu Jwovid~ll two func1i uc1 ~: 
~bohon 
1•r-a S• Ril,jrg CMtfl 
~ateEnablodCI>annolo F5 
calibrate EMbltd Char'II'Wil 
eassword 
TillS oomtnafld a!W~ thE-u~r 10 :ake s ~t'lf.fe reedno and di5ptay lh3 YdU$S 1t1 
the Sensw CrJM • r.JI.00¥11ndCWf. 
Ttnsw mm.:md\,111 G<~lbl<m; al9n~~dcllannils 
Tb t toso•· calibralioo f\lpli<111 ioo providts password protettioo. If you falibnut> ooy SrrainBook cbat~n~ls 
{1>1'W8K16 eX'pillltiOtl cl1fuuWk } aJ'1d tln•n t·buO* 1he pt~StWI'lf'd prMedion c'lption Wii\'~Vit'W will P•~vtonl 
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ent•' Pawwcr<l IJS6!hi:S('Omm«t<l !o~l\tet ~ pi~<"~«~SI')' sti!C'tod f)!~!:wOfd, Mt!lllifl9V(lll !4 
Cl'h'J'I~ 00j.n!KEN> 
Set a New Passwot'd Tll1s QQmu~ad.,!io'l'l.,: 11\t\IMI to Wk.IC'I (I .:1. 7 dl(lr~:~cl~ ~~r.wonl A.m0$$Y;)• 
bc«¥~ill ~«<"ftl yOOJ 10 en:.:.r aMw ~ilf'd TyP!I apass.,~4 Md<lress 
·en!~(. or dlckootlle "OK.bunoo 
Cle;wPassword 1J TillS c~mrnand decn tile oos~..-or4 pro!€CbM A mes-$8:lj9 booc ~·~.prom~ you !0 *II&.!( Ule(lJf(~l paSSW()fd T'(l)~ lh60Jil\Y'I1 ~SSWI)(d ~ ~fMS'«LE<", <lf tiiCkOflibe 'OK bu!roll 
,,,. 
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I Shunt (Internal Shunt) Cal ibration 
Tlw Shunlc:tllilmtli<.m m&t<XI JX:Jt•in:; toM inlemuJ ~un\.. For du:; mi.:th:;)l.i two rta<J.ing.s ilte acqui.IW from Q 
bcidgc, TM li tst r~adittS is o~ained with IJ'Ie b-ids..., in iiS quicscen! state~ the scco•)d is tt~ke.n wtm one leg or m..., 
brid,St· shut~ted by QOi; .:,( th,re.;: ~ll«;tl\ble .ri;$.l$1<)r$, Tho: Jc:>;-ist<m; ilti; JOQ\t«'' on Q pJu.Q:-irl h«t•li:r i.nsi<l<! 1M 
StrainBook or WBK 16 modul¢. Shunt calibroti\m appears as • Si11m1 (RB)". "Shunt (RDr. and ''Shum (R.Ft i.n the. 
1~"-t <>f ~'llibftction math(XIil. 
f;J.·(:itt.ui<m · The value of the oornl<lnl ,·oltagcsuw;;o: u::;ed to e~cile lhe gugc. 
Ga.ge Factm· · The Gage. Factor value of the sage used Ln the bridge. A Gas_e Factorof2 is t)'PICIIl 
Sir unt Ohm~· • The \'al~>e in Ohm::; of lhc shw:~t re.si.w.n moonl« l on !Ire ~der imide the Slr<tineook or 
WBKI6 moduJe. 
)Jr;d.J:t! Ohms- Th~ rc;$i;;t;m,,:t ,·ttlu., of 1M gRge. l'ypic~~oU)· IJ(h,)r J SOOhm$. 
!1/a.'( f.qad • The. tlt3Ximurn lood value lhc g;.lgC is cxpe~OO to rn~asurc. This va.Ju.:. could b.:. less t.h:m the 
m~x r.~~ed JOI:Ul of lh<! jp)3C 
QJAie~~nt f.t)(ld. The aJ rnt va.Ju~~or the lood ::~pplkd to the gage. rr no load wlll be applied to the gage i11 
iL~ qui<';S(:en' $ti•t~ ~nh'T "'()" uro 
P4tm I Utairt - The n1inimum load value the ,gage i; expected w mt'ssutc. This value could be grcfl!e.r than 
the. mmimwn rated load of the gage. 
~· li'(CIWtion ~·oltage is :;.;t to 2 V()(t:;. A Qu.-u;ter J'lridge ciwutl employing K 350 Ohm stntin g;.-.ge with a 
Gag;:: F:t~e< of'! :.nd a l'tllll\1~d f':"ltins of +/. 1500 !Je isc001l«:~d 'o a S'!.roinBccl: (or WRK 16 chruuto!l). The~se 
wdl be~ in tm ennronnumt w<ne lh¢ ~"f'''Cled n•ng~ of roettSuremi:nl is limiled to -.200 lo -1 1000 ~e. thi:; g.-ge 
rin its quieSO:Cilt st~l has a 500 ~· IMd. A 349,650 Ohm prcc:is ioo r.:si.<ctC4' is :wailab!c thill will be. nlOI.I!ltcd on t11C 
ptug-in ho:~r in Shunl )o¢(4tjoo R(D), lro:Mucti(IM Cor i.r\.'s(tt.JJins :;hWit n::; i$1¢r:; lift pr~·idtdt)$twho:Jt. in lh" 
dllCumcnt . In this ~mplc the. l&':r would cn~r t11C followu~ vnlu.:s in tho! Calibrntion P:!mmcten sprcadsJ\cct: 
Cal Method Shunt R{Bt 
Exci tation • Zl/, 
Gage Factor = 2 
Shunt OhmS • l49,660 
Bridge Ohms = 350 
Mal( Lo<W • 1000 
Quiescent Load= 500 
Point 1 UnitS = ..20Q 
The il<X:U1;~ of Shunt Calitmnion 8 di;-ectly ti:lau:d to 1ha t-oler;mces of the Sh.un1 ro...~iswr, Oase($). a..nc! Btidse 
Compktioo resistors used in lh¢ c~ui t Ln the ~vern th31 a precis ton shunt resistor is Wlll\'ailllble, Wa\·eView 
pmvidi:il an alutna!c way of calcul:uing, Shllnt Cl'!lihmtion cons.t~n1s Thill nt~~hoJ is M follows: 
(a) lnst.'lll "" ~l,proprituc :!OO..ptccision shunt r~>:<~iilkY of a v!'IJue that MJ:ucs tM Jcsrceof bridsc 
imboJon~ ~.-sir«J, 
(b) Pr~11ttd hold the <AI1> kc.y oo. the computer' s keytxwd~ then start lho! calibration proc.:ss. 
(c) On:ee tho! c.'llibronion pa'l~\ h.'l:; $lict1td )'<'u f<tt~J.<;~ ~hi! <,..\ tp key, 
Th)$ alumw/(! Shl.m.l Citlil>liltion ~nc1hQd ~~!cull)~ lhe $.~un.ti:d l<»d v;l.lue CrOO! $hun1cd Md un.sh,i.mti:d bri<Jsa 
\'Oitag:c mcssurcmc•\IS: and then prrfoml!l the equivak nt of a 2 Point t\.{anu!ll calibration. 
Str;nnBooloGt6 Use(s Manual 
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C3a. Sensor Calibration Example 
o Sensor type: Hitec Product weldable quarter-bridge strain gage 
o Gage Factor: 2.0 
o Number of sensors: 10 strain gages 
 8 channels for StrainBook/616: ‘0-1’ to ‘0-8’ 
 2 additional channels for WBK16 expansion module: ‘1-1’ and ‘1-2’ 
o Bridge completion resistor (BCR): 350 Ω 
o Shunt calibration resistor: 57933 Ω 
This is an example of calibrating 10 quarter-bridge strain gages and the required procedures 
illustrated in Figs. C-1 and C-2 are as follows: 
lxxi. Turn on the StrainBook/616 and WBK16 expansion module (note: the module first and 
then the StrainBook/616).  Once the equipment is on, start ‘WaveView’ software. 
lxxii. Go to ‘File’ and select ‘New’. 
lxxiii. Under ‘On/Off’ column (#1), select channels to be activated (i.e., switch to ‘On’).   
lxxiv. Click ‘Hide Inactive Channel Rows’ (#2) to have only activated channels displayed. 
lxxv. Select ‘mV’ (#3), ‘-30.3 to 30.3’ (#4), ‘5V’ (#5), and ‘1/4 Bridge’ (#6) for all activated 
channels as illustrated in Fig. C-1. 
lxxvi. Click ‘Calibration’ (#7) which will open up a window, ‘StrainBook616/WBK16 Sensor 
Configuration’ shown in Fig. C-2.   
lxxvii. Select the channels to be calibrated (i.e., switch to ‘Yes’) in the ‘Cal?’ column (#8)  and 
configure each sensor as follows: 
o Sensor Type (#9): Strain Gage 
o Bridge Type (#10): ¼ Bridge 
o Calibration Method (#11): Shunt (Rd) 
o Exc. Volts (#12): 5V 
o Gage Factor (#13): 2.0 
o Shunt Resistor (#14): 57983 
o Bridge Resistor (#15): 350 
o Max Appl. Load (#16): 3000 
o Point 1 (#17): -3000 
lxxviii. Click ‘Calibration Enabled Channel’ (#18) to calibrate the selected channels.   
lxxix. Once the calibration is completed, click ‘Close’ (#19) and save the calibration file.  
 
 
 
Figure C-1.  
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Figure C-2.  
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APPENDIX D 
 
Installation of 4 MainDAQ815.EXE as a Service Program 
 
  D-2 
lxxx. Install FireDaemon software. 
lxxxi. Double click on the FireDaemon Service Manager icon (shown in Fig. D-1). 
lxxxii. In the FireDaemon Pro Service Manager window, go to ‘Select’ in the menu bar and 
select ‘New’ option as shown in Fig. D-2. 
lxxxiii. Under the ‘Program’ tab in the ‘New Service Definition’ window (shown in Fig. D-3a),  
a. Type in the name of a service program to be created (using alphabetic-numeric 
characters only) in the ‘Short Name’ and ‘Display Name’ text boxes available in the 
‘Service Identification Program’ frame. 
b. Using the browse tool available, select the EXE program (4 MainDAQ815.EXE) to be 
installed as a service program.  By doing this, its working directory will automatically 
be assigned.  
c. Enter the start-up time (the time for which the program is forced to wait before it 
automatically resumes) in the ‘Start-up Time’ text box.  60000 ms is recommended 
(which is equivalent of 60 seconds).  
 
 
Figure D-1. FireDaemon Service Manager icon 
 
 
Figure D-2. Creating a new service program in the FireDaemon Pro Service Manager 
window 
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(a) Program tab 
 
 
(b) Settings tab 
Figure D-3. New Service Definition window 
 
 
  D-4 
lxxxiv. Under the ‘Settings’ tab in the ‘New Service Definition’ window (shown in Fig. D-3b) 
a. Enable the ‘Interact with Desktop’ option by clicking the check box (if selected, a 
green check mark will appear in the check box). 
b. Set the ‘Start-Up Mode’ to ‘Automatic’ 
c. Set the ‘Upon Program Exit’ to ‘Restart the Program’ and enter the time for which the 
program is forced to wait before it automatically resumes (60000 ms recommended). 
d. Click ‘Install’ to install 4 MainDAQ815.EXE as a service program. 
lxxxv. If successfully installed, a prompt dialog box will appear indicating that the installation 
process is completed (Fig. D-4) and the service program created will be listed in the 
FireDaemon Pro Service Manager window as shown in Fig. D-5. 
 
 
 
Figure D-4. Prompt dialog box 
 
 
Figure D-5. FireDaemon Pro Service Manager window (service MainDAQ815 installed) 
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APPENDIX E 
Plots of the theoretical moments and strain due to each design load 
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(a) Sensors 1 and 4 in the center span  
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(b) Sensors 5 and 8 in the west end span 
Figure E-1. Moments and strain due to Iowa legal truck (Type 3) at the sensor locations 
with respect to the first axle position 
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(a) Sensors 1 and 4 in the center span  
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(b) Sensors 5 and 8 in the west end span 
Figure E-2. Moments and strain due to Iowa legal truck (Type 4) at the sensor locations 
with respect to the first axle position 
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(a) Sensors 1 and 4 in the center span  
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(b) Sensors 5 and 8 in the west end span 
Figure E-3. Moments and strain due to Iowa legal truck (Type 3S2 A) at the sensor 
locations with respect to the first axle position 
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(a) Sensors 1 and 4 in the center span  
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(b) Sensors 5 and 8 in the west end span 
Figure E-4. Moments and strain due to Iowa legal truck (Type 3S3 B) at the sensor 
locations with respect to the first axle position 
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(a) Sensors 1 and 4 in the center span  
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(b) Sensors 5 and 8 in the west end span 
Figure E-5. Moments and strain due to Iowa legal truck (Type 3-3) at the sensor 
locations with respect to the first axle position 
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(a) Sensors 1 and 4 in the center span  
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(b) Sensors 5 and 8 in the west end span 
Figure E-6. Moments and strain due to Iowa legal truck (Type 3S3) at the sensor 
locations with respect to the first axle position 
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(a) Sensors 1 and 4 in the center span  
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(b) Sensors 5 and 8 in the west end span 
Figure E-7. Moments and strain due to H 20 truck (2 axles) at the sensor locations with 
respect to the first axle position 
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(a) Sensors 1 and 4 in the center span  
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(b) Sensors 5 and 8 in the west end span 
Figure E-8. Moments and strain due to HS 20 truck (3 axles – 14 ft) at the sensor 
locations with respect to the first axle position 
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(a) Sensors 1 and 4 in the center span  
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(b) Sensors 5 and 8 in the west end span 
Figure E-9. Moments and strain due to HS 20 truck (3 axles – 15 ft) at the sensor 
locations with respect to the first axle position 
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(a) Sensors 1 and 4 in the center span  
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(b) Sensors 5 and 8 in the west end span 
Figure E-10. Moments and strain due to HS 20 truck (3 axles – 20 ft) at the sensor 
locations with respect to the first axle position 
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(a) Sensors 1 and 4 in the center span  
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(b) Sensors 5 and 8 in the west end span 
Figure E-11. Moments and strain due to HS 20 truck (3 axles – 25 ft) at the sensor 
locations with respect to the first axle position 
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(a) Sensors 1 and 4 in the center span  
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(b) Sensors 5 and 8 in the west end span 
Figure E-12. Moments and strain due to HS 20 truck (3 axles – 30 ft) at the sensor 
locations with respect to the first axle position 
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(a) Sensors 1 and 4 in the center span  
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(b) Sensors 5 and 8 in the west end span 
Figure E-13. Moments and strain due to HS 20 truck train (lane) loading at the sensor 
locations with respect to the first axle position 
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APPENDIX F 
Evaluation Report (November 14th, 2006 ~ December 14th, 2006) 
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Monitoring Penod (11/1412005 3 00.18 PM - 12/14/2006 4.3 7:.d6 PM) 
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